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Mark Your Calendar 
October 4—January 6 
The Gross Clinic, the celebrated painting belonging to Thomas 
Jefferson University, is on display at the Philadelphia Museum of Art, 
as the highlight of the exhibition Thomas Eakins: American Realist 
(for further information see the museum's Website at www.philamuseum.org) 
October 22, Monday 
Alumni reception with Paul C. Brucker MD, President of Thomas Jefferson 
University, in San Antonio, TX 
October 23, Tuesday 
Alumni reception with Dr. Brucker in Houston, TX 
October 24, Wednesday 
Alumni reception with Dr. Brucker in Tucson, AZ 
October 25, Thursday 
Alumni reception with Dr. Brucker and Thomas J. Nasca '75, Senior Vice President 
of Thomas Jefferson University and Dean of Jefferson Medical College, in 
Scottsdale, AZ 
November 2, Friday 
President's Club dinner at the Springfield Country Club, Springfield, PA 
November 5, Monday 
Alumni reception with Dr. Brucker in southern Connecticut 
November 7, Wednesday, 4:00 PM, Bluemle Life Sciences Building 
Rehfuss Lecture: Peter Libby MD, Professor of Cardiology, Harvard University 
November 8, Thursday 
Alumni reception with President Brucker and Phillip J. Marone '57, Associate Dean 
for Alumni Relations, in Boston 
November 14-17, Wednesday – Saturday 
The first annual Philadelphia Book Fair, presented by the TJUH Women's Board 
and Borders Book Shop and Cafe, at the Ballroom at the Benjamin Franklin House 
November 29, Thursday 
Alumni Executive Committee meeting 
November 30, Friday 
Alumni reception, Tavistock Country Club, Haddonfield, NJ 
December 1, Saturday 
Alumni reception at the AMA meeting, San Francisco, CA 
December 5-6, Wednesday/Thursday 
Career Day for sophomore/junior students, Jefferson Alumni Hall 
December 7, Friday 
Thomas Jefferson University Choir and Orchestra, 32nd annual holiday concert, 
8 p.m., First Baptist Church, 17th and Sansom Streets, featuring Zelenka's Gratias 
Agimus Tibi (for further information call 215 790 5195) 
First Tuesday of each month: Jefferson Persian Society potluck dinner 
(for further information email reza.alavi@jefferson.edu) 
Join the Eighth Annual 
What Every Doctor Should Know: 
A General Medical Update 
February 2-9, 2002 
Westin Resort and Spa, Whistler, British Columbia 
The Alumni Association is pleased to announce this eighth annual educational opportunity 
Enjoy the fun and beauty of Whistler and renew old friendships 
General medical update topics will be presented by your fellow Jeffersonians, hosted by Mark Kahn '83 and Pauline Park '82 
Registration fee payable to JMC Office of CME: S350.00 to cover educational materials, coffee breaks, cocktail/dinner parties, etc. 
To make reservations for rooms, group rate ski tickets, or other travel arrangements, please contact Sara Whalen at 
Resort Reservations, toll-free at 1-888-403-3005 ext. 5003, or email swhalen@rezrez.com 
Westin Resort and Spa, Whistler, British Columbia 
Rates per night: 	 Junior Suite $256 
One Bedroom Suite $275 
Two Bedroom Suite $691 
All accommodations include fully equipped kitchens 
OVERVIEW: This is a continuation of a conference series to meet the needs of past graduates of Jefferson Medical College. Participants will review current management 
of a variety of diseases and conditions, based on participant needs and faculty expertise. Jefferson Medical College of Thomas Jefferson University, as a member of the 
Consortium for Academic Continuing Medical Education, is accredited by the ACCME to provide continuing medical education for physicians. Jefferson Medical College 
designates this educational activity for a maximum of 11 hours in Category 1 credit towards the AMA Physician Recognition Award. Each physician should claim only 
those hours of credit that he/she actually spent in the educational activity. 
For questions regarding Continuing Medical Education credits call the JMC Office of CME toll-free at 1-888-JEFF-CME 
Reserve Now 
Mail this form to the JMC Office of CME, Alumni Trip, 1020 Locust Street M-32, Philadelphia, PA 19107 
Registration fee: $350.00 payable to JMC Office of CME 
Name 	
 Class Year 	  
Guest Name 	  




City 	  State 	  Zip 	  
Jefferson 	 Yes, I am willing to give a one-hour educational presentation 
Medical 
College 	 Daytime Phone 	  
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At Commencement, Chris 
Lupold '01 and his mother 
Georgetta Lupold '74 
Big News about 
Your Student Loans 
Student loan consolidation rates dropped significantly after July 1, 2001. 
Additionally, changes in tax laws after January 2, 2002 may help in the repayment 
of your loans. Please contact Jefferson's Financial Aid  Office at 115 955 2/467 
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ALUMNI ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS 
Bacharach and Higgins Earn the Association's Highest Honor 
The recipients of the Alumni 
Association's highest honor were 
introduced by John Gartland S'44 
at the alumni banquet: 
We come to that part of the 
banquet that the Alumni 
Association holds most dear: the 
moment when we salute those 
Jefferson sons and daughters 
who, by virtue of their exemplary 
professional achievements, have 
brought honor and distinction to 
Jefferson Medical college. 
Tonight, the Alumni Association 
acknowledges and salutes two 
such Jefferson graduates and 
thanks them for their distin-
guished professional 
achievements by presenting them 
with our highest accolade, the 
Alumni Achievement Award. 
Benjamin (Bud) Bacharach 
graduated from Jefferson Medical 
College in 1956. Following a 
general surgery residency at 
Jefferson, and a cardiothoracic 
surgery fellowship at 
Pennsylvania Hospital, he 
became Board certified and 
joined the surgical faculty at the 
University of Pennsylvania. 
Three years later, however, Bud 
saw the light and returned home 
to join Jefferson's surgical 
faculty. He advanced steadily in 
academic rank and by 1983, he 
was a Clinical Professor of 
Surgery and Vice Chairman of 
the Department of Surgery. Bud 
long has had an interest in 
cardiac pacemakers and, in 
addition to inserting them and 
writing about them, he amassed a 
fascinating collection of cardiac 
pacemakers of all types and 
shapes. 
A member of Alpha Omega 
Alpha Honor Medical Society, 
Bud also is a fellow of the 
American College of Surgeons 
and a member of the Association 
for Academic Surgery. His 
scientific publications relate to 
cardiothoracic issues of concern. 
He served as President of The 
Alumni Association in 1981, and 
the Class of 1993 presented his 
portrait to Jefferson Medical 
College. 
In 1972, Bud was asked to 
become Chairman of the 
President's Club, an important 
segment of Jefferson's Annual 
Giving Campaigns. Through the 
efforts of Bud Bacharach and 
others, $2.2 million was raised in 
the 1999 campaign, the largest 
total in Annual Giving history to 
that date. Bud Bacharach 
accepted the position of 
Associate Dean for Admissions at 
Jefferson and served admirably in 
that position from 1983 to 1999, 
endearing himself to countless 
Jefferson students along the way. 
Bud Bacharach's cousin, Bert 
Bacharach, kept the world 
humming and 
singing while 
Bud, for his 
























residency at the 
University of California, he took 
a fellowship in cardiovascular 
radiology at Stanford University 
Hospital. Early in his career, he 
spent three years in basic science 
research training, which gave 
him a deep appreciation of the 
value of research training and 
mentorship. He was appointed 
Assistant Professor of Radiology, 
University of California, San 
Diego in 1975, and by 1979 was 
Professor of Radiology. He 
moved to his present position as 
Professor of Radiology, 
University of California, San 
Francisco in 1983. 
Charles Higgins has become a 
major force in cardiac imaging 
and now is regarded as the father 
of cardiac magnetic resonance 
imaging. His book, Magnetic 
Resonance Imaging of the Body is 
a major text in the field. He has 
received dozens of grants from 
the National Institutes of Health 
and from the American Heart 
Association for cardiac imaging 
research. He has published over 
600 scientific articles, including 
landmark studies on cardiovas-
cular response to iodinated 
contrast media. Some of his 
important contributions include 
pioneering work on magnetic 
imaging research of congenital 
heart disease and ischemic heart 
disease. He has received 
countless national awards in his 
field of interest. Dr. Higgins is an 
active cardiovascular researcher, 
teacher and mentor, and has had 
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a National Institutes of Health 
Training Grant for the past 18 
years, which allows him to serve 
as mentor to young American 
scientists. He also has attracted 
more the 80 research scholars 
from around the world. The fact 
that all of these foreign scientists 
obtained funding from their own 
country so they could work in 
his laboratory is a glowing 
testament to Dr. Higgins's 
international reputation. He gave 
the Philip J. Hodes Lecture at 
Jefferson on June 5, 2001. 
His proposer for this award says 
of Dr. Higgins, "Because of his 
own contributions as well as his 
mentorship and training of other 
investigators, Dr. Higgins is 
widely regarded as the most 
influential and important 
cardiac imager of his generation. 
He is recognized by his 
colleagues as a scholar of 
breadth and depth; a man of 
vision and tenacity; superb 
mentor and role model. The 
very embodiment of a 
physician-researcher, he has 
been one of the shining stars of 
radiology in the 20th century, 
and he continues to burn 
brightly." 
It is with great pride that 
Jefferson Medical College 
presents its Alumni 
Achievement Awards for 2001 
to Dr. Bacharach and Dr. 
Higgins. 4 
Dr. Gonnella Elected 
the Fellowship of the 
Joseph S. Gonnella MD, the 
Distinguished Professor of 
Medicine and Director of 
Jefferson's Center for Research 
in Medical Education and 
Health Care, has been elected 
to the Fellowship of the Royal 
College of Physicians of 
Edinburgh. This is an 
exceptional honor that 
recognizes his broad contribu-
tions to medical education. 
Dr. Gonnella served for many 
years as Dean of Jefferson 
He was also recently honored 
with a Distinguished 
Fellowship Award from the 
International Medical 
University of Malaysia. Dr. 
Gonnella has been instrumental 
in helping to develop that 
institution's programs. 4 
to 
RCP 
Medical College and Senior 
Vice President for Academic 
Affairs, Thomas Jefferson 
University. 
Edward Jaeger OPH'64, 
Professor of 
Ophthalmology, was 
honored at Class Day 
with the Leon Penis 
Memorial Award, given to 
a member of the volunteer 




During Alumni Weekend 2001, the Underrepresented Minority 
Scholarship Committee at Jefferson Medical College held its 
inaugural meeting. Committee members in attendance were 
Glenda W. Davis '04, Judith H. Fluellen '81, Charles Fluellen, 
Muriel Kowlessar MD, Preston A. Wigfall '81 and Walter Wrenn 
'74. Jefferson representatives in attendance were Clara Callahan 
PD'82, Senior Associate Dean, Admissions and Student Life, and 
the Lillian H. Brent Dean of Students; Edward Christian, PhD, 
Associate Dean, Minority Affairs and Diversity; Raelynn Cooter 
PhD, Director of University Financial Aid; and Lisa S. Katz, 
Associate Director of Development—Individual Gifts. 
The committee is exploring how philanthropy can create opportu-
nities for increasing the number of qualified applicants from groups 
that are underrepresented in medical education. To continue to 
attract outstanding students from diverse racial, ethnic and socioe-
conomic backgrounds as the costs of medical education grow, 
additional sources of aid such as scholarships, loans and grants 
must be available. 
Throughout its history, Jefferson has emphasized the achievement of 
clinical excellence in its education programs. Philanthropy will help 
ensure that we can maintain and advance this tradition, and the 
committee looks forward to collaborating with alumni, students, 
faculty, staff, and friends to educate the best future physicians. 
The committee joins Thomas]. Nasca '75, Senior Vice President of 
Thomas Jefferson University and Dean of Jefferson Medical College, 
in this vital quest to foster diversity among our medical students. 
To learn how you can make a difference and benefit the future of 
medical education, please contact: 
Frederick Ruccius 
Associate Vice President for Development 
Thomas Jefferson University 
925 Chestnut Street, Suite 110 
Philadelphia, PA 19107-4216 




GIFT OF HEALTH 
New computer for the on-call room: 
 Thanks to a gift from the 
Alumni Association, residents at Thomas Jefferson University Hospital 
now have a new computer in their on-call room giving them access to 
the Internet, e-mail, and LastWord, the hospital's clinical 
information system. Using LastWord, residents can check patient 
records and look up lab results. 
Because the computer in the on-call room was always in use, Stephen 
Goldstein OT0'01, then the President of the House Staff Association, 
asked the Office of House Staff Affairs if a second computer could be 
installed. Director Debra Cifelli, knowing that the Alumni 
Association was always looking for ways to benefit the residents, 
referred this request to the Alumni Office. The Postgraduate Alumni 
Committee and the Executive Committee enthusiastically endorsed 
the project and the new computer and software were up and running 
in June. A plaque on the computer indicates that it is a gift of the 
Alumni Association to the residents. 
Three years ago, as part of the ongoing effort to improve the quality 
of life for the residents and to help them feel more a part of the 
Jefferson family, the 
Alumni Association 
refurbished their on-call 
room. The Alumni 
Association will work with 
the Office of House Staff 
Affairs and the House 
Staff Association to 
identify other opportu-
nities to assist the 
residents in the future. 
Above, Stephen Goldstein 
OT0'01 and otolaryn-
gology resident John 
Feehery '96 look at the 
Alumni Association's home 
page on the new on-call 
room computer. 
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The Dr. James D. and Jennie M. Beach Memorial 
Scholarship, established by The Edward P. Beach Charitable Trust, 
illustrates how a son's love for his parents enables new generations of 
physicians to benefit from the excellence of a Jefferson education. 
Edward Beach, who died in 1991 at the age of 93, had established a 
charitable trust in his will, directing that the funds be "as a memorial 
to Jennie M. Beach, my mother, and to Dr. James D. Beach, my father, 
who graduated from Jefferson Medical College. Dr. Beach practiced for 
over 50 years and my mother aided and abetted his every effort and her 
son now gives her his full measure of devotion." 
During 2000-01, one first-year student, 13 third-year students, and 23 
fourth-year students received a total of $466,194 in Beach 
Scholarships. Pictured below are: 
Front row, from left, Teresa M. Gale '02, John R. Lawrence '02, Rita 
M. Pechulis '02, Kerri A. Simo '02, Anitha Nimmagadda '02, 
Stephanie L. Hurley '01, Jennifer L. Cirello '01 and Margarita M. 
Scott '04. 
Second row, from left, Lisa S. Katz, Associate Director of 
Development—Individual Gifts, Thomas Jefferson University; Clara A. 
Callahan PD'82, Senior Associate Dean for Admissions and Student 
Life, Jefferson Medical College; Carmen D. Campanelli '01; Julie Ann 
Crewalk '02; Jon G. Ryckman '01; Rosemary McCollum, Vice 
President, Bankers Trust Company of New York and administrator of 
the Beach Trust; Minh P. Thieu '01; Joshua A. Ratner '01; L. Campbell 
Levy '01; Kelly L. Burkert '02; Elizabeth E. Hanson '02 and Raelynn 
Cooter PhD, Director of University Financial Aid, standing, far right. 
Third row, from left, Samuel D. Weiner '01, Peter M. Kelleher '02, 
Bret T. Kean '02, Robert M. Kottmann '01, Daniel P. Tomlinson '01 
and Edward A. White '01. 
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The Jefferson Donor-Advised Funds unite two long-established 
Philadelphia institutions. Partners in the new collaboration are, 
from left, Thomas J. Lewis, Dr. Brucker, and H. Craig Lewis, Chair 
of The Philadelphia Foundation's Board of Managers. Not pictured 
is R. Andrew Swinney, President of The Philadelphia Foundation. 
Philadelphia Foundation and Jefferson Form Innovative Partnership 
Thomas Jefferson University, 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital, and The Philadelphia 
Foundation have announced a 
groundbreaking philanthropic 
collaboration designed to help 
donors reach their charitable 
giving goals while providing 
support for Jefferson programs. 
The Jefferson Donor-Advised 
Funds is the first partnership of 
its kind between not-for-profit 
institutions and a community 
foundation. 
Administered by The 
Philadelphia Foundation, this 
new endowed giving program 
provides special benefits for 
donors who want to simplify the 
management of their charitable 
giving, support a variety of 
charitable causes and advance 
the missions of Thomas Jefferson 
University and Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital. 
"This innovative joint venture 
capitalizes on the current trend 
toward donor-advised funds," 
says Thomas Jefferson University 
President Paul C. Brucker MD. 
"We are pleased to be uniting 
with The Philadelphia 
Foundation, which has such a 
distinguished history of 
commitment to our community, 
to bring this opportunity to 
donors." 
Adds Thomas J. Lewis, President 
and CEO of Thomas Jefferson 
University Hospital, "The 
Jefferson Donor-Advised Funds 
will help provide the resources 
we need to establish vital patient 
care initiatives and keep pace 
with the constant changes and 
improvements in medical 
technology and health care 
practices. It is very gratifying to 
have The Philadelphia 
Foundation as our philanthropic 
partner." 
Donor-advised endowment funds 
have become increasingly 
popular in recent years because 
they are flexible and cost-
effective, allowing donors to 
recommend the charities their 
gifts will support after they have 
made tax-deductible contribu-
tions to the Funds. Among the 
advantages are immediate tax 
deductions based on the fair 
market value of the gift; lower 
managerial costs; direct 
involvement in grantmaking 
decisions; and the opportunity 
to design, establish and maintain 
a family philanthropic tradition. 
"Donor-advised funds help 
foster a culture of giving," says 
R. Andrew Swinney, President of 
The Philadelphia Foundation. 
"This unique collaboration 
between Jefferson and The 
Philadelphia Foundation, the 
first of its kind in the United 
States as far as we know, will 
serve as a model for other 
institutions to join forces and 
create opportunities for 
expanded giving." The 
Philadelphia Foundation, 
founded more than 80 years ago, 
manages over 400 charitable 
funds established by donors, 
using revenue generated by 
these funds to provide grants to 
local nonprofit organizations, 
including humanitarian, 
educational and cultural initia-
tives. 
Participation in The Jefferson 
Donor-Advised Funds requires 
a minimum initial gift of 
$50,000. Half of the annual 
income available for distribution 
automatically supports Jefferson 
and the remaining half is 
designated for the donor's 
individually recommended 
charities, which may include 
Jefferson as well. 
"This new giving option is a 
meaningful way for friends to 
help ensure the continuing 
excellence of our programs 
while advancing their own 
charitable objectives," says 
Thomas J. Nasca '75, Senior Vice 
President and Dean of Jefferson 
Medical College. "Jefferson Donor-
Advised Funds can be created to 
honor distinguished faculty 
members, provide scholarships for 
future generations of students, 
endow teaching programs, or 
support other vital initiatives at 
the College. In making such a 
commitment, supporters will be 
helping to strengthen our 
educational mission, which, of 
course, will bring even greater 
distinction to Jefferson Medical 
College and its graduates." 
To explore ways The Jefferson 
Donor-Advised Funds can benefit 
you and your family while 
providing critical support for 
JMC's mission, please contact 
Jefferson's Associate Vice 
President for Development 
Frederick (Fritz) Ruccius 
at 215 955 7990 or 
Frederick.Ruccius@mail.tju.edu 
or call toll free: 1-877-JEFF GIFT 
(1-877-533-3443). Questions also 
may be directed to Robert 
Dumont, Director of Professional 
Services for The Philadelphia 
Foundation, at 215-563-6417 or 
rdumont@philafound.org 
Important Notice For All Jefferson Legacy Society Members 
The Jefferson Legacy Society acknowledges alumni and friends of Thomas 
Jefferson University and Thomas Jefferson University Hospital who have 
included Jefferson as beneficiary of their wills, trusts, gift annuities, life 
insurance arrangements, or other estate plans. From time to time in various 
publications, Jefferson will print the roster of Legacy Society members. If you are 
a member of the Legacy Society and prefer not to be listed in such reports, please 
advise the Development Office of this in writing or by e-mail. 
Direct such correspondence to: 
Ms. Lisa Watson Repko 
Director of Development for Trusts and Estates 
Thomas Jefferson University 
925 Chestnut Street, Suite 110 
Philadelphia, PA 19107-4216 
Or, e-mail her at jell trust@ mail.tju.edu 
If you do not notify Ms. Watson Repko in writing or by e-mail, the Development 
Office will assume that you do not object to the inclusion of your name in the 
published Legacy Society roster. Thank you. 
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IN MEMORIAM 
C. Perry Cleaver '33 died May 1. 
A real country doctor, he 
practiced general medicine in 
Catawissa, PA from 1941 until 
1975. Highly regarded by his 
patients, he received numerous 
civic awards. He is survived by his 
wife Gertrude and two sons. 
James F. O'Neill '36 died June 2. 
At Nazareth Hospital he served as 
Chief of the Department of 
Surgery. He served as Treasurer, 
Philadelphia County Medical 
Society, 1962-63. He is survived 
by his wife Maxine, a son and a 
daughter. 
Harold L. Chandler '38 died May 
17. He was Chief of Nuclear 
Medicine, Mt. Auburn Hospital, 
Cambridge, MA, Assistant Clinical 
Professor of Nuclear Medicine, 
Harvard Medical School, and a 
frequent contributor to the 
literature of his specialty. He was 
President of the Society of Nuclear 
Medicine, New England chapter. 
He is survived by his wife Iris and 
two sons. 
Louis Goldberg '39 died July 12. 
He was Chief of Ophthalmology at 
Montgomery Hospital, 
Norristown, PA, and also on staff 
at Sacred Heart Hospital, 
Norristown. He is survived by a 
daughter. 
Charles J. Sites '40 died June 23. 
He was in family practice in 
Franklin, WV, and a member of 
the West Virginia Medical Society. 
He is survived by his wife Mary 
Lou, a son and a daughter. 
William J. West '43 died May 11. 
He was head of the Army Polio 
Rehabilitation Center in Hot 
Springs, AK; then practiced family 
medicine in Dayton, OH before 
starting his orthopaedic surgical 
practice there in 1955. He became 
Associate Clinical Professor at 
Wright State University School of 
Medicine. He retired from surgery 
in 1983 but remained an 
independent consultant until 
1998. He is survived by his wife 
Jeannette, two sons and two 
daughters. Son Douglas is 
Jefferson '75. 
Stacy L. Rollins Jr. J'44 died July 
24. A member of Alpha Omega 
Alpha Honor Medical Society, he 
specialized in neurological surgery 
and was Clinical Professor of 
Neurosurgery Emeritus, 
Georgetown University School of 
Medicine. He played a very signif- 
icant role in the development of 
the neurosurgical residency 
program at Georgetown. In 
addition to a busy clinical 
practice, he found time to serve as 
both a Class Agent and as a 
Reunion Chair for his class of J'44. 
He is survived by his wife Beatrice, 
two sons and two daughters. 
Samuel S. Conly Jr. S'44 died 
June 29. A member of both Phi 
Beta Kappa and Sigma Xi Honor 
Societies, he began his Jefferson 
career with an interest in both 
family medicine and physiology. 
An active teacher and researcher 
in the Department of Physiology, 
he was Honorary Associate 
Professor of Physiology. He joined 
the dean's office in 1956 and 
served Jefferson faithfully as 
Assistant Dean, Associate Dean, 
and Director of the Office of 
Admissions. In 1983 he received 
the Dean's Medal, and had his 
portrait presented to Jefferson 
Medical College. He served as 
President of the Jefferson Medical 
College Alumni Association, 
1986-87. He is survived by two 
sons and two daughters. Son 
Frank is Jefferson '80. 
T. Frederick Weiland S'44 died 
April 29. He was the "permanent 
president" of the Class of S'44. He 
practiced radiology in Grove City, 
PA and was Chief of Radiology, 
Grove City Hospital. He also 
served as Secretary, Pennsylvania 
Radiological Society. He is 
survived by his wife Lorraine, two 
sons and two daughters. 
William M. Wilson Jr. S'44 died 
July 15. He practiced obstetrics-
gynecology at Frankford Hospital, 
Philadelphia, PA. He is survived 
by his wife Mary, and a daughter. 
Claude C. Snoddy '45 died 
February 13. He practiced general 
surgery in Tullahoma, TN, and 
was on staff at Hooton Memorial 
Hospital. He is survived by his 
wife Jane, three daughters and a 
son. 
R. William Alexander '48 died 
May 2. He practiced radiology in 
Reading, PA and was Chief of 
Radiology, Hamburg Hospital. He 
was a former President of both the 
Berks County Medical Society and 
the Pennsylvania Medical Society 
and was a Pennsylvania Medical 
Society delegate to the AMA for 
many years. He is survived by his 
wife Nancy and a daughter. 
Albert J. Fingo '48 died March 
14. He was in general practice in 
Norristown, PA until retirement 
in 1978. He is survived by his 
wife Jane and two daughters. 
Jack B. Kremens '51  died June 
26. He practiced psychiatry in 
Brick, NJ. He was an attending 
psychiatrist at the Veterans 
Administration Hospital, Brick, 
NJ, the Monmouth Medical 
Center, Long Beach, NJ and the 
East Orange Veterans Medical 
Center, East Orange, NJ. He was 
President of the Pennsylvania 
Psychiatric Society in 1969 and 
of the New Jersey Psychiatric 
Society in 1989. He is survived 
by his wife Patricia, two sons and 
two daughters. Son Daniel is 
Jefferson 2000. 
Edmund K. Lindemuth Jr. '53 
died May 4. His interest was in 
public health and he served as 
Director of the Bucks County 
Health Department, 1967-69 and 
also 1972-86. He held a Masters 
of Public Health degree from UC 
Berkeley. He is survived by a 
brother. 
Thomas F. McGarry '58 died 
July 29. He was senior attending 
cardiologist, Nazareth Hospital, 
Philadelphia. He is survived by 
his wife Wendy, four daughters 
and two sons. Son Thomas F. Jr. 
is Jefferson '85. 
Patrick J. Ferraro '59 died 
November 30, 2000. He was on 
the surgical staff at Community 
Medical Center, Dunmore, PA 
and served as director of the 
trauma/critical care unit. He is 
survived by his wife Judith. 
William C. Sherwood '59 died 
May 25. He was an internist who 
specialized in hematology. He 
was a nationally recognized 
expert on transfusion medicine. 
He served as medical director 
and principal officer of the Penn-
Jersey Region of the American 
Red Cross Blood Services, and as 
director of regional transfusion 
services in Philadelphia. He was 
Adjunct Associate Professor of 
Medicine at Jefferson. He is 
survived by his wife Sylvia and 
two daughters. 
Mark W. Maxwell '77 died 
March 28. He practiced 
psychiatry and was on staff at 
Christiana Hospital, Wilmington, 
DE. He is survived by his wife 
Judith and a daughter. 
CLASS NOTES 
'48 
David Thomas Jr. of Lock Haven, 
PA continues a limited consul-
tation practice in Lock Haven and 
is finding it impossible to 
withdraw from surgery entirely. 
His granddaughter Rachel Peck is 
Jeff '04. 
'51 
Herbert Mansmann Jr. of 
Newtown Square, PA is still 
working half time in Jefferson's 
Department of Pediatrics, 
Magnesium Research Laboratory. 
'53 
Eugene Jaeger of Devon, PA is still 
practicing psychiatry and singing 
with the Union League Glee Club. 
John Harris Jr. has received the 
American College of Radiology's 
highest honor, the Gold Medal, for 
his extraordinary service. John is 
considered by many to be the 
father of emergency radiology. A 
past President of the ACR, he 
influenced the college during an 
important transition period, and 
taught much of which is accepted 
as standard and routine today. A 
past Professor of Radiology at 
JMC, John left his private practice 
in 1979 to dedicate himself to 
academic radiology, first as a 
professor at Michigan State 
University, and since 1980, as 
Professor of Radiology at the 
University of Texas Medical 
School in Houston. He has held 
the John S. Dunn Distinguished 
Chair there since 1987. As Chair 
of the Board of Chancellors of 
ACR, Harris oversaw the creation 
of new ACR commissions on 
physics, magnetic resonance, and 
intersociety relations. 
'57 
John Bender is now working as a 
volunteer, treating patients once 
weekly at a little Navajo clinic in 
southeast Utah. He and his wife 
are also Cultural Site Stewards for 
prehistoric Indian archeological 
sites in the area. 
Charles Knecht III of Bonita 
Springs, FL has retired from active 
radiology practice. He and wife 
Natalie spend their summers in 
Longport, NJ. 
Walter Spelsberg still practices 
primary care and ophthalmology 
in the small town of Blythe, CA. 
'58 
Joseph English of Bronxville, NY, 
Chairman of the Department of 
Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences 
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of Saint Vincent Catholic Medical 
Centers, has been appointed to a 
three-year term, beginning January 
1, 2001, as one of the American 
Medical Association's non-trustee 
representatives on the Joint 
Commission on Accreditation of 
Healthcare Organizations Board of 
Commissioners. At the 2000 
national meeting of the American 
Psychiatric Association, Dr. 
English received a special 
presidential commendation "in 
recognition of his leadership and 
advocacy for the highest standards 
of clinical practice and profes-
sional ethics, and his defense of 
the inviolability of the doctor-
patient relationship." 
'61 
David Subin of San Diego, CA 
continues to practice hand 
surgery. 
'62 
Joseph Sokolowski Jr. of 
Moorestown, NJ was elected 
Treasurer of the National 
Association for Medical Direction 
of Respiratory Care. He currently 
serves on its Executive Committee. 
At the Annual Meeting of the 
Medical Society of New Jersey, 
held in April 2001, he was elected 
Chairman of the Judicial Council. 
'63 
Matthew Boni& of Moorestown, 
NJ will join his son Nicholas and a 
neurosurgical team from the 
University of Michigan on a 
medical mission to Guatemala. 
They will be working under the 
auspices of Healing the Children 
Foundation of Michigan and will 
be correcting congenital neural 
tube defects. 
Michael Pitt of Vestavia Hills, AL 
is Professor of Radiology and 
Orthopaedic Surgery at the 
University of Alabama in 
Birmingham. He has been elected 
President of the International 
Skeletal Society for 2000-02. 
'64 
Stanley Foster and wife Ronna 
have moved to Washington, DC to 
be closer to family and 
Philadelphia friends. He is 
planning to practice radiology part 
time. 
'65 
Bernard Casel of Ventnor, NJ is 
now retired after practicing 
otolaryngology at the Jersey shore 
for 30 years. During a recent trip 
to California, he had dinner with 
classmate Norman Zernel who is 
doing hand surgery in Los 
Angeles. 
'66 
Ronald Turco of Portland, OR was 
recently elected President of the 
American Academy of 
Psychoanalysis. 
'67 
Charles Klieman of Newport 
Beach, CA continues to be busy in 
vascular surgery. "This past year 
I've been working on Watch It 
Work.com, an interactive Website 
to show how medical products 
work. We hope to expand our 
service into interactive 3D 
procedures this year." 
James Sumerson of Cherry Hill, NJ 
was elected chief of the section of 
otolaryngology-head and neck 
surgery at Virtua-West Jersey 
Hospital. 
'69 
Paul Weinberg of Cherry Hill, NJ 
has been promoted to Professor of 
Pediatrics at the University of 
Pennsylvania School of Medicine. 
He is director of the fellowship 
training program in pediatric 
cardiology at Children's Hospital. 
He lectures internationally on 
cardiac MRI and the morphology 
of congenital heart disease. 
'71 
Donald A. Bergman has been 
elected Vice President of the 
American Association of Clinical 
Endocrinologists. Dr. Bergman is 
in private practice in New York 
and is board certified in both 
internal medicine and 
endocrinology and metabolism. 
Dr. Bergman has contributed to 
several books including The Mount 
Sinai School of Medicine Complete 
Book of Nutrition. 
Jeffrey Rakoff  of Del Mar, CA 
continues to enjoy his infertility 
practice at Scripps Clinic. 
'73 
Paul Bialas and wife Deborah are 
proud to note that they have two 
daughters at JMC: Nichole 
Harrison '02 and Bridget Bialas '05. 
Paul is a Clinical Assistant 
Professor at Penn State College of 
Medicine in Hershey. 
Barry Gordon of Baltimore has 
been appointed the inaugural 
holder of the Therapeutic 
Cognitive Neuroscience Chair in 
the Neurology Department at the 
Johns Hopkins Medical 
Institutions. The chair, together 
with a gift from the same 
anonymous donor, will support 
research into novel ways to 
improve mental and brain 
functions. 
'74 
Arnold Willis is Vice President of 
the U.S. Section of the 
International College of Surgeons. 
Arnie is also Medical Director for 
the Metropolitan Ambulatory 
Urologic Institute, Medical 
Director for Doctors Community 
Continence Care Center, and 
Medical Director for Metropolitan 
Brachytherapy Associates. He gave 
the keynote speech at the 12th 
Copenhagen Urologic Symposium 
on the American experience of 
brachytherapy. Arnie lives in 
Alexandria with his wife Virginia 
and three children. 
'75 
Gary Clark, after living 10 years in 
Buffalo, NY, has moved to 
Cleveland, OH where he has 
become the Chair of Physical 
Medicine and Rehabilitation at 
Metro Health System and Case 
Western Reserve University. 
'76 
John Cohn of Narberth, PA was 
installed as President of Jefferson's 
Volunteer Faculty Association for 
2001-03. John, a Clinical Professor 
of Medicine at JMC, has practiced 
allergy, immunology, and 
pulmonary medicine at TJUH 
since 1982. 
George Heymach III of Kansas 
City, MO recently accepted a 
Senior Vice President position in 
the health care team at Fleishman-
Hillard, an international 
communications, strategic 
planning and public relations 
company. 
'78 
Warren Robinson Jr. of 
Williamsport, PA is serving as 
President of the Lycoming County 
Medical Society. 
'79 
Larry Kachik was appointed 
Medical Director of the Emergency 
Department of Latrobe Area 
Hospital. He and wife Kathy reside 
on a mountaintop in Clarksburg, 
PA with their two Bichons named 
Jackpot and Keno. 
'82 
Essie Woods Bruell of Lookout 
Mountain, TN is working part 
time in internal medicine and 
addiction medicine. She has a 13-
year-old daughter. She also 
volunteers with Girl Scouts and 
Children's International Summer 
Villages. 
Stephen Sobie and wife Jean of 
East Amherst, NY are happy 
parents of Erin Andrea, born April 
6, 2001. Steve practices with the 
Buffalo Otolaryngology Group. 
'83 
Theodore Daly, a dermatologist in 
Garden City, NY, was recently 
honored by the town of 
Hempstead for his work on sun 
protection. 
Ferdinand Massari of Gladstone, 
NJ is currently Vice President of 
Clinical Research, Infectious 
Diseases, at Pharmacia 
Corporation. 
John Sutyak has joined the faculty 
at Southern Illinois University 
School of Medicine as Associate 
Professor of Surgery as well as 
Associate Director of the Southern 
Illinois Trauma Center. His 
interests are trauma/critical care, 
minimally invasive surgery, and 
medical education. Prior to joining 
SIU, John was a faculty member at 
the University of Medicine and 
Dentistry of New Jersey Robert 
Wood Johnson Medical School in 
New Brunswick. 
'84 
Ben Rosenblum of Voorhees, NJ is 
thrilled to let his classmates know 
that his wife Mindy delivered their 
first two children on May 12, 
2001. Both girls are doing well. 
"Being a father gives me an 
entirely new perspective on 
pediatrics!" 
'85 
Jeff McConnell of Bristol, VA, 
Director of Highland Spine 
Institute, has received a 12-month 
fellowship with the Centre for 
Spinal Studies and Surgery at 
Queens Medical Centre of the 





David Eschelman continues to 
work as a vascular-interventional 
radiologist at Jefferson. He is an 
Associate Professor of Radiology at 
JMC and serves as an Associate 
Editor for both Radiology and the 
Journal of Vascular and 
Interventional Radiology. David 
recently published a paper 
showing an inverse relationship 
between clinical and academic 
productivity in Jefferson's 
radiology department, suggesting 
that increases in clinical workload 
may diminish research output. 
Craig Powell is currently Head, 
Division of Vascular Surgery, at 
the Naval Medical Center in San 
Diego, CA. 
'87 
Joseph Bannon of Waverly, PA is 
President of the Lackawanna 
County Medical Society and is 
involved in trying to bring about 
tort reform in Harrisburg 
regarding malpractice issues. 
Jack Henzes III of Clarks Summit, 
PA and wife Denise welcome the 
birth of their fourth child, Sadie 
Hannah, on June 4, 2001. Jack is 
an orthopaedic surgeon in 
Scranton. 
Jocelyn Sivalingam of Philadelphia 
was installed as Treasurer of 
Jefferson's Volunteer Faculty 
Association for 2001-03. Jocelyn is 
a Clinical Instructor of Medicine at 
JMC and has practiced infectious 
diseases here since 1992. 
'88 
Steven Copit and Debra Somers 
Copit '89 of Wynnewood, PA 
proudly announce the birth of 
their second son, Robert Paul, on 
May 17, 2001. 
Michael Walker of Newtown, CT 
and wife Kelly announce the birth 
of their first child, Faith Elizabeth. 
'89 
David Dinwiddie and Maria 
Dinwiddie '90 of Encino, CA are 
partners at Kaiser Permanente 
Medical Group in Los Angles. 
They are also proud parents of 
David, Gina and Sal. 
Andrew Sirotnak was recently 
promoted to Associate Professor of 
Pediatrics, University of Colorado 
School of Medicine. He continues 
as Director of the Kempe Child 
Protection Team and as 
Department Head for Child Abuse 
and Neglect at the Children's 
Hospital, Denver. He is an editor 
of the AAP Child Abuse Section 
newsletter and chairs the Child 
Fatality Review Committee for 
Denver County. 
'90 
Vincenzo Berghella of 
Philadelphia has been named 
Director of Maternal-Fetal 
Medicine in the Department of 
Obstetrics and Gynecology at 
Jefferson. 
Rosina Lin is proud to announce 
the birth of her second child, 
Waverly Madison. Brother Parker, 
age two, is excited. Rosina is 
currently practicing dermatology 
in Columbus, OH. 
'91 
Jeffrey Driben and wife Lynn of 
Sinking Spring, PA announce the 
birth of Matthew Aaron on 
February 12, 2000. He was 
delivered by classmate Michelle 
Vichnin at Reading Hospital. 
Lina O'Brien and husband 
Jim Jr. CTS'99 have moved to 
Kansas City, MO. Jim finished his 
pediatric cardiothoracic surgery 
fellowship at CHOP. 
'92 
Paul and Sharon Conslato are 
enjoying their private practices of 
internal medicine and obstetrics in 
Lancaster, PA. 
'93 
Richard Battista has moved on to 
a full time, outservice fellowship 
in hand/upper extremity surgery at 
the University of Pittsburgh. 
Eileen Conti of Chester, NJ and 
Vincent Hoye III were married this 
July. Both are practicing ophthal-
mologists in NJ. 
Joseph locono has finally finished 
general surgery at Hershey Medical 
Center. He and his family have 
moved to Mount Laurel, NJ. Joe 
has started a two year fellowship 
in pediatric surgery at St. 
Christopher's Hospital in 
Philadelphia. 
Michael Sokol of Montvale, NJ has 
recently been promoted to Senior 
Director of Medical Policy and 
Programs in the Department of 
Medical Affairs at Merck-Medco. 
He is responsible for developing 
"e-health" centers for Merck-
Medco's website as well as 
conducting health services 
research using integrated medical 
and pharmacy claims data. Mike 
has been with Merck-Medco for 
five years. 
'94 
Rakesh Chawla has completed his 
three year cardiology fellowship at 
the Medical College of Wisconsin 
in Milwaukee. He married Jyoti on 
April 29, 2000 and has begun a 
two year interventional fellowship 
at UCSF where he is studying 
models of in-stent restenosis. 
Thomas Green, wife Kimberly, and 
children Caitlin and Colin are 
living in Syracuse, NY where 
Thomas is a partner with Crouse 
Radiology Associates. 
Carole Levy is back in her 
hometown, Brookeville, MD, 
practicing emergency medicine in 
the same department where she 
was a volunteer in high school. 
Her husband David practices 
anesthesiology and pain 
management nearby. 
Susan Partovi is currently an 
Associate Director of the 
Department of Family Medicine at 
UCLA/Harbor in Torrance, CA. 
David Steinberg recently 
completed fellowships in surgical 
pathology and cytopathology at 
The Johns Hopkins Hospital. He 
started working in July 2001 as an 
associate cytopathologist at St. 
Luke's Hospital in Bethlehem, PA. 
He and wife Sarah are enjoying life 
in the Lehigh Valley. 
'95 
Thomas Baudo and wife Nicole 
have recently moved to Vero 
Beach, FL to join the Retina Center 
of the Florida Eye Institute. 
Nancy Reisman Beran and 
husband Samuel GS'95 reside in 
Westchester, NY where Sam is in 
practice as a plastic surgeon and 
Nancy practices internal medicine. 
They have two children. 
Karl Bernat Jr. of Moon 
Township, PA continues to work 
with the University of Pittsburgh 
Health System in a busy internal 
medicine practice just outside 
Pittsburgh. 
Michael Brody finished his 
gastroenterology/hepatology 
fellowship at UNC-Chapel Hill in 
June and joined Cary 
Gastroenterology Associates in 
Cary, NC in July. He, his wife, and 
two-year-old son Drew welcomed 
second son Connor in November 
2000. 
Frank Gialanella and wife Justine 
(Jeff Nursing '95) welcomed the 
birth of their son on March 26, 
2001. Frank Jr. joins his three-
year-old sister Marina Patrice. Dad 
is with an internal medicine group 
in West Orange, NJ. 
Rebecca Long of Mt. Gretna, PA 
has gone into solo practice. She is 
working in Lebanon, PA doing 
family practice and prenatal care 
and deliveries as well. "Having a 
great time!" 
Swati Shah has bought a house 
and is settling into life in New 
Orleans. Her obstetrics-gynecology 
practice is thriving. 
Yvonne Wong and husband are 
thrilled to announce the birth of 
their first child, Mason Luke, on 
April 23, 2001. Yvonne has just 
finished her neonatology 
fellowship at Baylor College of 
Medicine and will be stationed at 
Landstuhl, Germany as an Air 
Force neonatologist for the next 
three years. 
Maly Zaky of North Brunswick, 
NJ is currently Medical Student 
Clerkship Director at St. Peter's 
Medical Center (UMDNJ). 
'96 
Ryan Gallivan started a one year 
fellowship for sinus and rhinology 
surgery at the Cleveland Clinic in 
August, after completing a five 
year ear, nose and throat residency 
at UC Irvine. He and wife Julie 
have three children: Lauren, three, 
Aidan, two, and Nicole, six 
months. 
Beverly Hay and Mark Adler were 
married on November 11, 2000 
near Boston. Classmates that 
attended included Doug Hoffman 
and Jason Soss. Beverly is 
currently a fellow in medical 
genetics at the National Institutes 
of Health in Bethesda, MD. 
'97 
Christopher Doty of Brooklyn, NY 
recently finished serving as Chief 
Resident in Emergency Medicine 
at SUNY Downstate/Kings County 
Hospital. He has taken a faculty 
position as an Assistant Professor 
there. 
'98 
Doug Atlas has finished his 
residency in internal medicine at 
Penn State/Hershey Medical 
Center and joined a private 
practice in West Chester, PA. 
Doug and wife Aeran have a 
daughter. 
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Jennifer Goldstein and husband 
Craig of Anneville, PA are pleased 
to announce the birth of their son 
Jacob Victor on February 5. 
Jennifer has been appointed Chief 
Resident at Penn State/Hershey 
Medical Center for 2001-02, and 
Craig has an appointment at York 
Hospital in internal medicine. 
Eric Grossman of Emmaus, PA is 
Chief Resident at Lehigh Valley 
Hospital's Department of Obstetrics 
and Gynecology. He is also a 
member of the Pennsylvania 
Medical Society's Board of 
Trustees. He and wife Laurie 
welcomed their first child in April 
2001. 
Mike lannotti is currently in the 
Exempla St. Joseph Hospital family 
practice residency program in 
Denver, CO. 
Jason Lichten and wife Rachel are 
proud to announce the birth of 
their first child, Samuel Ian, on 
August 1, 2001. Jason is starting 
his fourth year of general surgery at 
Beth Israel Medical Center in NY. 
'99 
Louis Giangiulio is starting his 
third year in a pediatric residency 
at Walter Reed Army Medical 
Center in Washington, DC. His 
wife Laura and he are enjoying life 
with their new daughter, born 
April 24, 2001. 
Lieutenant Sean O'Brien has 
graduated from Flight Surgeon 
training in Pensacola, FL and has 
reported to the Naval Weapons 
Test Squadron in China Lake, CA. 
Postgraduate Alumni 
Robert Perkel FP'81 of Narberth, 
PA was honored by the American 
Cancer Society with the Lane W. 
Adams Award. Robert is a Clinical 
Professor of Family Medicine at 
Jefferson. 
John Moore Jr. PS'87 of Haverford, 
PA was elected Vice President of 
Jefferson's Volunteer Faculty 
Association for 2001-03. John is a 
Clinical Professor of Surgery, 
Division of Plastic Surgery. 
Valerie Arkoosh AN'90 has been 
appointed Anesthesiology Chair at 
MCP Hahnemann University in 
Philadelphia. 
Michael Ramjattansingh UCM'99 
is a diagnostic radiologist with 
Southern Delaware Imaging 
Associates at Beebe Medical Center. 
Alumni Spotlight: 
Davis Durham '43 
Jefferson Medical College turns 
its Alumni Spotlight on Davis G. 
Durham '43 whose professional 
and humanitarian achievements 
have brought honor and 
prestige to Jefferson. 
Medical school is hard enough 
by itself but Dave Durham had 
the added burden of being 
dyslexic and had to memorize 
all his notes so as to successfully 
complete the medical course. 
Because World War II was still 
being fought in 1943, Dr. 
Durham served a nine month 
internship at Delaware Hospital, 
Wilmington, DE, then was 
assigned to the 63rd Infantry 
Division as a battalion-aid 
surgeon. The 63rd Division 
fought in France and Germany 
and Dr. Durham was awarded 
the Bronze Star, the Combat 
Medical Badge, and the 
European Theatre Ribbon with 
two battle stars for his service. 
Later, Dr. Durham was 
transferred to Valley Forge 
Army Hospital, Valley Forge, 
PA. At that time, it was one of 
two military eye hospitals in the 
United States, each with over 
600 eye patients. Dr. Durham's 
interest in ophthalmology as a 
career was nurtured by this 
wartime experience. 
Dr. Durham began the practice 
of ophthalmology in 
Wilmington, DE in 1946, and 
gained board certification in 
1951. He served as Director of 
the Department of 
Ophthalmology at Wilmington 
Medical Center, 1966-73. With 
the aid of DuPont Company 
engineers, in 1965 he developed 
a pneumatic tonometer for 
measuring eye pressures in 
glaucoma patients, and in 1966 
he developed the diamond knife 
for cataract surgery. He took no 
financial interest in either 
invention, choosing instead to 
contribute these advances to 
bettering patient eye care. In 
1978 he was awarded the 
Distinguished Delawarean 
Award for Distinguished 
Citizenship for the gift of these 
two inventions to better patient 
care. 
Dr. Durham served as Clinical 
Assistant Professor of 
Ophthalmology at Jefferson and 
has published 27 articles in his 
field of interest. He is a Fellow 
of the American College of 
Surgeons and the American 
Academy of Ophthalmology. 
Between 1976 and 1981 he 
served as either an instructor or 
as a speaker at the Annual 
Meetings of the American 
Academy of Ophthalmology 
and Otolaryngology, receiving a 
Certificate of Award in 1983. 
He is the only Delaware 
ophthalmologist to date to be 
elected to the prestigious 
American Ophthalmological 
Society. As impressive as his 
professional accomplishments 
have been, it is Dr. Durham's 
humanitarian activities, 
possibly motivated by his 
Society of Friends beliefs, that 
are particularly noteworthy. 
Between 1949 and 1995, Davis 
G. Durham '43 has treated eyes 
from Alaska to Indonesia, from 
Haiti to China, and from 
Nigeria to Samoa, all at his own 
expense. He has operated on 
eyes on ships, in makeshift 
hospitals, and at 13,000 feet in 
the Peruvian Andes. On these 
multiple humanitarian trips he 
has removed cataracts, treated 
eye diseases, corrected a wide 
variety of other eye disorders, 
and trained local eye surgeons 
in up-to-date eye techniques. 
His foreign medical service 
began in 1949 when he went to 
Alaska to treat blindness 
among the Eskimo population. 
He went to Samoa in 1957 
under the auspices of the 
Department of the Interior to 
treat chronic conjunctivitis 
among the Samoan population. 
He became associated with 
Project Hope in 1960 and 
served as its Director of 
Ophthalmology for 10 years. 
Between 1960 and 1967, he 
served as a Project Hope 
ophthalmologist in Indonesia, 
in Nepal, in Peru, in African 
Guinea, and in Colombia. He 
also served with an eye group 
named Focus in Haiti and 
Nigeria. In addition, he has 
served as Vice President and 
Director of Aid for 
International Medicine, a 
Delaware group that already 
has provided $9 million in 
assistance to hospitals, medical 
schools and orphanages in 
Asia, Africa and the United 
States. Along the way of his 
multiple humanitarian travels, 
he also picked up a 
membership in the Explorers 
Club. His final overseas venture 
was a teaching mission to 
China in 1995. While in China 
he instructed Chinese ophthal-
mologists in the latest 
techniques for cataract surgery, 
and instructed them in the use 
of the latest equipment. In 
October 1999, the American 
Academy of Ophthalmology 
awarded Davis G. Durham '43 
its Outstanding Humanitarian 
Award. 
To Davis G. Durham '43, his 
sons Davis G. Jr., James F., 
Andrew C., Jeffrey F., and 
daughter Dee, Jefferson 
Medical College says "Well 
done." At 
The 53rd Campaign 
James W. Fox IV '70, Chairman, Annual Giving 
Thanks to the generosity of 3,917 Jefferson alumni, postgraduate 
alumni, nongraduate faculty and friends, the 53rd Annual Giving 
campaign exceeded all previous campaign totals, raising 
$2,345,045. We are grateful to these wonderful colleagues for 
their overwhelming vote of confidence in Jefferson. 
As in the past, the President's Club wa s the key to the campaign's 
success. 702 Club members gave 
$1,600,457 this year which is 68 
percent of the total amount raised. 
Our thanks go to our leaders in the 
President's Club and to chairman 
Benjamin Bacharach '56 and co-
chairman Jerome M. Cotler '52. 
Our non-graduate faculty 
demonstrates its loyalty to Jefferson 
in many ways, including through its gifts to Annual Giving. 
Under the leadership of chairman David C. Levin, M.D., 173 non-
graduate faculty members contributed $160,971 to this year's 
campaign. We appreciate their support. 
This year we expanded our postgraduate alumni Annual Giving 
program by recruiting an agent for every clinical department. All 
of our new PGA Annual Giving agents worked very hard for the 
campaign, writing letters to their colleagues encouraging them to 
make a first gift or to increase their contribution. The figures 
indicate their success: 351 PGAs (120 more than last year) gave 
$150,492 ($22,711 more than last year). 45 PGAs were members 
of the President's Club (up from 33 last year). We are grateful to 
our new PGA Annual Giving agents and know that the PGA 
Annual Giving program will grow each year in the future. Special 
recognition goes to the Department of Surgery and its agent John 
H. Moore, Jr. GS'85 for the greatest amount contributed 
($33,750); to the Division of Emergency Medicine and its agents 
Shawn A. Carnevale EM'97 for the greatest percentage of partici-
pation (40 percent); and to the Department of Medicine and its 
agents Mark G. Graham IM'81 and Francis X. Keeley IM'60 for 
the greatest number of contributors (49). 
The class agents for the medical school have been the mainstay of 
Annual Giving since its inception. Their loyalty, effort and persis-
tence year after year have resulted in millions of dollars to 
support the mission of the College and we thank them. Several 
class agents and their classes deserve special mention. This year 
the 10 reunion classes raised $303,927 in honor of their reunions. 
We applaud the class agents and the classes that took first place 
in each of three categories. First place in amount given went to 
the Class of 1957 and class agents Phillip J. Marone and Bronson 
J. McNierney. The class raised $141,393. First place in percentage 
of participation was won by the Class of 1954 and class agent 
John R. Patterson. 65.8 percent of the class made a gift to Annual 
Giving. First place in number of contributors was taken by the 
Class of 1978 and class agent Duncan Salmon. 103 members of 
the class contributed to Annual Giving. Congratulations to all of 
these classes and their class agents for a job well done. 
Each year the members of the 
senior class walk across the stage 
of the Academy of Music, receive 
their diplomas and become 
alumni of Jefferson Medical 
College. We are delighted to 
welcome the Class of 2001 as 
fellow alumni and as the future 
leaders of the Alumni 
Association. I am pleased to introduce the class agent for the 
Class of 2001, Jennifer R. Bakker. 
President Brucker, Dean Nasca and I thank all of you who have 
made the 53rd campaign the most successful in the history of 
Annual Giving. Your time, talent and gifts have helped to make 
Jefferson the thriving institution that it is, and we know that we 
can count on you to be Jefferson's partner in future successes. 
Gifts 2000-01 from Alumni, Faculty, 
Widows, and Friends 
Additional Gifts 2000-01 from Alumni, 
Faculty, and Widows (Endowment Gifts, 
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60th reunion 
'08 
+Edward F. Hemminger 
(Education Fund) 
+Marshall C. Rumbaugh 
(Trust Fund) 
'13 
+Mrs. John E. Livingood 
(Bequest) 
'14 
+Floyd W. Stevens Trust 
(not through Annual Giving) 
'16 
+Mrs. Arthur R. Gaines 
(Bequest) 
'18 
+Reynold S. Griffith 
In memory of by widow, 
Mrs. Joanna Griffith Gabel 
'19 
+E. Lloyd Jones 
In memory of by widow 
'24 
+Dale W. Garber (Bequest) 




Five Gifts $5,380.36 
100 Percent Participation 
Dr. & Mrs. Charles Levy 
+Morris M. Mancoll 
(Trust Fund) 
C. Kenneth Schloss 
+Charles F. Weigel 
(Trust Fund) 
'29 
Paul 0. Blake 
Class Agent 
Three Gifts $3,275.00 
75.0 Percent Participation 
Paul 0. Blake 
+Ralph L. Cox 
In memory of by widow 
+William E. Delicate* 
In memory of by widow 
Anthony F. DePalma 
Alfred E. Troncelliti 
'30 
Leon L. Berns 
Class Agent 
Two Gifts $480.00 
40.0 Percent Participation 
Leon L. Berns 
+Albert D. Eberly* 
In memory of by widow 
Paul M. Reigart 
'31 
lack M. Lesnow 
Class Agent 
One Gift $625.00 
14.3 Percent Participation 
+Robert Charr 
In memory of by widow 
+Othello S. Kough 
In memory of by widow 
Ralph Markley 
Additional 1931 Giving 
+Leslie E. Morgan (Bequest) 
'32 
+Nathan S. Schlezinger 
Class Agent 
Two Gifts $1,701.50 
28.6 Percent Participation 
Walter S. Neff 
Julius R. Pearson 
+Benjamin Provisor 
In memory of by widow 
+Nathan S. Schlezinger 
In memory of by 
Margie & Harvey Abramson 
Debbie & Barry Adelman 
Debbie & Steve Appel 
Susanne Becker 
Dr. & Mrs. Bernard Behrend 
David & Carol Bindeman 
Phyllis & Harris Bock 
Carlyn Brown 
Roberta S. Brunner 
Kathryn K. Brylawski 
Randi L. Chud 
Susan Cohen & Barry Bloom 
Mr. & Mrs. Herbert Cohn 
Kathryn Donahue 
Florence E. Feder 
Suzan Fine 
Norman & Gail Fox 
Beverly Freeman 
Mrs. Maxwell Fried 
Nancy F. Garlin 
Thomas F. Garlin 
Bill & Marci Hyman 
Joan & Nick Kass 
Mr. & Mrs. Byron S. Kaysen 
Mitchell & Judy Kramer 
Michael H. Landis 
Morton & Judith Langsfeld 
Marilyn Cheskis Lear 
Bernice Levy 
Inez V. Lowenstein 
Josephine M. Luria  
Carrie & Andy Madison 
Anna Manstein 
Arnold & Ruth Peskin 
Jay & Joy Pollock 
Lawrence" Roberts 
Aaron D. Robinson 
Judge & Mrs. Samuel W. Salus 
Howard J. Schlezinger 
Warren & Brenda Shore 
Abe Smolow & Eleanore Dobin 
Ernie & Miriam Smolow 
Judge & Mrs. Leonard B. 
Sokolove 
Jean S. Steinhart 
Dick & Lois Stern 
Mrs. Malcolm H. Stern 
Vera S. Straus 
Gil & Franni Weisman 
Candy & Jay Weiss 
Dorothy Zehnder 
+William West* 
In memory of by widow 
'3.3 
Two Gifts $650.00 
28.6 Percent Participation 
Gilbert Alexander 
Howard R. Patton 
+John J. Schaub 
In memory of by 
Mr. & Mrs. John Cumming 
Melba Edgar 
Additional 1933 Giving 
+John Barner (Bequest) 
+Philip D. Gilbert (Bequest) 
+Ralph C. Hoyt (Bequest) 
'34 
Joe Henry Coley 
Class Agent 
Four Gifts $8,000.00 
30.8 Percent Participation 
Samuel Bar 
+Sterling A. Barrett 
In memory of by widow 
+Thomas J. Conahan 
In memory of by widow 
+Frank D. Conole 
In memory of by widow 
Eliot N. Freeman, Jr. 
+Lucian J. Fronduti 
In memory of by widow 
Dr. & Mrs. Lawson E. Miller, Jr. 
Paul T. Strong 
'35 
Three Gifts $35,575.00 
23.1 Percent Participation 
Heman R. Bull 
In memory of  
Ross V. Patterson '04 
Joseph L. Finn 
Paul M. Riffert 
+Bernard B. Rotko 
In memory of by 
The Rotko Family Foundation 
+Bernard I. Sherman 
In memory of by widow 
'36 
I. Edward Berk 
Class Agent 
14 Gifts $5,875.00 
58.3 Percent Participation 
J. Edward Berk 
Gabriel E. DeCicco 
Joseph M. Dziob 
John L. Gompertz 
H. Richard Ishler 
Arthur Korner 
John P. Manges, Sr. 
Bernard Mason 
J. Thomas Millington, Sr. 
Benjamin Solomon Nimoityn 
Julius L. Sandhaus 
+Martin L. Tracey 
In memory of by widow 
Oliver E. Turner 
+Nicholas R. Varano 
In memory of by widow 
Robert T. Wong 
'37 
Paul A. Bowers 
Class Agent 
11 Gifts $6,075.00 
57.9 Percent Participation 
Maurice Abramson 
Russell E. Allyn* 
Russell E. Allyn 
Dr. & Mrs. Paul A. Bowers 
+Leslie A. Dobson 
In memory of by 
Robert Bauernfeind 
Ellen L. Miller 
William T. Douglass, Jr.* 
+J. Lawrence Evans, Jr. 
In memory of by widow 
Robert S. Garber 
Ralph W. Geise 
Everett J. Gordon 
Allen W. Henderson 
+Edward R. Neary 
In memory of by widow 
Coe T. Swift 
E. Burton Webb 
Carl G. Whitbeck 
+John F. Wilson 
In memory of by widow 
Additional 1937 Giving 
Mrs. Herbert Klemmer 
(Endowment) 
'38 
I. Woodrow Savacool 
Class Agent 
18 Gifts $11,811.31 
48.6 Percent Participation 
Perry Albert 
+Harold L. Chandler 
Paul E. Chodoff 
Martin Cooperman 
William W. L. Glenn 
Edward J. Halton 
William I. Heine 
Joseph J. Kline 
R. Howard Lackay 
Edward V. Platt 
Constantine R. Roscoe 
Dr. & Mrs.]. Woodrow Savacool 
Dr. & Mrs.]. Woodrow Savacool 
In honor of 
Dorothy Rue 
George A. Silver 
Pincus Sobie 
Vernon W. Taylor, Jr. 
Samuel D. Ulrich 
Jacob S. Wiener 
'39 
John H. Hodges 
Class Agent 
22 Gifts $28,110.41 
68.8 Percent Participation 
John B. Alexander 
+Sol N. Bers 
In memory of by widow 
William C. Burry II 
+James B. Carty 
In memory of by widow 
Ambrose P. Clunan 
+Furman Payne Covington 
In memory of by widow 
Mrs. Margaret Covington 
Nelson 
David D. Dunn 
Blaine R. Garner 
Louis Goldberg 
John H. Hodges 
Dr. & Mrs. George Hollander 
George B. Hood 
Dr. & Mrs. James]. Kelly 
+Leonard P. Lang 
In memory of by widow 
Louis Leventhal 
Joseph P. Long 
+Nelson Podolnick 
In memory of by widow 
Ruben R. Pottash 
Thurston G. Powell 
Louis C. Riegert 
John P. Rudolph 
Albert Schiowitz 
Arthur I. Sims 
Norman]. Skversky 
Hymen D. Stein 
Henry H. Stroud 
George S. White* 
George S. White 
'40 
Herbert A. Luscombe 
Class Agent 
11 Gifts $5,200.00 
68.8 Percent Participation 
Joseph R. Bigley 
Charles L. Cubberley, Jr. 
Russell H. Deer 
+Abraham G. Eisner 
In memory of by widow 
William J. Glass, Jr. 
Richard C. Kaar 
Francis T. Kaneshiro 
John F. W. King 
William H. Robinson III 
Randolph V. Seligman 




+Harry Bowman Felty (Bequest) 
1897 
+S. Ira McDowell (Bequest) 
Gifts received July 1, 2000 through June 25, 2001 
+ Deceased 
* Gift through AMA Foundation 
Additional Class Giving indicates money that was given through the 
Development Office. It is not included in the Annual Giving total. 
H. Lawrence Smith 
+Louis H. Winkler 
In memory of by widow 
'41 
John Y. Templeton III 
Class Agent 
17 Gifts $29,011.00 
53.1 Percent Participation 
Charles F. Appel 
+John F. Appel 
In memory of by widow 
+Thomas S. Armstrong 
In memory of by widow 
Charles N. Burns 
John D. Carapella 
Manuel G. Carmona 
+George F. Catlett 
In memory of by widow 
Dewitt E. DeLawter 
Joseph M. Forejt 
Abol H. Fotouhi 
Dr. & Mrs. Arthur F. Hoffman 
Vincent S. Palmisano 
Robert H. Peters, Jr. 
Henry V. Ratke 
Charles L. Schucker 
Omer D. Sprecher, Jr. 
George H. Taft 
John Y. Templeton III 
Dr. & Mrs. John Y. Templeton III 
In memory of 
Peter Baughman 
Dr. & Mrs. Frederick B. 
Wagner, Jr. 
Dr. & Mrs. Frederick B. 
Wagner, Jr. 
In memory of 
Mrs. Norman]. Quinn, Jr. 
Harry N. Webster, Jr. 
'42 
1. Wallace Davis 
Class Agent 
26 Gifts $20,892.15 
74.3 Percent Participation 
John W. Alden, Jr. 
M. Boyd Brandon 
Vincent W. Ciacci 
J. Wallace Davis 
Joseph C. Doherty 
Robert Eckley 
+Frederick C. Emery 
In memory of by widow 
Edgar T. Gibson 
+Garvin G. Goble 
In memory of by widow 
Edmund T. Hackman 
James A. Heckman 
Howard S. Hussey, Jr. 
John K. Knorr III 
John S. Liggett 
Joseph N. Marino 
John E. Miller 
Charles R. Moog 
+John P. O'Connor 
In memory of by widow 
Paul K. Perilstein 
Alex Pohowsky, Jr. 
John L. Ranson, Jr. 
Charles F. Richards 
Dr. & Mrs. William G. Ridgway 
+Joseph J. Rupp 
In memory of by widow 
William L. Schaefer, Jr. 
Joseph W. Stayman, Jr. 
George N. Stein 
J. Arthur Steitz 
+Robert P. Ulrich 
In memory of by widow 
Frank J. Veve 
Anthony G. Zale 
'43 
Leonard S. Davitch 
Class Agent 
19 Gifts $6,985.00 
38.8 Percent Participation 
Harry V. Armitage 
+Winslow J. Borkowski, Sr. 
In memory of by widow 
Louis G. Bush 
Clifford C. Byrum 
Leonard S. Davitch 
+John E. Deardorff 
In memory of by widow 
Gordon Dorman 
Davis G. Durham 
Adolph Friedman 
Armando Garcia-Castillo 
Robert J. Gibbons 
Louis G. Kareha 
Paul A. Kearney 
+Frank R. Kinsey* 
In memory of by widow 
Edwin J. Levy 
Bernard J. Miller 
Franklin L. Reed, Jr. 
Andrew C. Ruoff III 
+Henry S. Wagner 
In memory of by widow 
Alvin P. Wenger, Jr. 
George G. Willis 
James Thurman Wright 
J'44 
+Stacy L. Rollins 
Class Agent 
42 Gifts $119,834.34 
59.2 Percent Participation 
Page W. Acree 
Stephen W. Bartoshesky 
John C. Beard, Jr. 
John H. Bland 
Julian C. Brantley, Jr. 
Bernard L. Braveman 
Frank H. Butt 
Lin T. Chun 
Frank Clark 
Benjamin E. Cole, Jr. 
Harry A. Davis, Jr. 
John DeCarlo, Jr. 
William H. Gehron, Jr. 
Frank J. Gilday, Jr. 
Paul L. Gorsuch 
Bert P. Jacobson 
John C. Kelleher 
Edgar D. Knerr, Jr. 
Samuel D. Kron 
James B. Leonard 
Daniel W. Lewis 
John F. Lynch, Jr. 
John A. Martin* 
John A. Martin 
Sidney R. McPherson 
Carl S. Miller 
William L. Mills 
Dr. & Mrs. Richard Dixon Moore 
John B. Movelle 
Howard M. Oliver 
John G. Oliver 
George W. Plonk 
Robert J. Revelli 
+Stacy L. Rollins, Jr. 
Edward A. Shafer 
Maxwell W. Steel, Jr. 
Alexander Storer, Jr. 
Charles M. Suttles 
Hubert K. Turley 
Arthur B. Van Gundy 
William Wasnick 
Donald B. Witmer 
James T. S. Wong 
S '44 
John J. Gartland 
Class Agent 
35 Gifts $12,924.98 
57.4 Percent Participation 
William R. Anderson 
James Beebe, Jr. 
David R. Brewer, Jr. 
David W. Chase 
+Samuel S. Conly, Jr. 
Harry R. Cramer, Sr. 
H. Lenox H. Dick, Jr. 
Ray H. Flory 
John E. Gallagher 
John J. Gartland 
Warren C. Herrold 
Robert H. Holland 
Emil Howanitz 
Herbert S. Hunter" 
Herbert S. Hunter 
Wallace B. Hussong 
Albert D. Kapcar 
Robert M. Kerr 
Milton N. Kitei 
Carol H. Konhaus 
Charles L. Liggett 
W. Bosley Manges 
Peter P. Midura 
William A. Morton, Jr. 
Stephen Mourat 
John M. Pulliam, Jr. 
+Leon Rosenbaum, Jr. 
In memory of by widow 
William S. Rothermel 
Eugene J. Ryan 
Paul W. Schuessler 
Jerome D. Shaffer 
+Robert A. Updegrove 
In memory of by widow 
Paul H. Wannemacher 
+T. Frederick Weiland 
Henry S. Wentz 
Harold Wilf 
Kenan B. Williams 
'45 
James H. Lee, Jr. 
Class Agent 
40 Gifts $23,325.00 
50.6 Percent Participation 
Leonard Apt 
Stephen F. Balshi 
Claude W. Barrick 
John M. Bear 
Earl E. Brant 
J. Elder Bryan, Jr.* 
Lloyd S. Call 
James R. Cavett, Jr. 
Daniel H. Coleman 
Daniel J. Collinson 
Eugene E. Costa 
John J. Cox 
Edward W. Cubler 
W. Pierce Ellis, Jr.* 
W. Pierce Ellis, Jr. 
Harry W. Fullerton, Jr. 
Raymond C. Grandon* 
Frank A. Gress 
Robert L. Imler, Jr. 
Charles]. Kilduff, Jr. 
+Melvin L. Knupp* 
In memory of by widow 
+Melvin L. Knupp 
In memory of by widow 
+Joseph C. Koch 
In memory of by widow 
Benson Krieger 
+Mon Q. Kwong 
In memory of by widow 
Robert H. Learning 
James H. Lee, Jr. 
William T. Lineberry, Jr. 
+Douglas W. MacKelcan 
In memory of by widow  
+Newton L. Masson (Bequest) 
Charles R. McAdams, Jr. 
Edward H. McGehee 
In honor of 
Marion). Siegman (Faculty) 
Avery W. McMurry 
Francis L. McNelis 
+James F. Norton 
In memory of by widow 
Desmond S. O'Doherty 
L. Raymond Parks, Jr.* 
Henry Pechstein 
Robert C. Puff 
Gustav E. Rosenheim 
Peter J. Savage 
+Rocco P. Sciubba, Jr. 
In memory of by widow 
+Bernardi Shuman 
Lawrence T. Sprinkle 
Ralph J. Veenema 
John M. Vesey 
Charles W. Werley 
Joseph F. Ziemba 
Additional 1945 Giving 
Raymond C. Grandon 
(Trust) 
'46 
James V. Mackell 
Class Agent 
40 Gifts $15,506.18 
43.5 Percent Participation 
Harold H. Alderfer 
Gustav W. Anderson 
Anonymous 
+Herbert Bacharach 
In memory of by 
Randall M. McLaughlin '46 
William H. Baltzell 
Aaron D. Bannett 
Charles E. Bickham, Jr. 
Mahlon Z. Bierly, Jr. 
A. Joseph Cappelletti 
Abraham L. Cohen 
John P. Decker 
+Robert C. Dietel 
In memory of by widow 
+Robert C. Dietel 
In memory of by 
Randall M. McLaughlin '46 
Paul J. Dowdell 
Charles C. Dugan 
George N. Eriksen 
James B Gilbert 
Dr. & Mrs. Edward F. Gliwa 
John R. Griffith 
Robert A. Grugan 
Robert A. Haines 
Herbert V. Jordan, Jr." 
+John Jordan, Jr. 
In memory of by 
Randall M. McLaughlin '46 
William M. Kane 
Kenneth R. Knox 
Sidney Koretsky 
Joseph B. Krisanda 
Louis F. Lalloce 
+Allen H. Lee 
In memory of by widow 
Marvin 0. Lewis 
Forrest E. Lumpkin, Jr. 
James V. Mackell 
Walter V. Matteucci 
Michael J. McAndrew, Jr. 
Randall M. McLaughlin 
Harold Meyer 
Clarence M. Miller, Jr. 
John H. Petre, Jr. 
Melvin L. Reitz 
Samuel D. Rowley 
+Robert H. Roy 
In memory of by 
Randall M. McLaughlin '46  
Henry A. Seidenberg 
G. Robert Senita 
Frank J. Shannon, Jr. 
Enio W. Tobia 
John S. Walker 
William M. Woodward 
Additional 1946 Giving 
Charles W. Korbonits 
(Gift Annuity) 
'47 
Martin M. Mandel 
Class Agent 
36 Gifts $13,728.29 
29.5 Percent Participation 
Anonymous 
+Robert F. Babskie 
In memory of by widow 
Robert H. Baker 
Joseph M. Barsky, Jr. 
William J. Browning III 
Michael Bucan 
+William P. Coghlan 
In memory of by widow 
Alfred S. Cook, Jr. 
Joseph M. Corson 
Gerald D. Dodd 
Harris G. Fister 
Ross S. Funch 
Dr. & Mrs. Elmer H. Funk, Jr. 
Melvin E. Haas 
Edgar C. Hanks 
David B. Heller 
James T. Helsper 
Albert R. Jones, Jr. 
Dr. & Mrs. Edward A. Kelly 
John A. Koltes, Jr. 
John A. Koltes, Jr. 
In memory of 
Richard A. Hastings '47 
Roy Korson 
John M. Koval 
Albert J. Kraft, Jr. 
+Herbert Kramer 
In memory of by widow 
Gail G. L. Li 
Martin M Mandel 
In memory of 
Bernard J. Alpers (Faculty) 
Herbert Kramer '47 
Menzie McKim, Jr. 
Charles E. Miller 
Warren A. Miller 
Alfred M. Mintz 
Thomas W. Moran, Jr. 
John R. Reynolds 
Charles J. Rodgers 
Chester L. Schneider 
Albert G. Schran 
Edgar C. Smith 
Richard M. Sproch 
George F. Tibbens 
Bruce Van Vranken 
Arthur R. Vaughn, Jr. 
+Ellwood C. Weise, Jr. 
In memory of by widow 
'48 
Norman J. Quinn, Jr. 
Henry R. Liss 
George R. Pechstein 
Class Agents 
56 Gifts $34,501.97 
58.3 Percent Participation 
Richard P. Alexander 
Charles W. Anderson 
William H. Annesley, Jr. 
William H. Annesley, Jr. 
In memory of 
Albert Fingo '48 
Hal E. Snedden '50 
Sol Balis 
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Joseph E. Bartos 
John D. Beater 
Robert A. Berger 
Donald G. Birrell 
Thomas F. Blake 
Donald M. Blatchley 
Thomas R. Brooks 
Robert J. Carabasi 
Chester F. Cullen 
Rudolph T. DePersia, Sr. 
Meyer Edelman 
Paul C. Eiseman, Jr. 
Valerio J. Federici 
Robert K. Finley, Jr. 
Charles D. Foster III 
Alexander Goulard, Jr. 
George J. Haupt 
G. Barrett Heckler 
Eugene P. Hughes, Sr. 
Edward J. Jahnke 
Murray Kahn 
Robert S. Lackey 
Richard Landis 
Robert C. Laning 
Henry R. Liss 
Gordon Liu 
Creighton L. Lytle 
Thomas J. McBride 
John L. McCormack 
J. Edward McKinney 
Earl S. Moyer 
George J. O'Donnell 
Stephen E. Pascucci, Sr. 
George R. Pechstein 
Clermont S. Powell 
Norman J. Quinn, Jr. 
William A. Ranson 
Robert D. Rector 
George F. Risi 
Daniel S. Rowe 
Nelson H. Schimmel 
Ralph J. Schlosser 
R. Alan Schofield 
In memory of 
Gilbert M. Hoffman '48 
Edward Scull 
Lee S. Serfas 
Howard L. Shaffer 
Ernest G. Shander 
+Daniel L. Shaw 
In memory of by widow 
William E. Sheely 
Curtis H. Swartz  
David W. Thomas, Jr. 
Thomas C. Turner 
Dr. & Mrs. Stanley E. Zeeman 
Harry M. Zutz 
'49 
L. Roy Newman 
Class Agent 
42 Gifts $23,619.42 
45.7 Percent Participation 
S. Jack Bascove 
Scott J. Boley 
David 0. Booher 
Walter E. Boyer, Jr. 
Richard L. Bryson 
Richard A. Carlson 
Peter L. Eichman 
Richard A. Ellis 
George R. Farrell 
Dr. & Mrs. Norman J. Fisher 
Albert Gelb 
Canzio E. Giuliucci 
Sanford M. Goodman 
William E. Hart 
Paul Hartstein 
John R. Healy 
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph M. Hopen 
Louis Iozzi 
W. Bernard Kinlaw, Jr. 
Marvin M. Lindell, Jr. 
Benjamin E. Longenecker, Jr. 
Koon T. Ma 
Howard Mazer 
Stanley F. Nabity 
L. Roy Newman 
Arthur E. Orlidge 
Abraham Perlman 
Edward H. Robinson 
Sheldon Rudansky 
Edward J. Saltzman 
Edward A. Schauer 
Robert E. Schulz* 
Robert E. Schulz 
Harold L. Strause, Jr. 
Henry J. Teufen 
Joseph M. Valloti 
George B. Voigt 
Jack H. Weinstein 
Richard M. Whittington 
Jack R. Woodside 
Conrad Zagory 
'50 
Leonard A. Erdman 
Class Agent 
34 Gifts $18,920.00 
39.5 Percent Participation 
Daniel L. Backenstose* 
Daniel L. Backenstose 
Robert C. Bair 
John Robert Ball 
Ralph Cantafio 
Edwin I. Cleveland 
+Leroy Coffroth* 
In memory of by widow 
Drew E. Courtney 
+Charles R. Derrickson 
In memory of by widow 
Leonard A. Erdman 
John R. Evans 
Erich A. Everts-Suarez 
Donald P. Franks 
Marvin Goldstein 
Eugene L. Grandon 
Wilbur J. Harley 
Harry L. Harper 
Charles R. Henkelmann 
William B. Holman 
William J. Jacoby, Jr. 
Robert E. Karns 
Louis T. Kermon 
Murray A. Kessler 
Weir L. King 
Bernard A. Kirshbaum 
Paul William Layden 
+Albert M. Murtland 
In memory of by widow 
Richard L. Murtland 
W. Ernest Powell 
Joseph J. Rowe 
James A. Shafer 
Richard H. Smith 
Aris M. Sophocles 
Howard E. Strawcutter 
Richard S. Tenn 
Maurice R. Turcotte 
William H. Winchell 
Sherrod N. Wood 
Herbert A. Yantes 
Additional 1950 Giving 
Robert C. Bair 
(Gift Annuity) 
'51 
Vincent J. McPeak, 
Class Agent 
Jasper Chen-See 
J. Barton Cheyney II 
In memory of 
David R. Morgan (Faculty) 
Thomas F. Clauss 
James B. Cox 
John C. Cwik 
Raymond L. Dandrea 
John H. Deam* 
John H. Deam 
Daniel R. DeMeo 
Ernest F. Doherty, Jr. 
Daniel T. Erhard 
+Joseph L. Farr 
In memory of by widow 
Joseph C. Flynn 
Russell L. Gingrich, Jr. 
Murray Glickman 
Victor F. Greco* 
Victor F. Greco 
Willard Y. Grubb 
Charles R. Huffman 
Alfred R. Jamison, Jr. 
Earl Kanter 
+Jack B. Kremens 
John W. Langley 
H. Edward LaVoice, Jr. 
Glenn R. Leonard 
David A. Levitsky 
R. Bruce Lutz, Jr. 
Orson H. Mabey, Jr. 
John C. Maerz, Sr. 
Harold]. Mann 
Herbert C. Mansmann, Jr. 
James F. Masterson, Jr. 
Bernard W. Mayer 
+Edwin M. McCloskey 
In memory of by widow 
Robert A. McKinley 
James C. McLaughlin 
Vincent]. McPeak, Jr. 
George M. Meier 
Howard C. Mofenson 
Robert L. Mulligan 
Dean B. Olewiler 
Benjamin R. Paradee 
Simon Piovanetti 
Lloyd G. Potter 
Bruce W. Raffensperger 
Paul D. Rahter 
William H. Reifsnyder III 
Ross E. Richardson 
Morton A. Rosenblatt 
Morton Schwimmer 
Hubert L. Shields* 
Leon Shmokler 
Verne L. Smith, Jr. 
Fred W. Wachtel 
Charles G. White 
'52 
Jerome M. Cotler 
Class Agent 
63 Gifts $49,700.00 
58.3 Percent Participation 
Albert L. Amshel 
Nelson P. Aspen 
Arthur N. Avella 
Frank S. Bakewell, Jr." 
+Wesley W. Bare 
In memory of by widow 
David M. Barry 
Robert M. Bashore, Jr 
+Donald L. Bittner 
In memory of by widow 
Lawrence I. Bonin 
William T. Brinton, Jr. 
Jerome I. Brody 
Matthew G. Brown 
John M. Carper 
Franklin J. Chinn 
Kjell H. Christiansen 
Laurence P. Cloud 
Dr. & Mrs. Jerome M. Cotler 
Jerome M. Cotler 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
DeWitt T. Dabback 
Donald C. Davidson 
William R. Davison 
Edward W. Ditto III 
Kenneth Dollinger 
William J. Duhigg 
Robert F. Early, Sr. 
Robert A. Ebersole 
Irving P. Eney 
+Robert L. Evans 
In memory of by widow 
Robert C. Eyerly 
James J. Fitzpatrick, Jr. 
Bernard W. D. Fong 
Thomas A.Gardner 
George C. Godfrey 
Warren P. Goldburgh 
Allan B. Gould, Jr. 
Louis G. Graff III 
Howard W. Hansell 
Miles D. Harriger 
William R. Hill 
Oscar G. Hoerner 
James M. Hofford 
Howard K. Huxster 
Eugene E. Kegel 
Kenneth M. Kron 
Kurt E. Lauer 
Jerome J. Lebovitz 
Millard S. Leute 
I. Hayden Lutterloh 
William F. Lynch 
William V. Martinez 
Edward M. McAninch 
Paul W. Mcllvaine 
Elmer E. Mears 
John J. Moran 
John G. O'Hurley 
Francis W. Pedrotty, Jr. 
Leonard E. Rosen 
Paige Victor Sencindiver 
Joseph H. Sloss 
William Stepansky 
Robert E. Stout 
+William H. Strimel, Jr. 
+William H. Strimel, Jr. 
In memory of by widow 
Gabriel Tatarian 
Henry S. Trostle 
Lyle D. Vincent, Jr. 
Albert H. Wilkinson, Jr. 
In honor of 
Edward H. McGehee '45 
George T. Wolff 
Gifts received July 1, 2000 through June 25, 2001 	 54 Gifts $28,068.24 
+Deceased 	 50.5 Percent Participation 
* Gift through AMA Foundation 	 Andrew J. Barger 
Additional Class Giving indicates money that was given through the 	 Harry Boretsky 




Joseph J. Armao 
Robert Poole 
Class Agents 
61 Gifts $21,822.18 
56.0 Percent Participation 
Jerome Abrams 
Harold Y. Allen 
Joseph J. Armao 
Lloyd W. Bailey 
William E. Bittner 
C. Hal Chaplin 
Hampton P. Corson 
Charles V. R. Dauerty 
Edwin D. Davis 
William E. Delaney III 
Carl R. Dudeck 
W. Edward Duling 
Rodman B. Finkbiner 
Robert L. Frank 
Thurman Gillespy, Jr. 
Norman Gladsden 
Franz Goldstein 
John H. Harris, Jr. 
Robert J. Hekking 
August F. Herff, Jr. 
John C. Herrman 
Richard W. Hill 
Irvin Jacobs 
Eugene A. Jaeger 
William K. Jenson 
Milton W. Johns 
Charles T. Johnson, Jr. 
Henry A. Kane 
David F. Kennedy 
Leonard Klinghoffer 
Willard S. Krabill 
David W. Kulp 
John M. Levinson 
William J. McLaughlin 
Robert M. Mead 
Donald B. Moore 
Guy R. Musser 
Jay A. Nadel 
Richard W. Naef 
Richard W. Oliver-Smith 
Joseph L. Owens, Jr. 
Vincent P. Pisula 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert Poole 
Dr. & Mrs. V. Watson Pugh 
Harold J. Reinhard 
Robert J. Rubin 
Harold W. Rushton 
Russell W. Schaedler 
Stanley S. Schneider 
George L. Sexton, Jr. 
Dean C. Shore 
Claude A. Smith 
16 JEFFERSON 
Richard 0. Stader 
Donald B. Stein, Jr. 
Max J. Stierstorfer, Jr. 
James H. Thomas 
Nichols Vorys 
Jack G. Watkins 
Edward West* 
Dana M. Wheelock 
Frederick S. Wilson 
'54 
John R. Patterson 
Class Agent 
77 Gifts $35,008.47 
65.8 Percent Participation 
Joseph L. Abbott 
Thomas Aceto, Jr. 
William J. Albright III* 
Robert M. Allen 
Norman S. Amer 
Frank J. Beasley 
Warren W. Brubaker 
Rudolph C. Camishion 
David Chesen 
Cesar H. Colon-Bonet 
Jerome I. Cook 
Charles T. B. Coyne 
David W. Croft 
Dr. & Mrs. Marvin Dannenberg 
Dwight G. Davis, Jr. 
Jerome Dersh 
G. Richard Dickersin 
Lambert G. Eichner 
Howard L. Field 
Dr. & Mrs. Jack W. Fink 
Anthony L. Forte 
John W. Goldschmidt 
Paul D. Griesmer 
Barry R. Halpern 
John S. Hamilton 
Clyde E. Harriger 
C. Walter Hassel, Jr. 
Robert A. Hinrichs 
Thomas A. Hodge 
Christopher K. Hood 
Milton Ivker 
+W. Robert Jacobs* 
In memory of by widow 
+W. Robert Jacobs 
In memory of by widow 
Merle H. Katzman 
Stanley R. Kern 
Francis M. Kopack 
Harris Lavine 
Stanley N. Levick 
Earl T. Lewis 
Harold Lipschutz 
John R. Loughead, Jr. 
Gilbert A. Martin, Jr. 
David L. McMorris* 
Donald L. Minter 
Nelson F. Moury, Jr. 
John B. Nelson III 
Warren W. Nichols 
Dennis S. O'Connor 
John M. Patterson 
John R. Patterson 
John R. Patterson 
In honor of 
Lawrence Abrams 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
John R. Patterson 
In memory of 
Nancy S. Groseclose 
Richard B. Peoples 
Henry Wm. Pletcher 
Edward M. Podgorski 
Charles H. Powell 
John S. Purnell, Jr. 
Billie H. Putman 
Charles A. Rankin, Jr. 
John E. Rawls 
William L. Rodgers 
Jack N. Rosenberg 
James 0. Rumbaugh, Jr. 
Lewis P. Scott III 
Alfred G. Scottolini 
H. Alexander Smith, Jr. 
Samuel G. Southwick 
Eugene G. Stec 
William H. Taylor 
Charles S. Tippetts, Jr. 
Edward Tober 
Thornton A. Vandersall 
John M. Wapner 
Harold R. Weidaw 
Paul R. Weis 
Harry W. Weller* 
Harry W. Weller 
James F. Welsh 
John D. Werley 
William A. West 
Walther T. Weylman 
Matthew F. Yenney 
Andrew J. Zweifler 
Mrs. W. Robert Jacobs 
In honor of her daughter, 
Jill E. Jacobs '85 
Additional 1954 Giving 
Alfred P. Spivack 
(Endowment) 
'55 
Robert J. Senior 
Class Agent 
64 Gifts $28,667.71 
51.6 Percent Participation 
William A. Anthony, Jr. 
Edwin D. Arsht 
Burton S. Benovitz 
In memory of 
Leon A. Pens '55 
Donald R. Pohl '55 
John Schelpert III '55 
Robert E. Berry* 
Robert E. Berry 
Joseph M. Blackburn 
Carl W. Boyer, Jr. 
Rev. Edward C. Bradley 
Frederick C. Braun, Jr. 
Robert A. Brown 
Joseph F. Centrone 
Dr. & Mrs. Herbert E. Cohn 
Herbert E. Cohn 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
+Domenic F. Coletta 
In memory of by widow 
J. Hubert Conner 
Robert D. Cordier 
Howard Cravetz 
Eugene A. Curtin 
Theodore G. Duncan 
+Alfred C. Elmer 
In memory of by widow 
Bruce Goodman 
Leonard J. Graziani 
Joseph S. Harun 
Joseph A. Heaney 
John 0. Hewlett 
William T. Holland, Jr. 
Arthur C. Huntley, Jr. 
Cecil G. Jenkins 
Joseph R. John 
Michael F. Joyce 
William L. Kanenson 
Ben Kline 
Robert M. Kline 
Harry G. Light 
William A. Lista 
Robert W. Lukens, Jr. 
James G. Mackey, Jr. 
Joseph I. Maguire 
Donald J. Manz 
John A. Marchesani 
Ernest L. McKenna, Jr. 
Michael J. McNally 
Donald G. Miller 
Joseph A. Miller 
James A. Murray 
2 0 0 1 
+Leon A. Penis 
In memory of by his mother, 
Mrs. Harry E. Penis 
In memory of by his sister, 
Marcia Epstein 
Hugh S. Pershing 
Donald V. Powers 
Myron E. Rappaport 
Alfred A. Rosenblatt 
Burton Schaffer 
Joseph W. Schauer, Jr. 
Guy L. Schless 
Victor G. Schom 
J. Donald Schultz 
Paul M. Selfon 
Robert J. Senior 
James A. Singleton 
John N. Sourbeer 
Robert C. Spagnoli 
Charles T. H. Storm 
Thomas B. Templeton 
John D. Turco 
Morton J. Vallow 
Robert L. Vanderlin 
Thomas H. Voshell, Jr. 
William C. Weintraub* 
Bernard S. Yurick 
David 0. Zenker 
'56 
Eugene F. Bonacci 
Class Agent 
84 Gifts $44,344.71 
62.7 Percent Participation 
Arland A. Adams 
Vincent C. Andracchio 
George M. Amas 
Albert Arouh 
Dr. & Mrs. Benjamin Bacharach 
Wm. Dudson Bacon 
Richard P. Baker, Jr. 
Frederick V. Baldi 
Joseph L. Bard 
Kenneth N. Beers, Sr. 
Joseph P. Bering, Sr. 
Bernard Berne 
James P. Boland 
Eugene F. Bonacci 
Charles L. S. Brennan, Jr. 
Raymond W. Brust, Jr. 
Thomas L. Carter 
Owen A. Chang 
William E. Clendenning 
Charles E. Cole 
James H. Corwin II 
In memory of his grandfather, 
James H. Corwin '03 
his father, 
James D. Corwin 35 
his son, 
James H. Corwin III '78 
William A. Coyle 
John M. Daniel 
John B. Davies 
+Thomas G. Davis, Jr. 
In memory of by widow 




Stewart E. First 
Irwin R. Fisch 
Haviland Flickinger 
Paul E. Frank 
Hilliard C. Gersten 
Eugene Glick 
Philip S. Green 
Albert H. Grollman 
Dale A. Grove, Jr. 
Edward R. Hagopian 
Charles H. Hemminger 
+Joseph H. Hobbs 
In memory of by widow 
John W. Holdcraft 
J. Harold Housman 
James H. Johnson Medical College Alumni Bulletin 	 September 
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45th reunion 
Dr. & Mrs. Hyman R. Kahn 
Wilton R. Kane 
Frank J. Kessler 
Karl G. Klinges 
C. Warren Koehl, Jr. 
Bertrand Kushner 
Arthur B. Landry, Jr. 
James B. Lee 
Warren M. Levin 
James H. Loucks 
Edward W. Luczynski, Jr. 
Wilbert G. Lundgren 
Rex G. Mabey 
Robert C. Magley 
Joseph L. Magrath 
Robert J. Maro, Sr. 
Joseph A. McCadden 
+Edward D. McLaughlin 
In memory of by widow 
Anthony F. Merlin 
Sheldon B. Meyerson 
Wallace T. Miller 
Walter E. Mokychic 
Edmund V. Niklewski* 
Edmund V. Niklewski 
+Michael A. Paoletti 
In memory of by widow 
Patrick S. Pasquariello 
Robert M. Pearl 
Richard T. Price 
Richard Raiber 
Antonio R. Ramos-Barroso 
Joseph P. Ravin 
James R. Regan 
Edwin L. Rothfeld 
Robert R. Schwartz 
Bertram H. Shapiro 
Henry H. Sherk 
Robert W. Smith 
Charles" Stahl III 
Thomas D. Stine 
James L. Stone 
Robert B. Weimann 
Claude M. Williams 
Stephen K. Williams 
Noyes E. Yale, Jr. 
Henry L. Yim 
James G. Zangrilli 
'37 
Phillip I. Marone 
Bronson I. McNierney 
Class Agents 
69 Gifts $141,393.99 
54.3 Percent Participation 
Herbert G. Aaronson 
Cesare R. Antoniacci 
Otto Y. T. Au 
Francis F. Bartone 
John M. Bender 
Gaylord W. Bennett 
David H. Black 
Martin G. Blechman 
Gust Boulis 
Nathan Brillman 
Robert S. Brodstein* 
Robert S. Brodstein 
Joseph D. Cionni 
Ernest H. Coleman, Jr." 
Ernest H. Coleman, Jr. 
Edward I. Cooper 
T. Clark Corson III 
Vincent D. Cuddy 
James E. Culbert 
Arthur N. DiNicola 
Richard E. Easier 
Donald P. Elliott 
John C. Flanagan 
Richard B. Freeman 
Bertram H. Frohman 
John R. Hansell 
+Harold J. Hassel 
Alfred D. Heath 
Stephen J. Herceg* 
Stephen J. Herceg 
Joseph B. Hess 
David I. Hill 
Abram M. Hostetter 
William D. Inglis 
John F. Kennard 
Charles L. Knecht HI 
H. Donald Knox 
Stanley L. Kocot 
Max M. Koppel & Barbara Kravitz 
In memory of his father, 
Alexander Koppel '28 
In memory of his mother, 
Sylvia Betty Oram Koppel, R.N. 
Max M. Koppel 
In honor of by 
Gary & Diane Miller & Family 
Arthur C. Krepps II 
Gerald Labriola 
William T. Lampe II 
Allan W. Lazar 
Marvin L. Lewbart 
Robert E. Lynch 
John T. Magee 
Thomas R. Mainzer 
Lowell D. Mann 
Phillip]. Marone 
Phillip J. Marone 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Phillip J. Marone 
In memory of 
Patrick J. Ferraro '59 
Hal E. Snedden '50  
Elissa Jacobsen 
Ruth Bacharach Walker 
Bronson J. McNierney 
Divo A. Messori 
John S. Mest 
James C. Newton 
Harold S. Orchow 
Fernand N. Parent, Jr. 
John R. Prehatny 
Howard S. Richter 
Morton). Robinson 
+Joseph F. Rodgers 
In memory of by widow 
C. Theodore Rotz, Jr. 
Dr. & Mrs. Marvin A. Sackner 
M. Lee Schaebler 
Penn P. Shelley 
Thomas L. Singley HI 
Joseph M. Skutches 
Richard N. Smith 
Walter Spelsberg 
Nicholas Spock 
Charles D. Thomas 
Joseph A. Totino 
Emil S. Trellis 
David C. Weibel 
Ronald" Yadusky 
Bard Endoscopic Technologies 
In honor of 
Phillip J. Marone '57 
'38 
Peter Amadio, Jr. 
William W. Clements 
Class Agents 
59 Gifts $29,340.38 
44.0 Percent Participation 
Barry L. Altman 
Peter Amadio, Jr. 
William F. Bauer 
Christopher J. Beetel 
Paul E. Berkebile 
George F. Blechschmidt 
John H. Bowman 
Richard R. Brock 
Roger H. Brodkin 
Sheldon C. Brown 
Guy J. Carnabuci 
Frank T. Carney 
Richard A. Cautilli 
Henry S. Clair 
William W. Clements 
Jerome I. Cohen 
Robert F. Coniff 
Malcolm L. Cowen 
Jay S. Cox 
Donald M. Dill 
Donald N. Dubrow 
John L. Dunn 
Mark C. Eisenstein 
Edward Fine 
George R. Gerhart 
George A. Griggs 
Richard J. Hanratty 
Richard C. Hedges* 
David R. Herr 
+Herbert G. Hopwood, Jr.* 
In memory of by widow 
+Herbert G. Hopwood, Jr. 
In memory of by widow 
Philip C. Hughes 
Bertram D. Hurowitz 
Jay A. Kern 
John E. Kostinas 
James M. LaBraico 
Elmo J. Lilli 
Julian Mayro 
Thomas F. McGarry 
James W. Montague 
Gino Mori 
Victor Panitch 
Lloyd G. Plummer 
Daniel T. Pompey 
Paul M. Roediger 
Marvin Z. Rotman 
Samuel F. Rudolph, Jr. 
John A. Ruffini 
Jerome L. Sandler 
C. David Schloss 
Leon P. Scicchitano 
Henry E. Seidel 
Joel L. Seres 
Robert P. Shillingford 
Arnold Singer 
Robert G. Somers 
James M. Stern 
Joseph J. Turchi 
Richard R. Vanderbeek 
James M. Walker 
Albert B. Wolbach, Jr. 
9 
Lawrence J. Mellon, Jr. 
Class Agent 
46 Gifts $21,832.38 
35.1 Percent Participation 
L. Reed Altemus 
Peter J. Andrews 
+Joseph Baka 
In memory of by widow 
Nahum Malcolm Balotin 
Edward J. Baranski 
Harold E. Bauer 
Eugene B. Blizard* 
Walter S. Bloes 
Harold L. Blumenthal 
Felix J. Boffa 
William]. Carroll 
Patrick V. Castellano 
Harris R. Clearfield 
Douglas T. Corwin 
Marvin C. Daley 
Robert V. Davis, Jr. 
James R. Delp 
Lewis C. Druffner, Jr. 
Donald I. Gallagher 
David M. Geetter 
Leonard F. Greenberg 
David M. Harnish 
James T. Howard, Jr. 
& Deborah K. Baden 
Pasqualino Ioffreda 
Norman C. Jablon 
Malcolm Kates 
John E. Kelly 
Dr. & Mrs. Richard S. Kolecki 
Jack Lubin 
James A. McCallum 
Walter L. McConnell 
Charles L. McDowell 
Lawrence J. Mellon, Jr. 
Thomas R. Meloy 
Dr. & Mrs. Frank A. Milani 
Edward K. Poole 
Albert C. Price 
Martin Rubel 
William E. Ryan 
Jackson V. Scott 
Carl I. Simons 
Alfred C. Speirs 
Samuel L. Stover 
John C. Vance, Jr. 
Casimir J. Wanczyk 
James R. Wiant 
Elliot Zaleznik 
'60 
Marvin E. Jaffe 
William T. Lemmon, Jr. 
Class Agents 
66 Gifts $29,715.04 
45.2 Percent Participation 
Gene Adams 
Charles W. Balaicuis 
Robert E. Barkett 
Rudolf Bee 
Robert Bridenbaugh 
James D. Brubaker 
Gary G. Carpenter 
Gordon R. Cohen 
Gerald P. Collins 
G. Robert Constable 
John J. Coyle 
Ernest C. Dunn 
Sherman W. Everlof 
Neil R. Feins 
Alfred J. Finn, Jr. 
Alan N. Fleckner 
John P. Galgon 
Terry M. German 
David A. Ginns 
David Green 
Lee P. Haacker 
Doyle D. Hagg 
J. Howard Hannemann 
David S. Haskell 
J. Frederick Hiehle 
H. Glenn Hostetter 
Thomas K. Howard 
William F. Hushion 
Marvin E. Jaffe 
Thomas Kelso* 
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas Kelso 
Herbert D. Kleber 
Harold J. Kobb 
William T. Lemmon, Jr. 
Edward B. Lipp 
James I. Mackall* 
William H. Mahood 
William Mancoll 
Vincent T. McDermott, Jr. 
Charles E. Meikle 
Arch F. Meredith, Jr. 
Paul L. Mitchell 
Bruce B. Montgomery 
John T. Murray 
Robert A. Nichols 
E. David Nordberg 
James J. O'Brien 
Terence L. O'Rourke 
Harvey W. Oshrin 
George N. Riffle II 
Dr. & Mrs. Myron E. Rosenfeld 
Harvey R. Rutstein 
Frank K. Rykiel 
Bernard Schneider 
Robert A. Senft 
Frederick H. Shisler 
Harvey D. Silver 
Drs. Richard & Rhonda Soricelli 
Robert H. Stine 
Louis H. Sweterlitsch, Jr. 
Joel R. Temple 
Philip D. Volk 
Francis W. Wachter 
Peter Wadewitz 
Robert T. Wankmuller 
Robert A. Weiss 
William J. West 
'61 
Stanton N. Smullens 
Class Agent 
64 Gifts $39,145.00 
43.2 Percent Participation 
William T. Anderson 
Lewis G. Anthony" 
Lewis G. Anthony 
William J. Antognoli 
Joseph D. Avellino 
John V. Bennett 
Louis Brown 
William A. Browne 
Herbert H. Butler, Jr. 
Walter A. Cerrato 
Allen E. Chandler 
Joseph J. Cirotti 
J. Jerone Cohen* 
J. Jerone Cohen 
Robert R. Conte 
Frederick A. Dodge 
E. Stephen Emanuel 
+Francis J. Fanfera 
In memory of by widow 
William J. Farrell 
Kenneth M. Given 
Joel B. Goldstein 
John H. Gould 
Kenneth A. Greenawald 
Murray B. Grosky 
Marvin Grossman 
James S. Harrop 
Karl R. Herwig 
Frederic T. Huffnagle 
John P. Keefe 
David W. Knepley 
John P. Lesniak 
Maurice J. Lewis 
Irvin M. Liebman 
Aaron M. Longacre 
William D. McCann 
Arthur N. Meyer 
Ernest J. Montgomery 
Philip J. Morgan, Jr. 
Herbert I. Moselle 
Jack D. O'Neil 
Richard T. Padula 
+Sidney A. Parsons, Jr. 
In memory of by widow, 
Mrs. Adelle Parsons 
Bedrossian 
Elliott Perlin 
Howard A. Platt 
Gerald M. Polin 
William B. Pratt 
Albert K. Rogers 
Joseph H. Rosen 
Jack C. Sabo* Courtney M. Malcarney Ben P. Houser, Jr. Edward M. Magargee 
Gerald Salen James P. Marvel, Jr. Charles B. Kahn Richard P. Maioriello 
John P. Salvo Joel A. Mason H. Dale Kreider Theodore F. Mucha 
Harold C. Sheaffer Robert B. Matthews Morrie E. Kricun Michael P. O'Donnell 
William M. Shue John W. Miller, Jr. Bruce K. Leinweber Solon L. Rhode 
Eugene Shuster Sheldon L. Morris Robert S. Levitt Milton]. Sands 
Frank P. Silver Melvin L. Moses Manfred W. Lichtmann Stanton Schiffer 
David A. Skeel Robert J. Neviaser Richard D. Lippe George Segel 
Stanton N. & SaraKay Smullens G. Stephens Nicoll Arthur D. Magilner Bennett M. Shapiro 
Stanton N. & SaraKay Smullens Robert C. Nuss William S. Mainker Richard D. Shapiro 
In honor of Eugene W. Pelczar Paul A. Meunier Nicholas C. Tenaglia 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) Stanley F. Peters Wilfred T. Morioka Charles 0. Thompson 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert W. Solit Joseph J. Pittelli Steven J. Munzer Darryl B. Tisherman 
Raymond L. Sphar, Jr. Mark Pliskin Thomas S. Patricoski +Curtis T. Todd 
Jerome Spivack +Frank M. Quinn Ronald V. Pellegrini In memory of by widow, 
H. Dale Sponaugle In memory of by widow Michael J. Pitt Carol Todd LaBorde 
David K. Subin Julius S. Richter In memory of L. Richard Trabulsi 
Paul R. Sweterlitsch Jerald M. Rosenbaum Philip J. Hodes (Faculty) Stanford B. Trachtenberg 
W. Scott Taylor David E. Rosenthal Irving P. Ratner Barrie Weisman 
Robert B. Tesh Jerome Rudnitzky Charles E. Refer Robert A. White 
James Vorosmarti A. Carl Segal B. Hoagland Rosania Norman M. Woldorf 
James A. Walsh Joseph W. Sokolowski, Jr. Donald Rothfeld Marion K. Yoder 
Theodore W. Wasserman William E. Staas, Jr. Jay K. Salwen John W. Yunginger 
Mrs. Adelle Parsons Bedrossian Harvey Steinberg Donald E. Shearer 
In memory of her father, 
Nicholas A. Michels (Faculty) 
Stanford M. Steinberg 
Stephen G. Vasso 
Jerome J. Vernick 
Kent D. Shinbach 
Henry F. Smith 
John M. Stehlik* 
'65 
Richard P. Wenzel 
'62 
William V. Harrer 
Joseph W. Sokolowski, Jr. 
Class Agents 
52 Gifts 	 $27,060.10 
Jerome J. Vernick 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Willis W. Willard III 
Stanley C. Ushinski 
Charles L. Wasilewski, Jr. 
Michael H. Weller 
J. Thomas Williams, Jr. 
Melvin Yudis 
Class Agent 
51 Gifts 	 $17,535.96 
35.7 Percent Participation 
Jon S. Adler 
Thomas L. Bauer 
Harvey J. Bellin 
41.6 Percent Participation '63 Robert Zavod Elmer C. Bigley, Jr. 
Lawrence L. Altaker* Ben P. Houser, Jr. Frederic W. Bost 
Irwin Becker Class Agent '64 Bernard S. Casel 
Stanley Bernstein 52 Gifts 	 $39,332.68 James M. Delaplane Stanley S. Chaplin 
George A. Blewitt 39.4 Percent Participation Class Agent Edwin E. Cohen 
Francis B. Boland, Jr. D. Blair Beebe 40 Gifts 	 $20,575.00 Richard W. Cohen 
Jerrold C. Bonn Charles A. Binder 28.4 Percent Participation Robert M. Cohen 
John P. Capelli Andre R. Boissevain Henry I. Babitt James L. Conrad 
Thomas B. Carmany Matthew N. Boulis* James C. Barton James E. Copeland, Jr. 
William P. Courogen Matthew N. Boulis Ronald M. Burde Edward R. Corcoran, Jr. 
Edward A. D'Orazio Harry D. Carrozza Martin J Cosgrove Carolyn P. Decker 
W. Lawrence Drew Paul H. Chodroff John T. Dawson, Jr. Gene W. Doo 
Carl L. Fetkenhour George H. Cohen James M. Delaplane Joseph Y. Dwoskin 
Henry Gelband Frederick L. Dankmyer Edwin L. Downing* Frank N. Federico 
Robert M. Glazer Robert Morris Davis Richard T. Ebert Earl J. Fleegler 
Allan Gold Richard U. Delp Donald F. Eipper George L. Hamilton 
Richard E. Goldberg Salvatore C. DePasquale Peter M. Fahrney John A. Hildreth 
Norman A. Goldstein Peter J. Devine Herbert M. Fisher Nathan B. Hirsch 
Stephen Gosin John M. Dick Stanley C. Foster Bruce D. Hopper 
Robert H. Graham David D. Dulaney William A. Freeman Jack Jenofsky 
Ronald F. Green Joseph M. Farber Lawrence Green David G. Jones 
Richard J. Hamburger Joseph C. Flanagan Anthony M. Harrison Norman J. Kramer 
Richard Hamilton David L. Forde Nils G. Herdelin, Jr. Michael A. Kutell 
William V. Harrer Arthur F. Fost Ignatius S. Hneleski, Jr. James F. Lally 
Peter Haynicz Robert C. Gallo Stephen C. Kauffman In memory of 
Arnold I. Hollander Ronald 0. Gilcher Thomas]. Leavitt Philip J. Hodes (Faculty) 
James T. Kauders Nick J. Haddad Joseph A. Lieberman III Bruce J. Lanard 
40th reunion 
35th reunion 
Allen S. Laub 
Robert E. Longnecker 
Gerard L. MacDonald 
Robert V. Miller 
William F. Pharr 
Thomas C. Roe, Jr. 
Lionel W. Rosen 
Ronald K. Sandberg 
Steven C. Sandler 
Allen P. Schlein 
Thomas J. Schneider 
Victor B. Slotnick 
Joseph W. Smiley 
Kent K. Smith 
Robert R. Thompson 
Sanford A. Tisherman 
Arthur N. Triester 
Bruce W. Weissman 
Richard P. Wenzel 
Richard C. Wilson 
Phillip H. Winslow 
William B. Wood 
Ralph D. Woodruff" 
'66 
George L. Adams 
Timothy J. Michals 
Class Agents 
61 Gifts $33,970.00 
43.0 Percent Participation 
George L. Adams 
Carter M. Becker 
Andrew L. Bender 
Joseph B. Blood, Jr. 
Donald M. Booth 
John R. Bower 
James F. Brodey 
Louis John Centrella 
G. Donald Clarke 
William R. Collini 
Franklyn R. Cook 
Michael C. Coplon 
Charles T. Curtin 
Murray C. Davis III 
Michael P. Dolan 
James S. Dyer 
Robert Fisher 
Frances Pincus Freed 
Barton J. Friedman 
Robert L. Fronduti 
Joseph A. C. Girone 
Susan J. Gordon 
Susan J. Gordon 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty)  
Kermit B. Gosnell 
Thomas]. Green 
N. LeRoy Hammond III 
Kenneth P. Heaps 
Daniel J. Kelly 
Robert H. Kirschner 
Thomas F. Kozlek 
Gary G. Kushner 
Warren D. Lambright 
Gary R. Leach 
Robert H. Lerman 
Thomas V. Lloyd III 
Harry M. P. Love 
John A. Manfredi 
Burton Mass 
Timothy J. Michals 
In memory of 
Edward N. Pell III '66 
Thomas B. Moll 
James S. Paolino 
Michael L. Popolow 
Paul A. Pupi 
Roger D. Raymond 
Carl L. Reams 
David C. Rising 
Nicholas J. Ruggiero 
John T. Sack 
Thomas D. Schonauer 
Howard Silberman 
Michael C. Snyder 
John E. Stambaugh, Jr. 
Michael D. Strong 
Harvey J. Sugerman 
Frank J. Szarko* 
Frank J. Szarko 
George M. Tai 
Robert G. Timmons 
Richard A. Ulrich 
Sara A. Warren 
W. Scott Williams 
Charles L. Woodruff 
Mark H. Zeitlin 
'67 
Carl L. Stanitshi 
Class Agent 
56 Gifts $23,400.00 
35.7 Percent Participation 
Robert G. Altschuler 
Allan M. Arbeter 
David A. Balling 
William P. Crutchlow 
Campbell M. Davis 
John W. Docktor 
Barry C. Dorn 
Stephen M. Druckman 
Robert M. Friedlander 
Mark W. Gordon 
Stanley L. Grabias 
Robert F. Hall II* 
Robert F. Hall II 
Daniel C. Harrer 
James E. Hinkle 
+George H. Hughes 
Joel B. Jurnovoy 
Robert J. Karp 
Daniel N. Karsch 
Joseph S. Klemek 
Charles H. Klieman 
Michael B. Kodroff 
Robert G. Little, Jr. 
Robert R. Madigan 
David H. Miller 
Stanton I. Moldovan 
Lloyd W. Moseley, Jr. 
Carl P. Mulveny 
Andrew J. Pryharski 
Elliot J. Rayfield 
Philip A. Rosenfeld 
Edward M. Salgado 
Louis W. Schwartz 
Stephen J. Shapiro 
Jean Olsen Shor 
Marc A. Shuman 
Stephen Slogoff 
Edward M. Sorr 
Carl L. Stanitski 
Scott C. Stein 
Vance R. Stouffer, Jr. 
James M. Sumerson 
Anne M. Thompson 
Vincent J. Varano 
Ralph J. Venuto 
L. Reed Walker, Jr.* 
L. Reed Walker, Jr. 
Jonathan Warren 
Don C. Weiser 
Allan B. Wells 
Matthew White 
Theodore J. Wilf 
David E. Williams 
John S. Wills 
Melvyn A. Wolf 
Alan H. Wolson 
James Wong 
John A. Yauch 
'68 
Lawrence V. Hofmann 
Harold A. Yocum 
Class Agents 
49 Gifts $21,113.96 
33.3 Percent Participation 
Gill R. Alderfer 
Bonnie L. Ashby 
Joel M. Barish 
Robert E. Bellet 
John L. Berardinelli 
David A. Berd 
Jay B. Berger 
Richard L. Davies 
Raphael J. DeHoratius 
Alan E. Feen 
Marcia A. Fitzpatrick 
Thomas J. Gal 
Gerald A. Hiatt 
Lawrence V. Hofmann 
William F. Holmes 
John B. Humphrey, Jr. 
Joseph F. Kestner, Jr. 
Jacob Klein 
Frederick J. Koch 
Garth A. Koniver 
Stephen R. Kozloff 
Robert C. Kurtz 
Norman Label 
John Lazarchick 
Steven L. Lefrak 
William E. Logan 
Herbert J. Luscombe 
Glen W. Metz 
Daniel J. Mizak 
Morris L. Orocofsky 
Joseph E. Palascak 
Virginia C. Poirier 
Sarah J. Richards 
Leo A. Roberge 
John H. Robinson 
Howard N. Sabarra* 
Thomas S. Scott 
Stewart D. Shull 
Nelson Sirlin 
Charles W. Snyder 
Mark R. Stein 
Bruce Stevens 
Ira R. Tannebaum 
James B. Turchik 
Donald G. Urban 
Frank R. Walchak 
Malcolm S. Weiss 
Stephen E. Werner 
Edward A. Wrobleski 
Harold A. Yocum* 
'69 
M. Dean Kinsey 
Class Agent 
66 Gifts $31,291.29 
42.3 Percent Participation 
Robert Abel, Jr. 
David J. Addis 
Richard L Allman 
In memory of 
Paul R. Bosanac '68 
John B. Anderson 
Louis B. Balizet 
John H. Bauer 
Stanley Benzel 
Stanley N. Brand 
Elizabeth S. Bussard 
John R. Bussard 
Thomas F. Carrig, Jr. 
John A. Clement 
Donna L. Cooper 
James R. Cooper 
Marvin E. Cramer 
John T. DelGiorno 
Frederick J. Dudenhoefer 
Kathleen C. Dudenhoefer 
Martin J. Durkin 
In memory of 
Peter M. Anson '69 
Robert W. Egdell 
Howard I. Finkle 
Walter J. Finnegan 
Kay Ellen Frank 
John F. Frantz II 
S. Robert Freedman 
Philip H. Geetter 
Peter A. Gehret 
Alexander C. Gellman 
Michael J. Ginieczki 
Leonard M. Glassman 
Michael R. Goldin 
Richard C. Gross 
Richard F. Grunt 
H. Roger Hansen 
James D. Heckman 
William J. Heim 
Richard A. Insel 
Linda K. Izquierdo 
David J. Katz 
M. Dean Kinsey 
Robert A. Lustig 
Gerald A. Mandell 
Alan R. Maurer* 
Robert D. Meringolo 
Meredith K. L. Pang 
In memory of 
Peter Bonafide '69 
John M. Penta 
In memory of his father, 
John J. Penta '29 
Vincent T. Randazzo 
Earl W. Robison 
Alan Schein 
In memory of 
Peter R. Bonafide '69 
John C. Schiro 
Benjamin P. Seltzer 
Ann 0. Shigeoka 
John W. Shigeoka 
Jay S. Skyler 
In memory of 
Marc S. Ebel '69 
Barry S. Smith 
William J. Snape, Jr. 
Norman F. Sokoloff 
Dr. & Mrs. Wilson W. Strong, Jr. 
Victor B. Tuma 
Andrew B. Walker 
Linda L. Weinberg 
Paul M. Weinberg 
John C. Wirth, Jr. 
Jesse H. Wright III 
Edward B. Yellig 
Suzanne S. Zeok 
'70 
Richard L. Nemiroff 
Class Agent 
65 Gifts $36,972.00 
41.9 Percent Participation 
George W. Anstadt 
John A. Azzato 
David Biddle 
William D. Bloomer 
Ronald I. Blum 
Edward B. Bower 
John W. Breckenridge 
James B. Carty, Jr. 
Gifts received July 1, 2000 through June 25, 2001 
+ Deceased 
* Gift through AMA Foundation 
Additional Class Giving indicates money that was given through the 
Development Office. It is not included in the Annual Giving total. 
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30th reunion 
Richard H. Charney 
Joseph A. Comfort, Jr. 
Richard D. Davenport 
John F. Dmochowski 
Paul H. Douglass 
James H. Dovnarsky 
Michael D. Ellis 
Richard M. Feldman 
Richard M. Feldman 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Joseph S. Fisher 
James W. Fox IV 
Allan P. Freedman 
Charles M. Furr 
James M. Gerson 
Stephen C. Glassberg 
Laurence Goldstein 
Richard H. Goodwin, Jr. 
Alan J. Green 
Frederick E. Hampf, Jr. 
William W. Judson 
Robert C. Kane 
Thomas R. Kay 
George W. Kern IV 
Marilyn S. P. Kershner 
Steven A. Klein 
John A. Kline* 
John A. Kline 
In memory of 
Howard L. Kent (Faculty) 
W. Clark Lambert 
James R. LaMorgese 
Harvey B. Lefton 
Dr. & Mrs. David I. Lintz 
Norman G. Loberant 
In honor of his daughter, 
Leslie Anne Loberant '98 
his son-in-law, 
Edwin B. King '98 
Norman G. Loberant 
In memory of 
Christopher Rose '70 
Robert Stein '70 
Sarah S. Long 
Robert M. Lumish 
Robert J. Malovany 
John T. Martsolf 
John R. McCloskey 
Lawrence S. Miller 
Larry S. Myers 
Richard L. Nemiroff 
James N. Nutt Ill 
David R. Pashman 
Charles E. Quaglieri 
David J. Randell 
John Reichel III 
Marie V. Olivieri Russell 
Charles R. Schleifer 
Judith P. Schwartz 
Paul M. Selinkoff 
Parker M. Seymour 
J. Michael Shovlin 
Rose Kenny Slizewski 
Aris M. Sophocles, Jr. 
Richard G. Sowden 
Joseph W. Stayman III 
Neil 0. Thompson 
Martin A. Tobey 
Louis Vignati 
Calvin L. Weisberger 
David G. Wetterholt 
John V. Whitbeck 
Stephen M. Woodruff 
'71 
James E. Barone 
Terrence S. Carden, Jr. 
Class Agents 
82 Gifts $61,610.21 
46.3 Percent Participation 
Richard W. Altreuter 
Warren Appleman 
Christopher K. Balkany 
Marc P. Banner 
In memory of 
Philip J. Hodes (Faculty) 
James E. Barone 
Alexander T. Baskous 
John A. Belis 
Donald A. Bergman 
Michael J. Blecker 
Gregory P. Borkowski 
Louis]. Borucki 
Arthur E. Brown 
Daniel J. Callahan 
Peter M. Caravello, Sr. 
Terrence S. Carden, Jr. 
Floyd Casaday 
Delvyn C. Case, Jr. 
Robert E. Chandlee 
In honor of 
A. Edward O'Hara (Faculty) 
Cora L. E. Christian 
Mary K. Craddock 
Harry R. Cramer, Jr. 
Carolyn S. Crawford 
Carolyn S. Crawford 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty)  
Robert Davidson 
T. Jeffrey Dmochowski 
Dr. & Mrs. Brian Donnelly 
Mary Lou Evitts 
Edwin P. Ewing, Jr. 
In memory of 
William P. Coghlan '47 
Robert B. Falk, Jr. 
Henry M. Feder, Jr. 
William F. Fell, Jr. 
John B. Ferguson III 
Paul M. Femhoff 
Theodore W. Fetter 
Bruce M. Fishbane 
Dr. & Mrs. Thomas W. Fiss, Jr. 
George R. Freeland 
Stephen S. Frost 
Arthur H. Glaser 
Phillip Glass 
Ronald D. Grossman 
Jack M. Guralnik 
William C. Hamilton 
David H. Hennessey 
William R. Henrick 
Russell G. Johnston 
David W. Jones 
Jerome W. Jordan 
Gerald M. Klein 
Cynthia L. Lehr-Janus 
Wilma C. Light 
Michael C. Margulies 
James G. McBride 
In memory of 
Gonzalo E. Aponte '52 
Susan M. Pacheco 
Barry H. Penchansky 
In memory of 
Gonzalo E. Aponte '52 
Bruce A. Forrest '71 
Mark A. Posner 
In memory of 
Bruce A. Forrest '71 
Theodore G. Probst* 
Theodore G. Probst 
W. Michael Pryor 
Jeffrey S. Rakoff 
In memory of 
Abraham E. Rakoff '37 
Dennis S. Riff 
Howard S. Robin 
Elizabeth A. London Rogers 
Edward B. Ruby 
Edward B. Ruby 
In memory of 
Bernard Shuman '45  
Stuart A. Scherr 
Richard P. Schwimmer 
Arthur M. Segal 
Joseph L. Seltzer 
Joseph L. Seltzer 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Dr. & Mrs. Stephen C. Silver 
Arthur K. Smith 
J. Stanley Smith, Jr.* 
J. Stanley Smith, Jr. 
Robert C. Snyder 
Daniel G. Sommer 
Floyd F. Spechler 
Michael E. Starrels 
Robert L. Sussman 
Barbara L. Tenney 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Julie E. Kelter Timins 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Julie E. Kelter Timins 
In memory of 
Eugene L. Timins '69 
Arthur S. Tischler 
Timothy E. Urbanski 
Norman E. Wilson 
George S. Wineburgh 
Nancy Linsey Wong 
Harvey D. Zeligman 
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence E. Forrest 
In memory of 
Bruce A. Forrest '71 
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Forrest 
Additional 1971 Giving 
Ronald H. Hirokawa 
(Gift Annuity) 
Craig 7'. Haytmaneh 
Glenn C. Nye 
Class Agents 
66 Gifts $21,250.00 
35.9 Percent Participation 
Steven A. Ager 
Susan E. Beatty 
A. James Behrend 
Carolyn E. Bekes 
James P. Blore, Jr. 
Richard]. Bonanno 
William D. Boswell, Jr. 
Richard E. Brennan 
Christopher L. Brown 
Anthony J. Calabrese 
Howard]. Caplan 
Paul M. Dainer 
Anna Marie M. D'Amico 
Philip J. DiGiacomo, Jr. 
Richard M. Donner 
Rodney D. Dorand* 
Alexander E. Ehrlich 
Marsha J. Fishbane 
Sanford Fitzig 
Martin J. Fliegelman 
Alan S. Friedman 
Richard F. Garnet, Jr. 
James T. Hay 
Craig T. Haytmanek 
Philip C. Hoffman 
Irwin J. Hollander 
Joseph P. Horstmann 
Rosemary A. Horstmann 
William J. Hyde 
Mark Josephs 
Alex B. Juhasz 
Ronald L. Kabler 
Myles K. Krieger 
John J. Laskas, Jr. 
Allan M. Lenetsky 
Norman W. Lindenmuth 
Warren F. MacDonald, Jr. 
Carey M. Marder 
Rosalie K. Marinari 
Jeffrey A. Mattes 
Richard R. P. McCurdy 
Robert D. McKay 
John]. Miller, Jr. 
Sandra S. Mossbrook 
Cheryl Lynne Naulty 
Glenn C. Nye 
James W. Redka 
Robert E. Rinaldi 
James R. Roberts 
Anthony R. Rooklin 
Lawrence R. Schiller 
Barton L. Schneyer 
C. Richard Seiler 
Joan H. Shapiro 
Robert A. Shiroff 
Barry P. Skeist 
Allen Sonstein 
Theodore R. Sunder 
Thaddeus R. Szydlowski 
William J. Thomas, Jr. 
John R. Tyler 
Stephen A. Volk 
James R. Wall 
William M. Wixted 
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Timothy C. Wolfgang 
Cheryl R. Zaret 
'73 
Lynne E. Porter 
Class Agent 
64 Gifts $31,185.00 
36.6 Percent Participation 
Peter C. Amadio 
Rodney A. Appell 
In memory of 
Paul Smey '73 
Kenneth R. Barmach 
Erick J. Bergquist* 
Boyce N. Berkel 
Paul A. Bialas 
Alan N. Binnick 
Bruce S. Bleiman 
In memory of 
Paul Smey '73 
Eric W. Blomain 
Frank A. Borgia 
In memory of 
Dean Marie Banes '73 
Paul Smey, '73 
Earl H. Brown 
Paul Casadonte 
Paul F. Cerza 
Richard S. Chalfant 
Thomas M. Clemens 
Michael M. Cohen 
Anthony M. Colatrella 
Arthur W. Colbourn 
Jeffrey J. Dekret 
Ross F. DiMarco, Jr. 
Gary R. Fleisher 
Joseph F. Frazer 
Gary Gerstein 
Robert P. Good 
Barry Gordon 
Robert A. Gordon 
Michael H. Greenhawt 
Peter R. Hulick 
Steven R. Isaacson 
Ivan H. Jacobs 
In memory of 
Dean Marie Banes '73 
Paul Smey '73 
David A. Jacoby 
Bruce E. Jarrell 
Joanna R. Johnson 
In memory of 
Dean Marie Banes '73 
Anton P. Kemps 
Anton P. Kemps 
In memory of 
Paul Smey '73 
Joseph L. J. King 
Priscilla J. Kistler 
C. William Korbonits, Jr. 
Joseph A. Kuhn 
Thomas R. Layton 
Elliott G. Leisawitz 
Gary J. Levin 
Paul D. Manganiello 
Paul D. Manganiello 
In memory of 
Paul Smey '73 
Kathleen W. McNicholas 
Kathleen W. McNicholas 
In memory of her father, 
Edward M. McNicholas '42 
Eugenia M. Miller 
Mark S. Pascal 
Russell E. Perry 
Lynne E. Porter 
In memory of 
Dean Marie Banes '73 
Paul Smey '73 
Leslie S. Robinson 
Marc S. Rosenshein 
Joseph W. Sassani 
Daniell Schwartz 
David S. Schwartz 
Daniel M. Scotti 
Eugene M. Shaffer 
John T. Smallwood 
Edward A. Solow 
In memory of 
Paul Smey '73 
Ronald L. Souder 
Gregory C. Starks 
Alan L. Stern 
Stanford N. Sullum 
Joseph R. Thomas, Jr.* 
James E. Tibone 
Arnold F. Traupman 
Emilian J. L. Wasserman 
Emilian J. L. Wasserman 
In memory of 
Dean Marie Banes '73 
'34 
Bruce G. Silver 
Class Agent 
62 Gifts $28,275.00 
33.3 Percent Participation 
Barbara F. Atkinson 
In honor of 
Marion]. Siegman (Faculty) 
Bruce C. Berger 
Joseph R. Berger 
Albert L. Blumberg* 
Albert L. Blumberg 
David A. Brent 
Louis T. Broad 
John]. Brooks, Jr. 
John H. Brown 
Tom E. Campbell 
David G. Clark 
Steven E. Decker 
William A. DiCuccio II 
Allen B. Filstein 
William" Gibbons 
Victoria A. Gillis 
Stephen J. Gordin 
In memory of 
William F. Kellow (Faculty) 
Elizabeth T. Habecker 
Robert E. Hobbs 
Bradley R. Hoch 
H. Mathilda Horst 
Dr. & Mrs. Howard G. Hughes 
Richard L. Jaffe 
Barbara Figgs Jaffee 
Robert M. Johnson 
Bertram D. Kaplan 
James A. Kenning 
Frank T. Kucer 
Michael A. Kutcher 
Scott I. Lampert 
Michael C. Leo 
Michael H. LeWitt 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Stephen B. Lichtenstein 
Conrad Lindes 
John P. Lubicky 
Georgetta D. Lupold 
Larry S. Mapow 
Thomas J. Matulewski 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Charles W. Maxin* 
Charles W. Maxin 
Bruce P. Meinhard 
Allen E. Meyer 
Allen E. Meyer 
In honor of 
Marion]. Siegman (Faculty) 
William A. Meyer, Jr. 
William I. Miller 
Perry L. Mitchell 
Anthony D. Molinaro, Jr. 
Frank J. Pearl 
Alan K. Roberts 
Joel C. Rosenfeld 
Kenneth L. Savage 
Jay S. Schinfeld 
William M. Schulman* 
William M. Schulman 
Ira Schwartz 
Edward J. Share 
Gary L. Shugar 
Bruce G. Silver 
L. Peter Soraruf IV 
Linda M. Sundt 
George E. Thorpe 
Dr. & Mrs. Richard C. Tomichek 
Richard Wallace 
Robert J. Wasnick 
Steven M. Wenner 
Steven M. Zamore 
'75 
Robert E. Wall 
Class Agent 
68 Gifts $34,410.00 
32.1 Percent Participation 
William A. Auritt 
Howard F. Berlin 
Alan H. Bierlein 
Anthony P. Caruso 
Edward Catherwood 
Gary S. Clark 
David L. Clinton 
Warren C. Daniels 
James C. Delehanty 
Mark L. Dembert 
Joseph DiSaverio 
Gerald P. Durkan 
Joseph Basil Giletto 
Steven J. Glinka 
Paul E. Goldberg 
Robert H. Gordon 
Herbert E. Gray III 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Margaret B. Griffin 
Michael J. Griffin 
John E. Griggs, Jr. 
Kathryn L. Hall 
Geoffrey G. Hallock 
John E. Hocutt, Jr. 
Steven L. Horowitz 
Robert R. Houston 
Eugene P. Hughes, Jr. 
Lawrence M. Hurvitz* 
Lawrence M. Hurvitz 
Richard S. Jackson, Jr. 
James M. Jones II 
Jonathan L. Kates 
John" Kavanagh, Jr. 
Jonathan Kay 
Marilyn C. Kay 
William J. Kitei 
Carol A. Lamparter 
Ellis R. Levin 
Gregory L. Lewis 
H. David Lipsitz 
David P. Mayer 
John M. McGowan 
Geno J. Merli 
Craig L. Muetterties 
Thomas J. Nasca 
L. Douglas Pepper 
Michael D. Perilstein 
Paul A. Piccini* 
Paul A. Piccini 
Paul R. Pirigyi 
Randall E. Pitone 
John D. Rauth 
John P. Rogers 
William F. Rosner 
Paul J. Ruschak 
Arthur C. St. Andre 
Robert T. Sataloff 
Norbert D. Scharff 
Jere F. Seelaus 
Lewis S. Sharps 
Arthur Sitelman 
William A. Spohn 
Dr. & Mrs. Kennith Thompson 
R. Ted Veve 
Paul M. Wall 
Robert E. Wall 
Nathan Wei* 
Edward S. Williams 
Bradley D. Wong 
Victor L. Woo 
Additional 1975 Giving 
Robert T. Sataloff 
(Gift in Kind) 
'76 
Larry R. Glazerman 
Class Agent 
60 Gifts $26,575.00 
29.0 Percent Participation 
Ann Ashley-Gilbert 
Raymond L. Baraldi, Jr. 
David S. Batt 
Richard J. Bearoff 
Joseph M. Bender 
Gary B. Bernett 
Mark E. Blaker 
John D. Blannett, Jr. 
Carol F. Boerner 
In honor of 
Marion). Siegman (Faculty) 
Robert E. Bonner 
David C. Brock 
Francis A. Chervenak 
John R. Cohn 
Vincent F. Deeney 
Gary A. Emmett 
Neal Flomenberg 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
25th reunion 
Paul B. Gilman 
Larry R. Glazerman 
Arthur J. Goldman 
Michael S. Goodman 
Michael S. Goodman 
In memory of 
David M. Davis (Faculty) 
Judith F. Grem 
Philip C. Grem 
Roderick Groomes 
Roy Grossman 
George J. Heymach III 
Paull Hoyer 
Kurds D. Jens 
W. Edward Jordan III 
Barbara L. Katz 
Stephen K. Katz 
Thomas S. Kilcheski 
In memory of 
Gonzalo E. Aponte '52 
Robert A. Kloss 
Robert A. Krall 
Kathleen A. Kucer 
Kathleen A. Kucer 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Robert W. Lamparter 
John S. Liggett, Jr.* 
John S. Liggett, Jr. 
Paul R. Long 
Peter K. Marsh 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert G. 
McCaims, Jr. 
James P. McCann 
Robert J. McCunney 
Manuel R. Morman 
A. Jesse Morris III 
Joseph C. Noreika 
Ted M. Parris 
Stuart R. Paul 
Richard J. Pierotti 
John E. Plastino 
I. Stanley Porter 
John 0. Punderson, Jr. 
Gary F. Purdue 
Kent A. Sallee 
Jeffrey J. Sands 
Melissa R. Spevak 
Johannes D. Weltin 
Nadine P. Wenner 
Sno E. White 
Richard Whittington 
Dean L. Winslow 
Steven R. Ytterberg 
Paul L. Zazow 
Robert E. Atkinson 
Class Agent 
78 Gifts $28,150.00 
38.8 Percent Participation 
Jeffrey S. Adam 
Wynn W. Adam 
Leonard J. Adelson 
Robert E. Atkinson 
Leigh Baltuch 
Carl A. Barbee 
Sylvia L. Beimfohr 
Thomas C. Benfield 
Edward W. Bogner 
J. Hartley Bowen III 
Michael T. Brady 
James F. Burke 
R. Anthony Carabasi III 
R. Anthony Carabasi III 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Kent V. Carey 
Joseph A. Colletta 
George E. Connerton 
Mark W. Cooper 
Richard A. Craig 
Curtis E. Cummings 
Timothy A. DeBiasse  
Thomas J. Delehanty 
Francis X. DeLone, Jr. 
Elyse C. Dubin 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Margaret M. Dunn 
David S. Eisner 
Victor A. Ferraris 
John A. Ferriss 
Richard M. Fornadel 
Sheldon J. Freedman 
Ronald A. Fronduti 
William B. Funk 
Jay Ginsberg 
Jan S. Glowacki 
Dale N. Goode 
Jeffrey B. Gross 
In honor of 
Marion]. Siegman (Faculty) 
Jean A. Halpern* 
Bruce Heller 
Deborah J. Hiltz-Parra 
Gary R. Hopen 
Albert D. Janerich 
John J. Kelleman* 
Jeffrey M. Koffler 
In memory of 
Abraham E. Rakoff '37 
Doris Rakoff Sailer 
William J. Krywicki 
Gary W. Lawrence 
Eugene A. Lechmanick 
Samuel M. Lesko 
Thomas]. Loftus 
Sr. Ann M. McCloskey 
William B. McNamee, Jr. 
Marc J. Medway 
Jay S. Mendelsohn 
G. Geoffrey Miller 
Jeffrey F. Minteer 
Anthony F. Naples 
Mary E. O'Connor 
Jay A. Peacock 
William J. Peck 
John W. Peters 
John E. Piatt III* 
Donald E. Playfoot 
Edward J. Read, Jr. * 
Kevin G. Robinson 
David M. Rodgers 
Brad S. Rogers 
Alan D. Roumm 
Carolyn D. Runowicz 
Joseph J. Ruzbarsky 
Donald J. Savage 
Robert C. Savage 
Cynthia Sears 
Thomas G. Sharkey 
Lawrence T. Smyth, Jr. 
Paul R. Weber 
Dwight D. Wolfe 
Richard A. Wolitz 
Robert J. Woodhouse 
Karen L. Ytterberg 




103 Gifts $32,201.00 
45.8 Percent Participation 
Richard P. Abramowitz 
Gerald L. Andriole, Jr. 
Charles B. Austin, Jr.* 
Charles B. Austin, Jr. 
Andrew J. Baron, Jr. 
Robert B. Berger 
Kimberly R. Best-Long 
Robert P. Boran, Jr. 
David A. Brillman 
Richard S. Buza 
Katharyn M. Byrne 
Harry L. Chaikin 
Roger F. Crake 
Thomas J. Danyliw 
Daniel B. DiCola 
Jeffrey W. Dietz 
Steven B. Edson 
James W. Egel 
Steven B. Eisner 
Marciana D. Filippone 
Marc J. Finder 
Robert S. Finkelhor 
Patricia G. Fitzpatrick 
Margaret S. M. Flinn 
Charles K. Foulsham II 
George C. Francos 
Harry A. Frankel 
Valerie J. Gilliam-Henderson 
Susan M. Ginsberg 
Peter J. Gkonos 
Eric D. Glasofer 
Barbara W. Gold 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Glenn E. Graybeal 
Frank Guillard* 
Bruce C. Hall 
Marilyn M. Hart 
Deborah Everts Hoellein 
In memory of 
Gonzalo E. Aponte '52 
Thomas A. Hutchinson 
Robert H. Huxster 
Glenn A. Hyatt 
Eric W. Jahnke 
Raymond R. Jones 
Thomas K. Jones 
Allen S. Josephs 
Daniel P. Kegel 
Chris A. Kittle 
Howard S. Klein 
In memory of 
David Goodman '78 
Marian B. Klepser 
Rudolph M. Krafft 
Lawrence M. Kuklinski 
M. David Lamer 
Richard J. Lazar 
Alfred E. Levy 
Robert M. Lintz 
Carol A. Love 
Janice Lupu 
In memory of her uncle, 
Milton Cohen '31 
Alexander C. Mamourian 
Stephen A. Mayer* 
Alexander McArthur III 
Francis M. Metkus 
Loretta Bonanni Metkus 
Thomas S. Metkus 
Eric J. Michael 
William D. Miller 
Paul W. Montigney 
James T. Muffly 
In memory of his father, 
Harry M. Muffly '53 
Bruce E. Nayowith 
Barry E. Packman 
Arthur J. Patterson, Jr. 
John W. Patterson 
Raymond T. Pekala 
Clifford H. Pemberton 
Robert H. Peters III 
Patricia Harper Petrozza 
Patricia Harper Petrozza 
In honor of 
Marion]. Siegman (Faculty) 
Paul E. Pilgram 
David M. Reed 
Ann E. Reilly 
Albert A. Rizzo 
Jeffrey B. Robin 
Warren L. Robinson, Jr. 
Harry M. Rosenblum 
Norman G. Rosenblum 
Michael P. Russo 
Duncan Salmon  
Boris J. Sawula 
Neil H. Shusterman 
Ira U. Smith 
Janice Starsnic 
David W. Stepansky 
Charles D. Stutzman 
R. Blair Summersgill 
Marc Ivan Surkin 
Fred Teichman 
David H. Trump 
Dale C. Tucker 
Bernard L. Ullman 
Chi-Lun Charles Wang 
Eric J. Werner 
Burton]. Williams 
John D. Wofford, Jr. 
Douglas B. Yingling 
Frank J. Yohe 
Carl N. Zenz 
Neal J. Zimmerman 
+Rena Grad 
In memory of by 
Jane P. Abbott 
Rainee & Robert Adamson 
Eva A. Atkinson 
Margie & Sandy Bruck 
Elaine & Joe Camarda 
Gertrude Epstein 
Leon Goldberg 
Anne P. Hamilton 
Dr. & Mrs. Neil Isdaner 
Evelyn Korn 
Mel & Bonnie Korn 
Bertha D. Leis 
Mark A. Nicastro 
Diane L. Pearson 
Freda K. Sacks 
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Sherman 
Phyllis & Marvin Stirman 
Mrs. Marcel S. Sussman 
'79 
Alan H. Goldberg 
Class Agent 
78 Gifts $33,968.23 
37.1 Percent Participation 
Michael J. Axe 
Terry B. Bachow 
David G. Baer 
Paul B. Bartos 
Robert L. Bashore 
Wilfreta G. Baugh 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
John M. Berardis 
Theodore F. Berk 
Jeffrey C. Brandon 
Lawrence H. Brent 
Kenneth M. Certa 
Peter L. Choyke 
Peter J. Christ 
Thelma W. Comissiong 
Howard B. Cotler 
J. David Cunningham 
Thomas M. DeWire, Sr. 
Joan S. DiPalma 
Allen W. Ditto* 
Allen W. Ditto 
Robert S. Djergaian 
Christine E. S. Dotterer 
Geoffrey P. Dunn 
Philip J. Dzwonczyk 
Jan E. Elston* 
Mary A. Facciolo 
Frederick M. Fellin 
Richard T. Fields* 
Richard T. Fields 
Bernadette Genz-Remshard 
In memory of 




Alan H. Goldberg  
Michael L. Graybeal 
Richard H. Greenberg 
Michael J. Guarino 
Jeffrey R. Haag 
Harry A. Hamburger 
Creston C. Herold, Jr. 
Glenn D. Horowitz 
Dale E. Johnston 
Larry J. Kachik 
Joseph Kavchok, Jr. 
Steven Kazenoff 
Natalie C. Klein 
James B. Lam 
+Mark A. Lebovitz 
In memory of by widow 
Steven Levenberg 
Janet B. Leventhal 
Janet B. Leventhal 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Thomas J. Marshall, Jr. 
Stanley C. May 
Michael J. McGlaughlin 
Patricia M. McGuire 
Steven L. Mendelsohn 
Douglas W. Michael* 
William S. Miller 
Lise M. Mungul 
Brian E. O'Byrne 
Michael D. Overbeck 
Thomas P. Phiambolis 
Kathleen K. Quadro 
Robert T. Reichman 
Michael X. Repka 
Marie E. Robb 
Jonathan W. Sastic 
Lois M. Sastic 
Martin E. Scott* 
Martin E. Scott 
Keith Senecal 
Ira R. Sharp 
Linda Ann Sherman 
Dr. & Mrs. Michael H. Snedden 
Herbert D. Snyder 
Mark H. Snyder 
James A. Solan 
Jeffrey A. Sunshine* 
Donn S. Tokairin 
James W. Vick 
Virginia L. Walters 
Thomas M. Williams 
Sandra Willingmyre 
John M. Yindra 
Richard W. Ziegler 
'80 
Martin 1. Carney 
Class Agent 
63 Gifts $42,367.42 
29.0 Percent Participation 
Raymond C. Andries 
James D. Balshi 
In honor of 
Stephen F. Balshi '45 
Gary A. Beste 
Kevin M. Boyle 
Lawrence P. Bressler 
Hugh M. Carlin 
Martin J. Carney* 
Mark D. Chilton* 
Mark D. Chilton 
Patricia E. Clancy 
Jeffrey B. Cohn 
Thomas R. Corley 
Donald P. DeLorenzo, Jr. 
Margaret M. Flanagan DeLorenzo 
David L. Dickensheets 
Gary Dukart 
Charles J. Dunton 
Charles J. Dunton 
In memory of 
Joseph Dunton 
Howard L. Kent (Faculty) 
Robert M. Epsten, Jr. 
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Martin K. Fallor 
Barbara G. Frieman 
Barbara G. Frieman 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Stephen A. Geraci 
Thomas A. Grabiak 
Jean L. Grem 
Thomas D. Griffin 
James T. Hopkins 
Rae A. Joselson 
Neeraj K. Kanwal 
Susan G. Kaplan 
Paul A. Keamey, Jr. 
Robert S. Kiefner 
Gerard F. Klinzing 
Mark J. Krawitz 
Angela E. Lin 
Drs. Jane M. & Stephen L. 
Longacre 
William J. Lovett 
Anne Conner Mack 
Eric J. Margolis 
Robert J. Maro, Jr. 
H. Frederick Martin III 
William E. McLemore 
John E. McManigle 
Arthur W. Mellen IV 
M. Diana Metzger 
David B. Nagel 
Mark C. Norris 
Raymond F. Nungesser 
David F. Podrasky 
William J. Polacheck, Jr. 
Bernard C. Proy, Jr. 
John F. Reinhardt 
David M. Robinson II 
Catherine T. Rommel 
Catherine T. Rommel 
In honor of 
Marion" Siegman (Faculty) 
James P. Rupp 
Michael P. Savage 
Arthur H. Shedden 
James F. Squadrito, Jr.  
James F. Squadrito, Jr. 
In memory of 
David M. Davis (Faculty) 
John R. Starynski 
Nicholas A. Tepe 
Kenneth M. Weisman 
Randy R. Westgate 
Carol A. Wheeler 
John E. Widger 
'81 
John D. Angstadt 
Class Agent 
74 Gifts $37,445.75 
33.8 Percent Participation 
Jonathan D. Adams* 
Roger A. Allcroft 
John D. Angstadt 
Scott A. Brenman 
In memory of 
Henry S. Brenman (Faculty) 
Kenneth A. Buckwalter 
Francis P. Day 
Thomas S. DeGroat* 
Dolores A. Siegel DePersia 
Rudolph T. DePersia, Jr. 
Daniel L. Diehl 
Donald A. Dilenno 
Frank R. DonDiego 
G. Mitchell Edmondson 
Andrew A. Farkas 
Brad Feldstein 
Gary E. Fink 
Donn S. Fishbein 
E. Kenneth Fraser 
Steven P. Frei 
Stephen P. Gadomski 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Diane R. Gillum 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Philip Gilman 
Ina M. Gilmore 
Terry Ann Glauser 
Stephen R. Goll 
E. Shelly Hahn  
Jeffrey D. Hamer 
Wayne C. Herrick 
David G. Hershberger 
Renwick C. Hood 
Mark J. Ingerman 
Raymond M. Ishman 
Karen A. Johnson 
Robert R. Kester 
James D. Kolker 
Gordon M. Langston 
Samuel S. Laucks II 
Jodi Kirschbaum Laxer 
Cynthia Liskov 
Fredric J. Marlin 
Mary Jane McClements 
James M. McWeeney 
Matthew C. Miller 
Dennis T. Monteiro 
Kathryn E. Morris 
Paul M. Newell 
Michael P. O'Leary 
Victor G. Onufrey 
Barry D. Rinker 
F. Michael Rommel 
Anne L. Rosenberg 
Anne L. Rosenberg 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Mark G. Rubin 
Corey K. Ruth 
Eli R. Saleeby 
In memory of his father, 
Eli R. Saleeby '22 
Joseph W. Schauer III 
Paul C. Schroy III 
Richard C. Silver 
David C. Slagle 
Gregory D. Slick 
Stephen Sorokanich, Jr. 
Richard F. Spaide 
Craig L. Stabler 
Mark A. Staffaroni 
Barbara M. Swan 
In honor of 
Dr. '49 & Mrs. Reyer 0. Swan 
David M. Swan 
In honor of 
Dr. '49 & Mrs. Reyer 0. Swan 
Felix K. Tam 
Warren J. Ventriglia 
Daniel R. Wehner 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
J. Patrick Welch 
George A. Winch, Jr. 
In memory of 
Gonzalo E. Aponte '52 
Robert L. Witt 
Maureen L. Yelovich 
Maureen L. Yelovich 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Richard M. Yelovich 
Richard M. Yelovich 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Sophia Chan Young 
Maurice & Carol Feinberg 
'82 
Russell S. Breish 
Class Agent 
65 Gifts $22,078.97 
30.0 Percent Participation 
Vincent T. Armenti 
Evan K. Bash 
Randall T. Bashore 
Robert J. Biester 
Russell S. Breish 
Richard D. Bruehlman 
Essie W. Bruell 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Essie W. Bruell 
In memory of 
Lorraine Palos Simmons '82 
Marie E. Bush 
Kim L. Carpenter 
Franklin J. Chinn, Jr. 
Allan H. Cummings 
Walter W. Dearolf III 
Stanley T. Depman 
Albert DiGerolamo 
Eileen M. Doherty-Fuller 
Eileen M. Doherty-Fuller 
In honor of 
Marion" Siegman (Faculty) 
Christopher M. Eriksen 
Michael" Estner 
David S. Estock 
J. Robert Evans 
Gary L. Feinberg 
Michael A. Franchetti 
Christine Chiosi Gamburg 
Larry M. Gersten 
Robert M. Gorsen 
Marian M. Huang 
Richard L. Jahnle 
Richard C. Kovach 
Charles B. Krespan 
0. Scott Lauter 
Edward Lubat 
R. Bruce Lutz III 
John C. Lystash 
A. Radford MacFarlane 
David P. Maguire 
Ralph James Marino 
David B. Massey 
Denise C. McFadden 
Denise C. McFadden 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Cynthia McMurty 
Robert M. McNamara 
John S. Monk, Jr. 
Judd W. Moul 
Leonard A. Nitowski 
Andrew J. Norton 
F. Noel Parent III 
Pauline K. Park 
Pauline K. Park 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
S. Mitchell Rivitz  
Jay A. Robinson 
George R. Rohrer, Jr. 
Randall W. Ryan 
Madalyn Schaefgen 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Robert F. Schiowitz 
Robert B. Schlesinger 
Daniel A. Scott 
Steven A. Scott 
Craig H. Sherman 
Albert M. Signorella 
Gregory T. Smith 
Ira S. Solomon 
Richard A. Szucs 
Lloyd L. Trujillo 
Brian M. Uniacke 
Peter G. Wallick 
Joseph P. Walls 
John A. Wilson, Jr. 
Mark R. Zolnick 
Mark L. Zwanger 
'83 
John G. Bertolino 
Class Agent 
58 Gifts $17,695.00 
28.3 Percent Participation 
Amy S. Appelblatt 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Peter R. Bergethon 
John G. Bertolino 
Lauren E. Bickel 
Ellen K. Blair 
Aaron D. Bleznak 
Richard P. Buyalos, Jr. 




Peter A. Cognetti 
Theodore J. Daly 
Barbara Lea Davies 
Barbara Lea Davies 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Todd L. Dcmmy 
Joseph J. Drabick 
Steven A. Edmundowicz 
Mark Edwards 
Martin Brian Getzow 





Robert E. Kearney 
Jeffrey A. Keenan 
David]. Kramer 
Evan B. Krisch 
Glenn A. Mackin 
Richard G. Manning 
Samuel H. Markind 
Ferdinand E. Massari 
Philip M. Maurer 
Gregory J. Mazanek 
Elcinda L. McCrone 
Thomas D. Meade 
Peter H. Michelson 
Lynn Murphy O'Brien 
Walter O'Brien 
Ann B. Olewnik 
Craig M. Palmer 
Stephen E. Pascucci 
Edward M. Podgorski, Jr. 
Joel F. Rach 
Wayne K. Ross 
Frederick W. Ruthardt, Jr. 
Debra Boyer Sager 
Dale W. Sailer 
Andrew B. Sattel 
Lynda Schneider 
Gifts received July 1, 2000 through June 25, 2001 
+ Deceased 
* Gift through AMA Foundation 
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Robert A. Ruffini 
Pamela H. Rutkoski 
Robert L. Schmouder 
Michael I. Schoen 
James W. Slack 
Randall E. Slimak 
In memory of his father-in-law 
Armando F. Goracci (Faculty) 
Ruth E. Smith 
Edward R. Snipes 
Laurie E. Markowitz Spence 
John W. Spurlock 
Charles K. Stevens 
Guy M. Stofman 
In memory of his father, 
Henry C. Stofman GS'58 
Janet H. Tabas 
Richard W. Tobin, Jr. 
Richard L. Uhl 
Catherine Pihoker Vanderwilt 
Robert D. Wallace 
Lisa C. Wolf 
Irwin H. Wolfert 
Kenneth S. Yonemura 
Marijo A. Zelinka 
Mr. & Mrs. Allan Kates 
'85 
Nicholas I. Barna 
Class Agent 
48 Gifts 	 $22,630.00 
23.3 Percent Participation 
David S. Altman 
Peter J. Andrews, Jr. 
Arthur T. Androkites 
Kenneth). Arnold 
Kenneth J. Arnold 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Nicholas]. Barna 
Paul J. Berlin 
Daniel M. Bubenheim 
Cynthia M. Coughlin-Hanna 
James E. Devlin 
Bonni S. Field 
Bradley A. George 
Angus T. Gillis 
Mark H. Hassel 
Guy S. Hewlett 
Randall J. Hoobler 
Joseph J. Kesselring 
Scott Kruger* 
John I. Lane 
Sharon Skibber Lehman 
Celeste M. Li 
J. Stephen Long 
15th reunion 
Kevin N. Lorah 
Rex G. Mabey, Jr. 
Harvey L. Madonick 
+DeForrest W. Marchant, Jr. 
In memory of by his mother, 
Betty Lou Marchant 
John A. Martin, Jr. 
Marlon T. Maus 
Marc S. McMorris 
John R. Mingey 
Robert J. Motley 
David A. Nardi 
Thomas M. O'Brien 
Michael]. Patti 
Sumanth D. Prabhu 
Robert W. Priem 
George R. Pronesti 
Kathryn A. Reihard 
Susan L. Ricciardi 
Carol F. Robertson 
Frank M. Robertson 
Dale J. Rosenberg 
David S. Seres 
Robert K. Sigal 
Grace Goracci Slimak 
In memory of her father, 
Armando F. Goracci (Faculty) 
Jeffrey C. Snyder 
Louis J. Tedesco 
Ronald P. Travitz* 
Ronald P. Travitz 
Donald M. Whiting 
Beth A. Zeeman 
Betty Lou Marchant 
In honor of 
Stephen B. Lichtenstein '76 
'86 
William P. Rumbaugh 
Class Agent 
61 Gifts 	 $21,475.00 
28.0 Percent Participation 
David K. Austin 
Joseph S. Auteri 
Joseph J. Baka 
Alexis J. Bayo-McGrath, Jr. 
Joseph G. Bell 
Timothy M. Bradley 
Michael T. Brown 
John C. Cardone 
W. Bradford Carter 
Jane A. Corson 
Gary J. Cortina 
John F. Danella 
Greg R. Dragon 
Paul J. Fisch 
William R. Gallivan, Jr. 
Steven P. Gohsler 
John H. Gould 
Michael Grasso III 
Virginia Graziani 
Sheila S. Grossman 
David R. Haas 
Kurt P. Hofmann 
Anita M. Holloway 
Dan D. Kessler 
Kent E. Kester 
James D. Knox, Jr. 
Sarah E. Kohl 
Karen Baker Lauer 
In memory of 
Elizabeth Brown-Gibson '86 
Luisa E. Lehrer 
Steven P. Levin 
Edward R. Magargee 
Kenneth B. Margulies 
Patricia A. McCormack 
Michelle A. Mead 
Thomas). Meyer 
Margaret E. Mike 
Gregory Mokrynski 
Gregory Mokrynski 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Todd A. Morrow 
Lauren M. Mozdy 
Kathryn A. Minehan O'Connor 
Robert L. O'Connor III 
Michael J. O'Donnell 
Michael W. Paluzzi 
Rosalie Pepe 
William F. Phifer 
In memory of his father 
Joseph C. Phifer '54 
Samuel G. Putnam III 
Robert S. Ream 
Robert L. Robles 
William P. Rumbaugh 
Mark A. Shelly 
J. Ross Slemmer 
James A. Smith 
Deborah A. Snyderman 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Robert A. Solomon 
Keith R. Superdock 
Leonard Tachmes 
George P. Valko 
J. Kent L. Wagner 
Stephen F. Wawrose 
Rebecca A. Zuurbier 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
'87 
Maria Cirone Scott 
Class Agent 
51 Gifts 	 $20,985.00 
24.6 Percent Participation 
Marthe E. Adler-La Van 
Errol M. Aksu 
Susan Baer 
Dewey J. Bailey III* 
Laura Rothfeld Bond 
David J. Bozentka 
Kenneth S. Breslin 
In memory of his father, 
Harvey J. Breslin '54 
Alan S. Brown 
William J. Brundage 
William E. Burak, Jr. 
Rachel I. Chastanet 
Rachel I. Chastanet 
In honor of 
Marion]. Siegman (Faculty) 
Morgan Y. Chen 
Bertram T. Chinn 
Linda C. Chung-Honet 
Andrew J. Cosgarea 
Caesar A DeLeo III 
Judith J. Dennis 
Joel B. Dragelin 
Jonathan C. Fong 
Michael R. Gallagher" 
Jean S. Gordon 
Phillip A. Green 
John F. Henzes III 
Brenda Lapinski Horwitz 
Richard E. loffreda 
James J. Jenson 
Joel A. Kahn 
Gregory C. Kane 
Gregory C. Kane 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Lynnanne Kasarda 
James W. Kurtz 
Jeffrey J. Larkin 
Steven J. Lawrence 
John C. Li 
Mark E. Liebreich 
Dennis S. Lin 
Ellen A. Liu 
Jeffrey E. Liu 
Randal J. Liu 
Steven A. Maser 
Scott W. Melanson 
Lynne Odorisio Mroz 
Janice E. Nevin 
In memory of her father-in-law, 
Donald R. Pohl '55 
her grandfather-in-law, 
Henry Pohl '23 
Lynda Schneider 
In honor of 
Marion" Siegman (Faculty) 
Dennis M. Sheehe 
Henry F. Smith, Jr. 
Thomas]. Spinuzza 
Kessi Moses 0. Tuke 
Timothy P. Walsh 
Steven J. Weiss 
Mitchell S. Whiteman 
Bryan L. Yingling 
Leonard I. Zon 
'84 
Guy M. Stofman 
Class Agent 
84 Gifts $27,284.00 
40.0 Percent Participation 
Mary F. Barber 
Michael H. Basista 
Richard A. Beers 
Bruce I. Blatt 
Gerald T. Celestine 
Steve T. Chen 
Joseph W. Chow 
Herbert T. Cohen 
Francis R. Colangelo 
Daniel J. Cole 
Frederick J. Cook 
Richard T. Cook, Jr. 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
John F. Cox 
J. Christopher Daniel 
James P. Daubert 
Robert L. Davoli 
Angela M. DeAntonio 
Francis X. DeCandis 
Joseph M. DellaCroce 
Basil Dolphin 
Nathan B. Duer 
Terry L. Edwards 
Richard J. Egan, Jr. 
Jesse E. Eisenman 
Richard C. Evans 
Maureen D. Francis 
Andrew J. Glick 
Norman]. Goldbach 
Gregory R. Gordon 
Kathleen S. Guamieri 
Gregory Halenda 
Kevin R. Hardy 
George W. Heffner, Jr. 
Carrie A. Hufnal-Miller 
Douglas T. Hutchinson 
Michael A. C. Kane 
Michael B. Kates 
Steven A. Katz 
James K. Kavanagh 
Louis A. Kazal, Jr. 
John J. Kelly III 
Newton E. Kendig II 
James]. Kerrigan 
Paul M. Kiproff 
Joseph S. Kubiak, Jr. 
Jean M. Lien 
Vincent I. MacAndrew, Jr. 
Mary C. Martini 
Daniel G. Megivern 
Robert W. Meikle 
Randolph J. Miller 
Thomas A. Moore II 
Robert A. Moyer 
John C. Oberholtzer 
Martin E. Orlick 
Francis A. Palermo 
Deborah Panitch 
John C. Pedrotty 
Aldo). Prosperi 
Steven H. Rappaport 
John W. Rhee 
David A. Rivas 
Michael S. Rosenblatt 
Benjamin A. Rosenblum 
10th reunion 
Karen D. Novielli 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Louis R. Petrone 
Charles A. Pohl 
In memory of his father, 
Donald R. Pohl '55 
his grandfather, 
Henry Pohl '23 
Eric L. Rehr 
Jodi Singer Sassoon 
Maria Cirone Scott 
Lisa Marie Sheppard 
R. Michael Siatkowski 
Catherine McLaughlin Silva 
John F. Wilson 
'88 
Evaline A. Alessandrini 
Sharon W. Gould 
Class Agents 
48 Gifts $12,775.00 
22.0 Percent Participation 
Jose J. Abreu 
Evaline A. Alessandrini 
Margaret R. Campbell 
William J. Carroll 
Linda L. Casteel 
Glenn S. Cooper 
Steven E. Copit 
David V. Craft 
Patricia M. Curtin 
Patricia M. Curtin 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Gerard A. DelGrippo, Jr. 
Stephen E. D'Orazio 
Jeffrey S. Fendrick 
Andrew S. Fireman 
Diane M. Flynn 
Fredric H. Goldberg 
Steven E. Goldberg 
Ron D. Gottlieb 
Sharon W. Gould 
Maheep K. Goyal 
Brett W. Katzen 
Roman A. Klufas 
Carolyn S. Langer 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Gifts received July 1, 2000 through 
+Deceased 
* Gift through AMA Foundation 
Jeffrey A. Lederman 
Thomas A. Londergan 
William J. Markowski* 
C. Crawford Mechem 
C. Crawford Mechem 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Erich G. Metzler 
Michael C. Munin 
Gregory T. Narzikul 
Philip H. O'Donnell 
Suzanne P. Olivieri-O'Donnell 
Brian T. Pelczar 
William R. Prebola, Jr. 
Stacia T. Remsburg-Sailer 
John W. Reynolds 
Craig G. Richman* 
Craig G. Richman 
Bruce L. Rottman 
Cynthia A. Sacharok 
Kai D. J. Saukkonen 
Harvey E. Shepard 
Harvey E. Shepard 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Brian Stello 
Michael J. Walker 
William J. Warning II 
Lynn Ryan Williams 
Randolph W. Wong 
James G. Zangrilli 
Claire Zither 
In honor of 
Marion]. Siegman (Faculty) 
Gunnar W. Zorn III 
Pamela J. Zorn 
'89 
Raj K. Sinha 
Class Agent 
35 Gifts $5,380.00 
15.8 Percent Participation 
Donald H. Andersen 
Dale S. Birenbaum 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Catherine Salvati Boinest 
Debra Somers Copit 
Jeanne A. Craft 
Frances Lizerbram Dalton 
June 25, 2001 
Arturo N. DiNicola 
David W. Dinwiddie 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Jan Dombrowski 
Margaret H. Duffy 
Jeffrey C. Eschbach 
Douglas G. Field 
Scott S. Katzman 
Dominick A. Kistler 
Kurt S. Kodroff 
Erol M. Kosar 
Peter A. Luongo 
Andrew D. Markiewitz 
Kathleen M. Palmer 
Jody Pavlinko-Ghosh 
Crystal D. Reed 
Heidi R. Russ 
Mark G. Schlitt 
Raj K. Sinha 
John M. Spandorfer 
Gregory J. Taraska 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Deborah Vinnick Tesler 
Eric L. Trachtenberg 
Joseph Triolo 
Charles D. Tullius 
Kathleen 0. Ververeli 
Prodromos Ververeli 
Madeline S. Wood-Cicchinelli 
Deborah S. Wright 
Michael A. Zimmer* 
'90 
Mark J. Sangimino 
Ursula R. Sangimino 
Class Agents 
42 Gifts $9,371.00 
21.1 Percent Participation 
Frances P. Ada 
Maria Alaimo-Dinwiddie 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Andres M. Aldrete 
Andres M. Aldrete 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Evangelos V. Badiavas 
Dole P. Baker, Jr.* 
Robert E. Barkett, Jr.* 
Alan K. Berger 
Ronald S. Berne 
Leslie S. Carroll 
In honor of 
Joseph A Zeccardi (Faculty)  
Mark E. Case 
David A. Dalessandro 
Michael J. Dannenberg 
Alice R. Dick 
David E. Driban 
Claire Perlman Fabian 
Leslie S. Galloway 
Leslie S. Galloway 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Angelo Grillo 
Richard H. Hunn 
Lisa D. Josephson 
Vikram S. Kashyap 
Michael G. Katlan 
Susan L. Kennedy 
John M. Kozak 
Daniell Leonard III 
Alan Y. Lo 
Gordon C. Manin 
Daniel P. Moore 
Veda L. Jovanovich Moore 
William B. Morrison 
John P. Parente, Jr. 
John P. Parente, Jr. 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Daniel P. Pellegrini 
Alice Reich 
Mark J. Sangimino 
In honor of his father-in-law, 
Philip P. Ripepi 
Ursula R. Sangimino 
In honor of her father, 
Philip P. Ripepi 
M. Christine Santora 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
M. Christine Santora 
In memory of her father, 
Harold J. Byron '54 
Mark P. Seraly 
Amitabh Singh 
Elizabeth Gallivan Snedden 
Toby K. Soble 
Ted M. Stampien 
Mohan Suntharalingam 
In honor of 
Nagalingam Suntharalingam 
(Faculty) 
Lenore M. Tietjens-Grillo 
Mr. & Mrs. Harold E. Kennedy 
In honor of their daughter, 
Susan L. Kennedy '90 
'91 
Una Espenkotter Brewer 
John T. Comber 
Lina P. O'Brien 
Class Agents 
38 Gifts $7,570.00 
18.4 Percent Participation 
Joann Alfonzo 
Joseph]. Andrews 
Wayne B. Bauerle 
Kathy E. Baylor-Giorgio 
Carol A. Bilinski 
John P. Brennan 
Una Espenkotter Brewer 
M. Linda Burke 
Robert J. Cabry 
Kimberly A. Callaway 
Jeffrey W. Campbell 
Andrew B. Chun 
Joan Ringham Cohen 
John T. Comber 
Mary C. Dougherty 
Jeffrey S. Driben 
Mitchell I. Edelson 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Thomas W. Elkas 
James T. Fitzpatrick 
Pamela J. Franz 
JoAnn Serumgard Hirth 
Lori A. Lawson* 
Lori A. Lawson 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Nancyanne Freeman Lerner 
Christopher S. Levey 
Jeffrey R. Lukish 
Anthony M. Musarra 
Lina P. O'Brien 
John L. Panico 
Shailesh D. Patel 
Donald H. Perlo 
Howard S. Pittle 
Carolyn Sabol Repke 
Nita S. Sandhu 
In honor of 
Joseph A Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Maria E. Sophocles 
Ashley M. Storey 
Michelle D. Vichnin 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Stephen R. Whitmoyer 
Peter M. Witherell 
Jeanette M. Zaimes 
'92 
W. David FitzPatrick 
Kathrin L. Mayer 
Maria Engstrom Pharr 
Class Agents 
35 Gifts $4,650.00 
16.6 Percent Participation 
Iqbal Anwar 
Joseph E. August 
Christopher M. Brian 
Peter C. Campanella 
Paul M. Conslato 
Sharon Stachecki Conslato 
J. Joseph Danyo, Jr. 
W. David FitzPatrick 
Patricia A. Graham 
Patricia A. Graham 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Janine M. Jordan 
Mary L. Khine 
Michael Kim 
Paul F. Kleidermacher 
Adam E. Klein 
Stephen M. Konlian 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Asha M. Kovalovich 
2 3 
Fifth reunion 
William P. Kuehner III 
Jon F. Lasota 
Sheryl G. Li 
Thomas A. Mann 
Kathrin L. Mayer 
Spyros G. Mezitis 
Randy B. Miller 
Daniel T. Myers* 
Allison B. Ochsner 
Christopher D. Olbrich 
Maria Engstrom Pharr 
"farkten A. Pharr 
Helen Keffer Sava 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
J odi L. Sheridan 
-Want C. Sobel 
James P. Stevenson 
Donna M. Talluto 
C. Anthony Wolfe, Jr. 
Gregory C. Zwack 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
'93 
Joseph A. locono 
Sharon B. Mass 
Jeffrey J. Miller 
Class Agents 
38 Gifts $4,925.00 
18.6 Percent Participation 
David C. Adams 
Gavin C. Barr, Jr. 
Theresa Quane Bell 
Lori R. Berkowitz 
Peter A. Brooks 
Barbara A. Carter 
I ftikhar M. Chaudhry 
Rebecca G. Chinn 
Kathy M. Clewell 
Eileen R. Conti 
Douglas T. Corwin, Jr. 
Linda Marie Dallasta 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Eric S. Dunn 
Timothy Gerard George 
Steven W. Grant 
Sharon K. Griswold 
Michael F. Harrer 
Benjamin M. Kline 
Karen Abrams Kofsky 
Philip D. Kousoubris 
David L. Manuel 
Timothy E. Marnie 
Michele L. Marziano 
Sharon B. Mass 
Sharon B. Mass 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty)  
Jeffrey J. Miller 
+Philip S. Mintz 
In memory of by widow, 
Sarah S. Batcheler 
Hermann A. Moreno 
George D. Moutsatsos 
Daniel I. Perlin 
James J. Purtill 
Antonio J. Ripepi 
Pavika Sharma Sarpalli 
Claire G. Shernoff 
Claire G. Shemoff 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Helen Sidebotham 
Michael C. Sokol 
Manal M. Soliman 
Mark J. Syms 
Netra M. Thakur 
Mary Ann Hanes Trephan 
Toshimasa Tsuda 
'94 
Jamie R. McElrath 
Suken A. Shah 
Class Agents 
28 Gifts $3,512.00 
13.3 Percent Participation 
Carl E. Becker II 
George L. Becker III 
George L. Becker III 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Danielle Campisi Bruder 
John B. Bruder III 
David M. Capuzzi, Jr. 
Jeffrey Chao 
Carl M. Charnetski 
Jonathan S. Fish 
Brian C. Foresman* 
Suzanne K. Freitag 
Vidu Garg 
Joshua T. Green 
Thomas G. Green 
Lisa M. Jardine 
Marc J. Lamb 
Jeanne M. Lasota 
Carole D. Levy 
Paula A. Lundgren 
George D. Maish III 
Mary M. Maniscalco 
Michael A. Marciello 
Rupal Mehta 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Swamy N. Nagubadi 
Daniel S. Rifkin 
Julia K. Salwen 
Suken A. Shah 
Martin J. Vinca 
John C. Witherell 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
'95 
James Shields Harrop, Jr. 
Michelle Lynn Look 
Class Agents 
37 Gifts $6,935.00 
17.1 Percent Participation 
Christopher Timberlake Aleman 
Haroon Phillip Anwar 
Miya R. Asato 
Thomas A. Baudo 
Nancy Reisman Beran 
Karl Richard Bernat, Jr. 
William Franklin Bond 
Annette Rae Borger 
Megan Jane Bray 
Joseph Michael Bruno 
JulieAnne Hlavac Bruno 
Dean Granville Rice Dennis 
Michelle M. DiNicola 
David Michael Garth 
David Michael Garth 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Alyssa S. Gelmann 
Susan Ilene Haas 
James Shields Harrop, Jr. 
Julius Scott Heyman 
Maria G. Katsoulis-Emnace 
Cynthia Shannon Lin 
Minetta C. Liu 
Michelle Lynn Look 
Susan Lynn MacMillan 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Vivian Hwei-wen Mao 
Glenn Robert McLintock 
Aham. Victor Nwachuku 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Steven Alan Oberlender 
Karlyn Bendixen Paglia 
Scott Thomas Phillips 
Arthur G. Prine 
In honor of 
Joseph A Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Mary L. Schuler 
Carol Ann Smith 
Paul Robert Stauffer 
Peter James Stull 
Peter James Stull 
In honor of 
Joseph A Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Daniel Richard Tershak 
Jon E. Woo 
Subooha Zafar 
Mary Amina Zaky 
'96 
Bret Robert Sokoloff 
Class Agent 
36 Gifts $3,735.00 
15.6 Percent Participation 
Barbara-Jo Achuff 
Karyl Louise Andolina 
Sun Narayan Appa 
Stephenie Lynn Archer 
Stephenie Lynn Archer 
In memory of 
James B. Templeton '96 
Thomas A. Balsbaugh 
Benjamin M. Braslow 
Jacqueline Carrie Brown 
Jeffrey Philip Corsetti 
Eugene Darrin Cox 
William Francis D'Ambruoso 
3 Kristin Lengle DeSimone 
5 Ryan Paul Gallivan 
Christine Glaser Johnston 
Edwin Mark Kase 
Colleen Irene Kennedy 
E. Anders Kolb 
Timothy Peter Leddy 
Christopher Robert Lehman 
Bret Michael Levy 
Farhad Mazdisnian 
Patrick Thomas McGinley 
In honor of 
Joseph A Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Jeffrey Allan Morrison 
Jennifer Dawn Nuss 
Timothy Vietor Parsons 
Gregory Paul Petro 
In memory of 
James B. Templeton '96 
Maria Elaine Abruzzo Pickering 
In memory of 
James B. Templeton 96 
Andrew Scott Pierson 
Kathleen Mary Pollock 
Michele Ann Purvis 
Cynthia Carrole Sagullo 
Bret Robert Sokoloff 
Bret Robert Sokoloff 
In honor of 
Marion]. Siegman (Faculty) 
Stephen E. Spencer, Jr. 
+James B. Templeton 
In memory of by 
Heather A. Fitzgerald 
Karin Elizabeth Thomas 
Subhash Ramaswamy Viswanathan 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Martha Lynn White 
Jason Gordon Wilmoth 
David E. Wrobleski 
'97 
Hilary L. Malcarney 
Charles Patrick McClure 
Michael John Pellini 
Class Agents 
33 Gifts $2,169.88 
15.2 Percent Participation 
Angela Michelle Allevi 
Louis Charles Blaum III 
Anthony]. Cornetta 
Robert J. Diecidue 
Amy Joan Elliott 
David H. Finkelstein 
Jonathan Y. Gefen 
Allessandro Alfred Girolamo, Jr. 
Rebecca M. Hoffman 
Andrew Stowe Holmes 
Richard Bruce Horenstein 
Jonathan Blaine John 
Mira Kauzky  
Donald J. Klingen, Jr. 
L. John Klunk 
Stephen Packard Laird 
Tracy Ann MacEachern  
Jeffrey Scott Mayro 
Charles Patrick McClure 
Pamela Louise Morrison 
Pamela Louise Morrison 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Jason Gabriel Newman 
Roy Jin Park 
Sayjal Jitendra Patel 
Michelle Terez Pelle 
Michael John Pellini 
Jennifer Erica Rosen 
Amanda Grant Smith 
Paul D. Streck, Jr. 
Teresa Ann Sullivan 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
S. Justin Szawlewicz 
Jennifer D. Thull 
William Andrew Tyndall 
William Kam Wong, Jr. 
'98 
Richard S. Lee 
Cecelia Elizabeth Schmalbach 
Class Agents 
15 Gifts $781.00 
6.8 Percent Participation 
David William Compton, Jr. 
Michael Francis Crutchlow 
Jeffrey B. Ellis 
Kevin Francis Ferguson 
David Samuel Gould 
Jonathan Samuel Harris 
Richard Sang-yong Lee 
Jason Brett Lichten 
Bennett Yen Choy Loui 
Melissa Lynn McKernan 
Paul Matthew Morrissey 
Hong-Kin Ng 
Zachary Alexander Phelps 
Cecelia Elizabeth Schmalbach 
Mark A. Sordi 
Amy L. Sproch 
Gordon Gale Wisbach III 
'99 
Walter W. Frueh 
Jay Stuart Jenoff 
Class Agents 
19 Gifts $1,530.00 
8.8 Percent Participation 
Alynn C. Bosshard 
Martamarie Byron 
Carrie Ann Rishko Cusack 
Alix Odile Faust 
Clare Elizabeth Feigl 
Pia Boben Fenimore 
Louis Michael Giangiulio 
Andrew Robert Haas 
Jay Stuart Jenoff 
Kevin Walker Johnson 
Lisa Mackowiak 
Heather Anne Maust 
Kenneth Robert McElynn 
Gautam Mishra 
Sean Patrick O'Brien 
Anastasia Petro 
Alexa R. Raymond 
Lucinda Fisher Swartz 
Matthew Benjamin Zavod 
Soong T. Chiang 
In honor of his daughter, 
Elaine Y. Chiang '99 
'00 
Agostino 1ngraldi 
Thomas Pierce Love 
Class Agents 
32 Gifts $1,835.00 
15.0 Percent Participation 
Wendy Brynn Abramson 
In honor of 
Marion]. Siegman (Faculty) 
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Gregory Steven Adey Dermatology Mark E. Lieberman EM'89 General Surgery Raymond Rodriguez CD'88 
Michael Aaron Baumholtz Thomas Connelly D'85 In honor of John Harlan Moore, Jr. GS'84 Lewis J. Rose IM'81 
Tara Jill Belafsky Class Agent Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Class Agent Joseph E. Rowane PUD'97" 
Stephen Daniel Cady Six Gifts 	 $14,245.00 Richard M. Lucas EM'87 22 Gifts 	 $33,750.00 Ronald M. Schlansky RHU'80 
Jenny Lynn Castillo 9.5 Percent Participation In honor of 18.6 Percent Participation Deepak Shah CD'93 
Katherine Celeste Dallow Thomas Connelly D'85 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Samuel J. Beran GS'95 Ellen R. Sher PUD'90 
John Amstutz Dorsey In honor of Mary-Elise Manuell EM'96 Christopher C. Derivaux GS'99 Daniel M. Silverstein IM'95 
Todd Wayne Fausnaught Allan J. Erslev (Faculty) In honor of Enrique Guttin GS'82 Frederick W. Sloan IM'78 
Meira M. Friedman Mutek Chu Gewecke D'83 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) In honor of Alan A. Tambe CD'63 
Bruce Donald Hopper, Jr. Paula A. Giudici D'88 Amal Mattu EM'96 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) James H. Thornton GE'72 
Agostino Ingraldi Young Chai Kauh D'71 In honor of Thomas Martin Holder PDS'59 In memory of 
Alissa Ellen Kaye Douglas E. Kligman D'94 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Satoshi Ikeda CTS'76 0. Dhodanand Kowlessar 
Karin Swartz Leschly H. Nicholas Shamma DMP'96 John P. McGoff EM'87 Gerald Alan Isenberg CRS'88 (Faculty) 
Thomas Pierce Love John P. McGoff EM'87 Frank Charles Koniges GS'86 Andrew B. Ulichney IM'98 
Lee Atteridge Mancini Emergency Medicine In honor of John Harlan Moore, Jr. GS'84 Ann G. Walker IM'90 
Jacqueline Marie Meyer Shawn A. Carnevale EM'97 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) John Harlan Moore, Jr. GS'84 Louis A. Wasserman 1M'77 
Warren Edward Murray, Jr. Class Agent Michael G. Mikhail EM'90 In honor of Thomas P. Whelan IM'86 
Eyal Muscal 38 Gifts 	 $6,425.00 In honor of Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Andrew Raymond Noble 40.0 Percent Participation Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Roger A. Orsini GS'83 Neurology 
Daniel Robert Orcutt Victor M. Almeida EM'94 David A. Nathan EM'90 Nicholas J. Pozza GS'60 Franca Cambi N'92 
Daniel Paul Petro In honor of In honor of Jan Rakinic CRS'90 Class Agent 
Clare Elaine Reinhardt Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Raymond L. Singer CTS'92 Seven Gifts 	 $820.00 
Matthew Francis Reinhardt Robert J. Balogh, Jr. EM'87 Deirdre A. O'Reilly EM'98 Raymond L. Singer CTS'92 6.2 Percent Participation 
Justin Alan Sattin In honor of In honor of In honor of Kimberly Atkinson N'96 
J. David Schmidt Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Francis E. Rosato (Faculty) Sung Ho Bae CN'79 
Evan Ronald Shapiro Charles F. Barbera EM'96 Farzad Ramin EM'98 Howard Slotoroff GS'70 Mena Scavina Baldi N'94 
Adam Edward Silverblatt In honor of In honor of +Henry C. Stofman GS'58 Franca Cambi N'92 
Kevin S. Skole Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) In memory of by widow Robert J. Campos N'59 
Eric Brandon Smith Jordan B. Barnett EM'96 Kevin P. Roma EM'97 +Henry C. Stofman GS'58 Maryann D. Hooker N'91 
Christopher Scott Vagnoni In honor of In honor of In memory of by David M. Zeidwerg N'95 
Sammy Zakaria Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Sidney Curtiss 
James A. Ben Kinney EM'88 Timothy J. Rupp EM'98 Stuart Norman Neurosurgery 
In honor of In honor of Denis & Monique Page James G. Lowe NS'95 
Postgraduate Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Gregory H. Sachs Class Agent 
Alumni Moira E. Burns EM'97 In honor of 
David P. Shiller EM'92 
David P. Shiller EM'92 
Suzanne L. Topalian GS'85 
Prakash Vaidyanathan GS'97 
One Gift 	 $2,500.00 
2.6 Percent Participation 
Anesthesiology Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) In honor of Fred Weber GS'79 James G. Lowe NS'95 
Stephen E. McNulty AN'85 Theodore Arthur Christopher Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Stephen M. Weiss GS'79 
Class Agent EM'86 James A. Staab EM'87 Daniell Woody GS'81 Obstetrics & Gynecology 
39 Gifts 	 $6,735.00 Eileen P. Daly EM'97 In honor of Lorraine C. King REN'77 
15.4 Percent Participation In honor of Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Internal Medicine Class Agent 
Mona E. Abdel-Misih AN'83 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Eric P. Stander EM'95 Mark G. Graham IM'81 12 Gifts 	 $4.475.00 
Lydia R. Barringer AN'69 Irving S. Danesh EM'86 In honor of Francis X. Keeley IM'60 6.5 Percent Participation 
Lawrence D. Berman AN'92 In honor of Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Class Agents Catherine Belford-Budd OBG'97 
Michael A. Borkowski AN'94 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Gail D. Steckler EM'91 49 Gifts 	 $12,070.00 Catherine Belford-Budd OBG'97 
Jason H. Brajer AN'85 Everett C. Embrey III EM'96 In honor of 6.2 Percent Participation In memory of 
Michael]. Davis AN'97 In honor of Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Kamal E. Ahmed NEP'96 Howard L. Kent (Faculty) 
Benjamin Deratzou AN'92 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Elizabeth I. Tai EM'99 Dudley B. Anderson HEM'71 J. Robert Bragonier OBG'68 
Glenn M. Dragon AN'95 Michael J. Feder EM'90 In honor of Lory E. Baraz END'94 Gerald V. Burke OBG'85 
Melissa A. Ehlers AN'99 In honor of Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Doris G. Bartuska END'58 In memory of 
Linda R. Fagan AN'97 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Sally I. Tucker EM'91 Dr. IM'61 & Mrs. Harvey S. Howard L. Kent (Faculty) 
Stuart J. Feldman AN'94 Patrick J. Fricchione EM'89 In honor of Brodovsky Wendy Warren Fuzesi OBG'86 
Virginia S. Fuller AN'75 Patrick J. Fricchione EM'89 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Robert J. Brosbe DR'82 Jeffrey T. Gibson OBG'84 
Melvin C. Gitlin AN'84 In honor of Manish Vig EM'98 Alfred C. Burris CD'79 Alvin F. Goldfarb GYN'50 
Michael C. Harmelin AN'83 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) In honor of Joseph A. Cable PUD'83 In memory of 
George R. Herr, Jr. AN'85 Mark W. Garber EM'86 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Ronald I. Cantor ON'75 Howard L. Kent (Faculty) 
Judith Farley Hoffman AN'84 In honor of Thomas E. Chappell IM'85 Lorraine C. King REN'77 
H. Jane Huffnagle AN'91 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Family Medicine Brian H. Chernoff IM'95 Lorraine C. King REN'77 
Suzanne Huffnagle AN'92 Helene Schwemmer Gerrald EM'92 Robert L. Perkel FP'81 Sarah H. Fenton IM'91 In honor of 
Wayne Isaacson APM'94 In honor of Class Agent Leslie R. Fleischer CD'78 Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Jeffrey I. Joseph AN'88 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 49 Gifts 	 $12,070.00 Frederick A. Furia CD'76 Lorraine C. King REN'77 
Elaine Haltman Kelbick AN'83 Walter D. Gianelle EM'93 6.2 Percent Participation David K. Ginsberg GE'60 In memory of 
K. Mathai Kurien AN'99 In honor of David J. Anderson FP'87 Michael C. Giudici CD'88 Howard L. Kent (Faculty) 
Edward H. Leonard AN'94 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Clement C. Au FP'85 Mark G. Graham IM'81 Catherine J. McIntyre OBG'99 
Andreas W. Loepke AN'99 Janet L. Henderson EM'88 Joshua H. Barash FP'99 Bhavdeep K. Gupta CD'94 Jacqueline L. Miller OBG'71 
Mark F. Loritz-Vega AN'85 In honor of Thomas D. Blake FP'82 Laird G. Jackson IM'62 Joseph A. Riggs OBG'64 
Patricia M. Maher AN'S!. Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Parul I. Desai FP'98 Emin Kansu HEM'78 Joseph A. Riggs OBG'64 
Stephen E. McNulty AN'85 Gretchen Hinson EM'94 Donna DeSantis FP'92 Francis X. Keeley IM'60 In memory of 
Lisa A. Muraika AN'99 Gretchen Hinson EM'94 Caroline M. Gessert FP'97 Susan Keith IM'95 Howard L. Kent (Faculty) 
Amy Jo Paczkoskie AN'97 In honor of Malcolm S. Harris FP'79 Jose Martinez HEM'69 Jennifer B. Sherwood OBG'98 
Timothy P. Pastore AN'95 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Allan]. Kogan FP'77 Michael J. Mastrangelo ON'71 Mary Christine Yankaskas 
Donna M. Pisera AN'85 Vivian B. Kane EM'88 Marc W. McKenna FP'81 In memory of OBG'90 
Mark Pomeranz AN'90 In honor of Michael M. Moore FP'87 Irwin J. Pincus '37 In memory of 
Howard]. Schwartz AN'96 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Richard A. Neill FP'89 Wallace G. McCune IM'49 Howard L. Kent (Faculty) 
Chetan R. Shukla APM'98 Zach Kassutto PEM'93 James G. Paraskevas FP'84 Robert E. Measley, Jr. IM'87 
Steven A. Stein AN'94 In honor of Robert L. Perkel FP'81 Matthew T. Monroe CD'75 Ophthalmology 
Dean A. Steinberg AN'85 Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Elaine L. Reed FP'87 John C. Mueller END'71 Edward A. Jaeger OPH'64 
Alan Swinger AN'91 Kimberly A. Kresovich-Wendler Jeffrey S. Rosenberg FP'97 Gregory W. Natello CD'91* Class Agent 
Joseph E. Welsh ANC'99 EM'88 Harriet Schanzer FP'86 Gregory W. Natello CD'91 11 Gifts 	 $7,950.00 
Janis E. Zvargulis AN'83 In honor of Howard Andrew Selinger FP'86 Anna K. Niewiarowska HO'93 28.9 Percent Participation 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) Robert V. Smith FP'78 Anacleto T. Ordinario NEP'76 Jose C. Briones, Jr. OPH'74 
Heidi Solz FP'83 Louis A. Papa CD'75 Lewis A. Dalburg, Jr. OPH'62 
Susan Philips IM'97 Richard J. Dobies OPH'65 Gifts received July 1, 2000 through June 25, 2001 
+ Deceased Angara Konen Rao HEM'79 Masood A. Rizvi IM'75 
Ellin B. Effinger-Kassow OPH'79 
Dion R. Ehrlich OPH'77 
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Edward A. Jaeger OPH'64 
David S. Pao OPH'73 
Timothy Van Scott OPH'72 
Mark T. Shapiro OPH'76 
Joseph C. Toland OPH'67 
Ism J. Zakhour OPH'80 
Orthopaedic Surgery 
Eric L. Hume ORS'83 
Class Agent 
18 Gifts $18,016.20 
7.2 Percent Participation 
Todd J. Albert ORS'92 
Jeffrey M. Chase OSM'00 
Carl]. DePaula ORS'74 
Frederick Fakharzadeh HSO'86 
Joseph P. Falcone OAR'98 
Frank P. Giammattei ORS'85 
Eric L. Hume ORS'83 
Victor R. Kalman OSM'94 
Erik S. Larsen OSM'99 
James H. Lubowitz OSM'94 
Dr. ORS'79 & Mrs. William]. 
Markmann 
Randall S. Peyton JRS'95 
Richard H. Rothman OAR'68 
Anthony W. Salem ORS'69 
Peter F. Sharkey ORS'90 
John F. Toton ORS'72 
Alexander R. Vaccaro ORS'92 
Jed S. Vanichkachorn ORS'00 
In honor of 
Jerome M. Cotler '52 
Phillip J. Marone '57 
Otolaryngolgy 
Robert B. Belafsky OTO'77 
Class Agent 
Four Gifts $1,250.00 
4.9 Percent Participation 
Robert B. Belafsky OTO'77 
John A. Coleman, Jr. OT0'68 
Michael J. Fucci OT0'93 
John T. Gallagher OT0'87 
Pathology 
Mary P. McHugh PTH'94 
Class Agent 
Nine Gifts $1,550.00 
13.8 Percent Participation 
Edward J. Burkhard, Jr. PTH'67 
Carol A. Filomena PTH'90 
Henry Lawrence Kazal PTH'55 
Mary P. McHugh PTH'94 
Julian W. Potok PTH'74 
Valerie Saitas PCP'93 
Misao Takeda PTH'61 
Hitoshi Thomas Tamaki PTH'48 
Tsailing Wang PTH'96 
Pediatrics 
Clara A. Callahan PD'82 
Class Agent 
38 Gifts $6,451.00 
11.6 Percent Participation 
Elias M. Abboud AI'89 
Kumkum Ahluwalia PD'97 
Kishan Rao Battu PD'68 
Donna L. Brosbe PD'83 
Clara A. Callahan PD'82* 
Clara A. Callahan PD'82 
Clara A. Callahan PD'82 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Mary Ann Casey-Mancano PD'89 
Gerard M. Cleary NPM'97 
Shobhana A, Desai NPM'80 
Lisa Flaherty PD'84 
Judith A. Gardner PD'98 
Kenneth J. Gelman PD'97 
Michael" Gentlesk PDA'72 
Bram Greenberg PD'84 
Arturo R. Hervada PD'58 
Elaine Karen 
Shapiro Kravitz AI'87 
Stuart A. Kravitz AF81 
Jacqueline Loretto-Pleet PD'84 
Anne Luchaco Macek PD'85 
Susan P. Magargee PD'89 
James E. McJunkin PD'80 
Shoshana Troy Melman PD'87 
Nawal G. Metry AI'87 
Richard P. Mirabelli PD'63 
Freyda Neyman PD'94 
Lisa O'Mahony PD'84 
Dwaraki Bai Y. Penugonda PD'71 
Susan Wenger Robbins PD'80 
Evelyn D. Schmidt PD'54 
Paul A. Shapero PDA'82 
Patricia L. Shoemaker PD'83 
Ira E. Spitzer PDA'83 
Ramesh M. Vaswani PD'65 
Lewis H. Walker PDA'71 
Zurik Waxenghiser PD'95 
Mary L. Wisniewski PD'82 
Ruth P. Zager CHP'55 
Ruth P. Zager CHP'55 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Paula G. Zollner PD'91 
Physical Medicine & 
Rehabilitation 
Michael F. Saulino PM'97 
Class Agent 
Nine Gifts $970.00 
10.0 Percent Participation 
Peggy L. Abrams PM'85 
Kelley S. Crozier PM'89 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Jeanne G. Doherty PM'99 
Mitchell K. Freedman PM'86 
Emmeline P. Gutierrez-Abella 
PM'74 
David H. Kim PM'96 
Francis Naso PM'72 
Michael F. Saulino PM'97 
Barbara Shelton PM'84 
Psychiatry 
Carmen Z. Harlan P99 
Class Agent 
Seven Gifts $1,100.00 
4.2 Percent Participation 
Armand Braun P86 
John E. Graham III P72 
James R. Harp CHP'96 
Shivkumar S. Hatti P80 
Karl D. Ludwig P66 
Vasantha Orocofsky P80 
Seth Rosenwald P88 
Radiation Oncology 
Lydia Komarnicky-Kocher R0'87 
Class Agent 
8 Gifts $3,900.00 
12.7 Percent Participation 
Sucha 0. Asbell R0'71 
Philip J. Dugan R070 
Mahroo Haghbin R0'84 
Judith L. Lightsey-Alford R0'90 
Carl M. Mansfield R0'63 
Jack T. Sandford R0'94 
Merrill Joan Solan R0'86 
Donald C. Tilton R0'74 
Radiology 
Rick I. Feld DR'88 
Class Agent 
45 Gifts $20,065.00 
12.4 Percent Participation 
Deborah Ancona-Schultz DR'95 
Rajkumari B. Balchandani NM'79 
Oksana H. Baltarowich R81 
Ian Boiskin DR'93 
Raphael Caccese, Jr. DR'92 
Kenneth G. Carter DR'72 
Gudrun Cobb UCM'96 
Ronald J. Costanzo UCM'96 
Kevin M. Cregan UCM'97 
James P. Elder, Jr. NRD'95 
Victoria Kong Endo R96 
Alan B. Evantash DR'75 
Rick I. Feld DR'88 
Rick I. Feld DR'88 
In memory of 
Judy Dubbs 
Robyn Frankel-Tiger R'97 
John H. Garofola R75 
Martin Israel Gelman R'71 
Mindy Ann Goldfischer DR'87 
David M. Hovsepian VIR'93 
Charles M. Intenzo NM'86 
In memory of 
Philip" Hodes (Faculty) 
Kenneth R. Kaplan R'92 
Sung M. Kim NM'88 
Stephen V. Klein R89 
Neil R. Kramer R85 
Dr. DR'72 & Mrs. Alfred B. Kurtz 
David B. Leukardt DR'93 
Anna S. Lev-Toaff R85 
In memory of 
Judy Dubbs 
Herman I. Libshitz R70 
Charles E. Martin MNR'97 
Vivian I. Miller UCM'98 
Levon N. Nazarian DR'92 
Laurence Needleman DR'83 
Laurence Needleman DR'83 
In memory of 
Judy Dubbs 
Rita S. Patel NRD'97 
Catherine Welch Piccoli DR'89 
Michael S. Ramjattansingh 
UCM'99 
Vijay M. Rao DR'78 
Vijay M. Rao DR'78 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Deborah A. Rubin MMU'92 
Michael K. Ruhoy RM'96 
Jason Sagerman DR'91 
Carl M. Sandler R'75 & 
Susan J. Sandler 
Sharon R. Segal DR'87 
Howard L. Spector NM'82 
Kevin Lawrence Sullivan VIR'86 
Huan N. Tran R99 
Maria M. Vazquez de Vilaro R'86 
Corinne Winston DUS'95 
Urology 
Stephen E. Strup U'94 
Class Agent 
Eight Gifts $1,975.00 
17.4 Percent Participation 
Leonard A. Frank U'68 
In memory of 
David M. Davis (Faculty) 
Louis L. Keeler, Jr. U'67 
Richard E. Landau U'89 
In memory of 
David M. Davis (Faculty) 
Stuart N. Liberman U'96 
Stuart N. Liberman U96 
In memory of 
David M. Davis (Faculty) 
David E. McGinnis U'93 
In memory of 
David M. Davis (Faculty) 
Jose G. Moreno U'95 
Jose G. Moreno U95 
In memory of 
David M. Davis (Faculty) 
Richard G. Nord U92 
In memory of 
David M. Davis (Faculty) 
Stephen E. Strup U94 
Nongraduate 
Faculty 
David C. Levin 
Class Agent 
$160,971.74 
Rafaat Z. Abdel-Misih 
Denis M. Abelson 
David Abraham 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Rowshan Alavizadeh 
Michael Allen Alexander 
Kurt Anstreicher* 
Valerie Armstead 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Joanne C. Armstrong 
In memory of 
Howard L. Kent (Faculty) 
Stanley R. Askin 
Jeanne M. Baffa 
Richard A. Baker 
In memory of 
Howard L. Kent (Faculty) 
Ernest NI. Baran 
Richard Robert Bartkowski 
Frances Batzer 
C. Paul Bianchi 
Marluce Bibbo 
Timothy Block 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Andrew G. Bongiovanni 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
George C. Brainard 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Robert L Brent 
In honor of 
The Class of 2001 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Paul C. Brucker 
Paul C. Brucker 
In honor of 
Jussi J. Saukkonen (Faculty) 
Marion). Siegman (Faculty) 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Drs. Jerome & Georganne 
Buescher 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Drs. Jerome & Georganne 
Buescher 
In memory of 
Walter Schaedler 
Thomas M. Butler 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Angelina W. Casas 
+Rodolfo F. A. Colella 
In memory of by widow 
Robert H. Condon 
Rex Boland Conn 
Adrian D. Copeland 
Ben Charles Corballis 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Stephen L. Corson 
Donald C. Dafoe 
Donald C. Dafoe 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Roger Bruce Daniels 
Anthony DelConte 
In memory of 
Howard L. Kent (Faculty) 
Anthony J. DiMarino. Jr. 
John F. Ditunno, Jr. 
+Thomas D. Duane 
In memory of by widow 
William H. Duncan 
Allan J. Erslev 
Katherine L. Esterly  
Patricia A. Fenn 
T. Ernesto Figueroa 
Edward J. Filippone 
Robert Bruce Filmer 
Helen G. First 
James E. Fish 
Robert M. Fisher* 
Scott Fuchs 
Geoffrey A. Gardiner, Jr. 
Karen Moss Glaser 
Karen Moss Glaser 
In memory of 
Edward Christian, Sr. 
Karen Moss Glaser 
In memory of 
James B. Templeton '96 
Barry B. Goldberg 
E. Marshall Goldberg 
Barry). Goldstein 
Scott D. Goldstein 
Joseph S. Gonnella 
+Armando F. Goracci 
In memory of by widow 
Edward Gottheil 
Jonathan E. Gottlieb 
Ruth P. Gottlieb 
Paul J. & Frances Green 
Arnold J. Greenspon 
Gerald B. Grunwald 
Hie-Won Yvonne Hann 
Russell Harris 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Arthur E. Helfand 
M. Bernard Hermel 
William A. Hohman 
Patrick Joseph Hunt 
Ronald P. Jensh 
Hideko Kaji 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Aviva L. Katz 
William Keane 
James G. Kehler 
Maureen P. Kelly 
+Howard L. Kent 
In memory of by widow 
In memory of by 
James & Anita Base 
Joseph & Anna Battaglia 
John Bertram 
Royal E. Bright 
Gregory]. Chapis 
Nicholas J. Chapis 
Patricia & John DiTunno 
Robert Hartman 
Edward Hayes 
Mr. & Mrs. C. James Hinch 
Benson]. Horowitz 
ISSVD Vaginitis Section 
Jefferson Medical College 
OB-GYN Department 
Jean E. Jones 
Raymond H. Kaufman 
Carolyn E. Kolbe 
John & Rosemary Kranyak & 
Family 
Stanley C. Marinoff 
Ronald M. Meltzer 
Dr. & Mrs. Donald Mendelow 
Lisa A. Miller 
Warren F. Miller 
Warren F. Miller, Jr. 
Anne Marie Pannepacker 
P. Pellegrino 
Elaine & Bill Pinchuk 




Dr. & Mrs. Biren Tandan 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital Medical Staff 
Joanne Wiessner 
Lawrence C. Kenyon 
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Thomas A. Klein 
In memory of 
Howard L. Kent (Faculty) 
Harold P. Koller 
+0. Dhodanand Kowlessar 
In memory of by widow 
+0. Dhodanand Kowlessar 
In memory of by 
Indrani K & Daniel Gallagher 
Dennis B. Leeper 
In honor of 
Nagalingam Suntharalingam 
(Faculty) 
Dr. & Mrs. David C. Levin 
George C. Lewis, Jr. 
George C. Lewis, Jr. 
In memory of 
Howard L. Kent (Faculty) 
Paul L. Lewis 
Ronald J. Librizzi 
& Robin Kershaw 
Dennis L. Lorell 
In memory of 
Holward L. Kent (Faculty) 
Henry C. Maguire, Jr. 
Henry C. Maguire, Jr. 
In memory of 
Nancy Mastrangelo 
Elliott L. Mancall 
John I. Mandler 
Peter Mattei 
John L. Melvin 
Diran 0. Mikaelian 
Jeffrey L. Miller 
Donald G. Mitchell 
S. Grant Mulholland 
Sheila Ann Murphey 
Sheila Ann Murphey 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
John B. Murphy 
Stephen G. Murphy 
+Renato J. Nardini 
In memory of by widow 
A. Edward O'Hara 
In memory of 
Philip J. Hodes (Faculty) 
David A. Paul 
Bidyut K. Pramanik 
Eugene R. Principato 
Howard K. Rabinowitz 
In honor of 
Paul C. Brucker (Faculty) 
John L. Randall 
Susan L. Rattner 
Susan L. Rattner 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Robert D. Reinecke 
Lewis J. Rose 
Jonathan B. Rosefsky 




Lawrence H. Schneider 
In honor of 
Thomas J. Nasca '75 
Gordon F. Schwartz 
Marshall Z. Schwartz 
Mark E. Schweitzer 
Marion J. Siegman 
Melvin J. Silver 
Michael L. Simenhoff 
Antonio J. L. Simoes 
Robert D. Smink 
Rachel Sorokin 
In honor of 
Marion]. Siegman (Faculty) 
Eric B. Staros 
James S. Studdiford  
John Stanley Taras 
Arthur B. Tarrow 
Dr. & Mrs. William S. Tasman 
Marc A. Tecce 
Marc A. Tecce 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Eugene Tolpin 
J. Jon Veloski 
Michael Vergare 
Richard J. Wechsler 
Stephen P. Weinstein 
Clifton F. West, Jr. 
Louis Wiederhold 
Robert I. Wise 
Carol M. Wojenski 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Philip J. Wolfson 
Elaine Wolk 
David Zwillenberg 
Additional Nongraduate Faculty 
Giving 
Joseph Sataloff 
(Gift in Kind) 
Friends of Jefferson  
$189, 774.86 
Edward J. Caterson '03 
Dr. & Mrs. Walter Y. N. Chang 
Soong T. Chiang 
Stephen Dunn 
MaryAnne Everett 
Bruce J. Gardner 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert W. Hershman 
In honor of 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Howard S. Kroop 
Faith]. McDowell 
In honor of 
Marion]. Siegman (Faculty) 
James F. & Mary B. Monteith 
In honor of 
Marion]. Siegman (Faculty) 
James F. & Mary B. Monteith 
In memory of 
Jane Clark Hillenkoetter 
Laura Trinkle Mulcahy 
In honor of 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Victoria P. and Robert A. 
Peterson 
Jorge A. Prieto 
Dr. & Mrs. J. Robert Reinhardt 
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick E. Ruccius 
Joan E. Schott 
In memory of 
Mrs. Samuel S. Conly 
Nancy S. Groseclose 
Dr. '43 & Mrs. John N. 
Lindquist 
Nathan S. Schlezinger '32 
Marguerite Stadvec 
Thomas Jefferson University 
Hospital 
Medical Staff 
In memory of 
Mark Mulholland 
Herman Tolz 
In memory of 
Mark Mulholland 
Aram Tomasian 
In honor of 
Joseph S. Gonnella (Faculty) 
Aram Tomasian 
In memory of 
Mrs. Joseph S. Gonnella 
David Warshaw 
In honor of 
Marion]. Siegman (Faculty) 
After Closing 
The following is a list of 
contributors whose checks arrived 
too late to be included in the final 
campaign total and class totals. We 
thank them sincerely for their 
generosity. 
Robert E. Bellet '68 
Andrew E. Denker '97 
G. Vernon Judson, Jr. '38 
Warren A. Katz '61 
Denise M. Kenna '82 
Jay Lerman DR'92 
Mark A. Oswald '00 
Susan M. Partovi '94 
Marie D. Quartararo AN'96 
John W. Smith II '81 
George R. Spong '49 
Memorial Gifts 
Gifts were made in memory of 
the following deceased alumni, 
faculty, and friends. 
Bernard J. Alpers (Faculty) 
Peter M. Anson '69 
Gonzalo E. Aponte '52 
John F. Appel '41 
Thomas S. Armstrong '41 
Robert F. Babskie '47 
Herbert Bacharach '46 
Joseph Baka '59 
Dean Marie Banes '73 
Wesley W. Bare '52 
Sterling A. Barrett '34 
Peter Baughman 
Sol N. Bers '39 
Donald L. Bittner '52 
Peter Bonafide '69 
Winslow J. Borkowski, Sr. '43 
Paul R. Bosanac '68 
Henry S. Brenman (Faculty) 
Harvey J. Breslin '54 
Elizabeth Brown-Gibson '86 
Harold J. Byron '90 
James B. Carty '39 
George F. Catlett '41 
Robert Charr '31 
Edward Christian, Sr. 
Leroy Coffroth '50 
William P. Coghlan '47 
Milton Cohen '31 
Rodolfo F. A. Colella (Faculty) 
Domenic F. Coletta '55 
Thomas J. Conahan '34 
Mrs. Samuel S. Conly, Jr. 
Frank D. Conole '34 
James D. Corwin '35 
James H. Corwin '03 
James H. Corwin III '78 
Furman Payne Covington '39 
Ralph L. Cox '29 
David M. Davis (Faculty) 
Thomas G. Davis, Jr. '56 
John E. Deardorff '43 
Deceased Members of Family 
Medicine Department 
William E. Delicate '29 
Charles R. Derrickson '50 
Robert C. Dietel '46 
Leslie Dobson '37 
Thomas D. Duane (Faculty) 
Judy Dubbs 
Joseph Dunton 
Marc S. Ebel '69 
Albert D. Eberly '30 
Abraham G. Eisner '40 
Alfred C. Elmer '55 
Frederick C. Emery '42 
J. Lawrence Evans '37 
Robert L. Evans '52 
Francis J. Fanfera '61 
Joseph L. Farr '51 
Patrick J. Ferraro '59 
Albert Fingo '48 
Bruce A. Forrest '71 
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Forrest 
Lucian J. Fronduti '34 
G. Gordon Given '56 
Garvin G. Goble '42 
Mrs. Joseph S. Gonnella 
David Goodman '78 
Armando F. Goracci (Faculty) 
Rena H. Grad 
Reynold S. Griffith '18 
Nancy S. Groseclose 
Barry Gross '69 
Richard A. Hastings '47 
Jane Clark Hillenkoetter 
Joseph H. Hobbs '56 
Philip J. Hodes (Faculty) 
Gilbert M. Hoffman '48 
Herbert G. Hopwood, Jr '58 
W. Robert Jacobs '54 
Elissa Jacobsen 
Mrs. E. Lloyd Jones '19 
John Jordan '46 
William F. Kellow (Faculty) 
Howard L. Kent (Faculty) 
Frank R. Kinsey '43 
Melvin L. Knupp '45 
Joseph C. Koch '45 
Othello S. Kough '31 
Alexander Koppel '28 
Sylvia Betty Oram Koppel, R.N. 
0. Dhodanand Kowlessar 
(Faculty) 
Herbert Kramer '47 
Mon Q. Kwong '45 
Leonard P. Lang '39 
Mark A. Lebovitz '79 
Allen H. Lee '46 
Dr. '43 & Mrs. John N. Lindquist 
Douglas W. MacKelcan '45 
DeForrest W. Marchant '85 
Nancy Mastrangelo 
Edwin M. McCloskey '51 
Edward D. McLaughlin '56 
Edward M. McNicholas '42 
Philip S. Mintz '93 
David R. Morgan (Faculty) 
Harry M. Muffiy '53 
Mark Mulholland 
Albert M. Murtland '50 
Renato J. Nardini (Faculty) 
Edward R. Neary '37 
James F. Norton '45 
John P. O'Connor '42 
Michael A. Paoletti '56 
Ross V. Patterson '04 
Edward N. Pell III '66 
John J. Penta '29 
Leon A. Penis '55 
Irwin J. Pincus '37 
Joseph F. Phifer '54 
Nelson Podolnick '39 
Donald R. Pohl '55 
Henry Pohl '23 
Benjamin Provisor '32 
Frank M. Quinn '62 
Mrs. Norman J. Quinn, Jr. 
Abraham E. Rakoff '37 
Joseph F. Rodgers '57 
Christopher Rose '70 
Leon Rosenbaum, Jr. 544 
Bernard B. Rotko '35 
Robert H. Roy '46 
Joseph J. Rupp '42 
Doris Rakoff Sailer 
Eli R. Saleeby '22 
Walter Schaedler 
John]. Schaub '33 
John Schelpert III '55 
Nathan S. Schlezinger '32 
Rocco P. Sciubba, Jr. '45 
Daniel L. Shaw '48 
Bernard I. Sherman '35 
Bernard Shuman '45 
Lorraine Palos Simmons '82 
Paul Smey '73 
Hal E. Snedden '50  
Robert Stein '70 
Henry C. Stofman GS'58 
William H. Strimel, Jr. '52 
James B. Templeton III '96 
Eugene L. Timins '69 
Curtis T. Todd '64 
Martin L. Tracey '36 
Robert P. Ulrich '42 
Robert A. Updegrove 544 
Nicholas R. Varano '36 
Henry S. Wagner '43 
Ruth Bacharach Walker 
Ellwood C. Weise, Jr. '47 
William Brody West '32 
Louis H. Winkler '40 
John F. Wilson '37 
Matching Gifts 
The following corporations 
and foundations matched 
contributions to the Annual 
Giving Fund. 








Eli Lilly & Company 
Ernst & Young Foundation 
Glaxo Wellcome, Inc. 
Hercules, Incorporated 
Hershey Foods Corporation 
Hoffman-LaRoche 
International Business Machines 
Johnson & Johnson Family of 
Companies 
Merck Company Foundation 
3M 
Novartis US Foundation 
Prudential Foundation 
Rohm and Haas Company 
SBC Foundation 
Shell Oil Company 
SmithKline Beecham Foundation 
Subaru of America Foundation 
Bequests 
Frances Witmer 
(Harry Bowman Felty 1892) 
S. Ira McDowell 1897 
Evelyn K. Livingood 
(John E. Livingood '13) 
Edythe Gaines 
(Arthur R. Gaines '16) 
Newton L. Masson '45 
Honorary Gifts 
Gifts were made in honor of the 
following alumni and friends. 
Lawrence Abrams (Faculty) 
Stephen F. Balshi '45 
Paul C. Brucker (Faculty) 
Elaine Y. Chiang '99 
Class 2001 
Jerome M. Cotler '52 
Allan]. Erslev (Faculty) 
Joseph S. Gonnella (Faculty) 
Jill E. Jacobs 85 
Susan L. Kennedy '90 
Edwin B. King '98 
Max M. Koppel '57 
Stephen B. Lichtenstein '76 
Leslie Anne Loberant '98 
Phillip J. Marone '57 
Edward H. McGehee '45 
Thomas J. Nasca '75 
A. Edward O'Hara (Faculty) 
Philip P. Ripepi 
Francis E. Rosato (Faculty) 
Dorothy Rue 
Jussi J. Saukkonen (Faculty) 
Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Nagalingam Suntharalingam (Faculty) 
Dr. '49 & Mrs. Reyer 0. Swan 
Joseph A. Zeccardi (Faculty) 
Gifts received July 1, 2000 through June 25, 2001 
+ Deceased 
Fellows 
Dr. '56 & Mrs. Benjamin 
Bacharach 
Dr. '63 & Mrs. Nathan Blinn 
Dr. & Mrs. Lewis W. Bluemle, Jr. 
(Faculty) 
Dr. '37 & Mrs. Paul A. Bowers 
Mr. & Mrs. Henry Brackman 
Dr. (Faculty) & Mrs. Robert L. 
Brent 
David R. Brewer, Jr. 544 
Paul C. Brucker, M.D. (Faculty) 
Dr. '46 & Mrs. Ralph A. Carabasi 
Dr. '55 & Mrs. Herbert E. Cohn 
Robert E. Colcher '50 
Joe Henry Coley '34 
Thomas Connelly D'85 
Dr. '52 & Mrs. Jerome M. Cotler 
J. Wallace Davis '42 
Anthony F. DePalma '29 
Anthony J. DiMarino, Jr. 
(Faculty) 
Michael P. Dolan '66 
Dr. '52 & Mrs. Robert F. Early, 
Sr. 
James W. Fox IV 70 
Albert W. Freeman '36 
Dr. '47 & Mrs. Elmer H. Funk, Jr. 
Mrs. Joanna Griffith Gabel 
+Mrs. Arthur R. Gaines 
Sheldon G. Gilgore '56 
Thurman Gillespy, Jr. '53 
Dr. (Faculty) & +Mrs. Joseph S. 
Gonnella 
Everett]. Gordon '37 
Raymond C. Grandon '45 
+Harold). Hassel '57 
+Joseph Hodge '52 
Dr. '39 & +Mrs. John H. Hodges 
Dr. '39 & Mrs. George Hollander 
+Dr. '27 & Mrs. William T. Hunt, 
Jr. 
Dale E. Johnston '79 
Robert W. Kalish '64 
Dr. '39 & Mrs. James). Kelly 
Lorraine C. King REN'77 
Thomas Kelso '60 
Chang Ha Kim '41 
Max M. Koppel '57 
Howard S. Kroop (Friend) 
+John D. Langston '40 
John M. Levinson '53 
Dr. '74 & Mrs. Michael H. LeWitt 
Charles Lee Liggett 544 
+John N. Lindquist '43 
Henry R. Liss '48 
+Dr. '13 & +Mrs. John E. 
Livingood 
Louis D. Lowry, M.D. (Faculty) 
Gerald Marks '49 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert G. McCairns 
'76 
Dr. '34 & Mrs. Lawson E. Miller, 
Jr. 
Donald L. Myers '75 
+Mrs. Joseph North 
Ronald V. Pellegrini '63 
+Mrs. William E. Peterson 
Dr. '53 & Mrs. V. Watson Pugh 
Robert D. Rector '48 
+Ralph D. Reedman 
Fredric Rieders, Ph.D. (Faculty)  
Mrs. William P. Robinson 
Richard H. Rothman ORS'68, 
Ph.D. 
Mrs. Bernard B. Rotko 
Miss Dorothy Rue 
Dr. (Faculty) & Mrs. Joseph T. 
Sataloff 
Robert T. Sataloff '75 
+Nathan S. Schlezinger '32 
+Joseph P. Seltzer '37 
Dr.+ '48 & Mrs. Daniel L. Shaw, Jr. 
Mrs. Lawerence Shinabery 
Frederick A. Simeone (Faculty) 
Stanton N. '61 & SaraKay 
Smullens 
Drs. Richard '60 & Rhonda 
Soricelli 
+Mrs. Floyd W. Stevens 
Dr.+ GS'58 & Mrs. Henry C. 
Stofman 
Wilson W. Strong, Jr. '69 
Dr. '41 & Mrs. John Y. 
Templeton III 
Donald N. Tomasello '69 
Joseph A. Totino '57 
Hubert K. Turley J'44 
Dr. '41 & Mrs. Frederick B. 
Wagner, Jr. 
Mrs. Philip R. Wiest 
Winged Ox 
Society 
Gifts of $10,000 and above 
Mrs. Wesley W. Bare 
Nicholas]. Barna '85 
Thomas Connelly D'85 
James E. Culbert '57 
Anthony J. DiMarino, Jr. (Faculty) 
Dr. '49 & Mrs. Norman]. Fisher 
Abol H. Fotouhi '41 
Mrs. Joanna Griffith Gabel 
+Mrs. Arthur R. Gaines 
+Harold J. Hassel '57 
Dr. '39 & Mrs. George Hollander 
Max M. Koppel '57 & Barbara 
Kravitz 
Howard S. Kroop (Friend) 
Jorge A. Prieto (Friend) 
The Rotko Family Foundation 
Jay K. Salwen '63 
Mrs. Henry C. Stofman 
Robert L. Sussman '71 
Hubert K. Turley J'44 
Albert H. Wilkinson, Jr. '52 
John F. Wilson '87 
Jefferson Associates 
Gifts of $5,000 to $9,999 
Leonard Apt '45 
Dr. '56 & Mrs. Benjamin 
Bacharach 
George F. Blechschmidt '58 
Louis J. Borucki '71 
Dr. (Faculty) & Mrs. Robert L. 
Brent 
Paul C. Brucker (Faculty) 
Simon C. Brumbaugh '51 
John D. Carapella '41 
Gudrun Cobb UCM'96 
Harry R. Cramer, Jr. '71 
John F. Ditunno, Jr. (Faculty) 
Thomas G. Doneker '56 
Charles J. Dunton '80 
Eliot N. Freeman, Jr. '34 
Barbara G. Frieman '80 
Thomas D. Griffin '80 
Albert D. Janerich '77 
Dale E. Johnston '79 
William Keane (Faculty) 
Henry R. Liss '48 
William A. Lista '55 
+Dr. '13 & Mrs. John E. Livingood 
Herbert C. Mansmann, Jr. '51 
Betty Lou Marchant (Friend) 
+Newton L. Masson '45 
Dr. '76 & Mrs. Robert G. 
McCairns, Jr. 
+S. Ira McDowell 1897 
Lawrence S. Miller '70 
Ronald V. Pellegrini '63 
Dr. '42 & Mrs. William G. 
Ridgway 
Richard H. Rothman OAR'68 
H. Gregory Sachs (Friend) 
Peter F. Sharkey ORS'90 
Mrs. Daniel L. Shaw 
Richard F. Spaide '81 
Dr. '69 & Mrs. Wilson W. Strong, 
Jr. 
Frank J. Szarko '66 
Herman A. Tolz (Friend) 
Mrs. Robert P. Ulrich 
Edward A. Wrobleski '68 
Jefferson Society 
Gifts of $2,500 to $4,999 
Rafaat Z. Abdel-Misih (Faculty) 
Albert L. Amshel '52 
Otto Y. T. Au '57 
Joseph S. Auteri '86 
Sylvia L. Beimfohr '77 
Arthur E. Brown '71 
Louis Brown '61 
Kenneth M. Certa '79 & 
Maria E. Robb '79 
Allen E. Chandler '61 
John R. Cohn '76 
Steven E. Copit '88 
Douglas T. Corwin '59 
Dr. '52 & Mrs. Jerome M. Cotler 
Raphael]. DeHoratius '68 
Anthony F. DePalma '29 
Dion R. Ehrlich OPH '77 
Gary L. Feinberg '82 
James E. Fish (Faculty) 
James W. Fox IV '70 
Dr. '47 & Mrs. Elmer H. Funk, Jr. 
John). Gartland 544 
James M. Gerson '70 
Dr. '46 & Mrs. Edward F. Gliwa 
Barry B. Goldberg (Faculty) 
Joseph S. Gonnella (Faculty) 
Jonathan E. Gottlieb (Faculty) 
Leonard]. Graziani '55 
Virginia Graziani '86 
David R. Haas '86 
Kevin R. Hardy '84 
Ignatius S. Hneleski, Jr. '64 
John H. Hodges '39 
Dr. '41 & Mrs. Arthur F. Hoffman 
James T. Howard, Jr. '59 & 
Deborah K. Baden 
Dr. '74 & Mrs. Howard G. Hughes 
Eric L. Hume ORS'83 
ISSVD Vaginitis Secton 
Dr. OPH'64 & Mrs. Edward A. 
Jaeger 
Marvin E. Jaffe '60 
Joseph R. John '55 
Dr. '56 & Mrs. Hyman R. Kahn 
Young Chai Kauh D'71 
John J. Kelly III '84 
Lorainne C. King REN'77 
Charles H. Klieman '67 
Dr. DR'78 & Mrs. Alfred B. Kurtz 
Steven L. Lefrak '68 
Dr. (Faculty) & Mrs. David C. 
Levin 
Ronald J. Librizzi (Faculty) & 
Robin Kershaw 
James G. Lowe NS'95 
+Morris M. Mancoll '28 
Phillip). Marone '57 
Mrs. Edwin M. McCloskey 
Thomas D. Meade '83 
John L. Melvin (Faculty) 
Timothy J. Michals '66 
John Harlan Moore, Jr. GS'84 
Thomas J. Nasca '75 
Richard T. Padula '61 
Fernand N. Parent, Jr. '57 
Pauline K. Park '82 
John R. Patterson '54 
L. Douglas Pepper '75 
Robert L. Perkel FP'81 
Victoria P. and Robert A. Peterson 
John L. Randall (Faculty) 
Vijay Madan Rao DR'78 & 
Angara Koneti Rao HEM'79 
Robert T. Reichman '79 
Jeffrey B. Robin '78 
Catherine T. Rommel '80 
F. Michael Rommel '81 
Anne L. Rosenberg '81 
Mr. & Mrs. Frederick E. Ruccius 
John P. Salvo '61 
Robert T. Sataloff '75 
Dr. '38 & Mrs. J. Woodrow 
Savacool 
Gordon F. Schwartz (Faculty) 
Mark E. Schweitzer (Faculty) 
Dr. '71 & Mrs. Joseph L. Seltzer 
Bennett M. Shapiro '64 
Dr. '71 & Mrs. Stephen C. Silver 
John T. Smallwood '73 
Stanton '61 & SaraKay Smullens 
Pincus Sobie '38 
Dr. '61 & Mrs. Robert W. Solit 
Drs. Richard '60 & Rhonda 
Soricelli 
John E, Stambaugh, Jr. '66 
George H. Taft '41 
John Stanley Taras (Faculty) 
Richard S. Tenn '50 
David W. Thomas, Jr. '48 
Stanford B. Trachtenberg '64 
Stanley C. Ushinski '63 
Jerome J. Vernick '62 
Louis Vignati '70 
Dr. '41 & Mrs. Frederick B. 
Wagner, Jr. 
Steven M. Wenner '74 & 
Nadine P. Wenner '76 
Mary Amina Zaky '95 
Sustaining 
Members 
Gifts of $1,000 to $2,499 
Herbert G. Aaronson '57 
Mona E. Abdel-Misih AN'83 
Denis M. Abelson (Faculty) 
Maurice Abramson '37 
Frances P. Ada '90 
Todd J. Albert ORS'92 
John W. Alden, Jr. '42 
Robert M. Allen '54 
L. Reed Altemus '59 
Charles W. Anderson '48 
Peter J. Andrews '59 
Anonymous '47 
William J. Antognoli '61 
Rodney A. Appell '73 
Warren Appleman '71 
Mrs. Thomas S. Armstrong 
Bonnie L. Ashby '68 
Clement C. Au FP'85 
William A. Auritt '75 
Arthur N. Avella '52 
Joseph D. Avellino '61 
Michael J. Axe '79 
John A. Azzato '70 
Mrs. Robert F. Babskie 
Susan Baer '87 
Lloyd W. Bailey '53 
Robert C. Bair '50 
Mrs. Joseph Balm 
Robert H. Baker '47 
Frederick V. Baldi '56 
Stephen F. Balshi '45 
William H. Baltzell '46 
Edward J. Baranski '59 
Bard Endoscopic Technologies 
(Friend) 
Kenneth R. Barmach '73 
Mrs. Sterling A. Barrett 
Claude W. Barrick '45 
Francis F. Bartone '57 
Frances Batzer (Faculty) 
John M. Bear '45 
John C. Beard Jr. J'44 
Robert B. Belafsky OTO'77 
Stanley Benzel '69 
J. Edward Berk '36 
Paul A. Bialas '73 
Marluce Bibbo (Faculty) 
David Biddle '70 
Mrs. Donald L. Bittner 
David H. Black '57 
William D. Bloomer '70 
Robert E. Bonner '76 
Gust Boulis '57 
Dr. '37 & Mrs. Paul A. Bowers 
Kevin M. Boyle '80 
Earl E. Brant '45 
Scott A. Brenman '81 
Richard E. Brennan '72 
David R. Brewer, Jr. S'44 
William T. Brinton, Jr. '52 
Dr. IM'61 & Mrs. Harvey S. 
Brodovsky 
Robert S. Brodstein '57 
Christopher L. Brown '72 
Robert A. Brown '55 
Sheldon C. Brown '58 
Warren W. Brubaker '54 
Raymond W. Brust, Jr. '56 
Richard L. Bryson '49 
Ronald M. Burde '64 
Charles N. Burns '41 
Thomas M. Butler (Faculty) 
Clara A. Callahan PD'82 
Ronald I. Cantor ON'75 
R. Anthony Carabasi III '77 
Thomas Carnevale '83 
James B. Carty, Jr. '70 
Anthony P. Caruso '75 
Angelina W. Casas (Faculty) 
Patrick V. Castellano '59 
Edward Catherwood '75 
Richard A. Cautilli '58 
Joseph F. Centrone '55 
Robert E. Chandlee '71 
+Harold L. Chandler '38 
Jasper Chen-See '51 
Mark D. Chilton '80 
Franklin]. Chinn '52 
Paul H. Chodroff '63 
Ambrose P. Clunan '39 
Peter A. Cognetti '83 
Dr. '55 & Mrs. Herbert E. Cohn 
Francis R. Colangelo '84 
Arthur W. Colbourn '73 
William R. Collini '66 
Daniel J. Collinson '45 
Cesar H. Colon-Bonet '54 
Robert R. Conte '61 
President's Club 
Members of the President's Club continue to lead the Annual Giving 
campaign. During 2000-01, 68 percent of the $2,345,045 was realized 
by contributions of $1,000 or above. Fellows made cash gifts of 
$50,000 or above over more than one year; the Winged Ox Society, 
one-time gifts of $10,000 to $49,999; the Jefferson Associates, gifts of 
$5,000 to $9,999; the Jefferson Society, gifts of $2,500 to $4,999; and 
Sustaining Members, gifts of $1,000 to $2,499. Those who supported 
the Medical College through the Annual Giving Program are listed 
below with deepest appreciation for their generosity and loyalty. 
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Jerome I. Cook '54 Joseph C. Flanagan '63 H. Mathilda Horst '74 Elliott L. Mancall (Faculty) Henry V. Ratke '41 
Stephen L. Corson (Faculty) Haviland Flickinger '56 Abram M. Hostetter '57 Gerald A. Mandell '69 Irving P. Ratner '63 
T. Clark Corson III '57 Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence Ben P. Houser, Jr. '63 Carl M. Mansfield R0'63 Susan L. Rattner (Faculty) 
Gary J. Cortina '86 E. Forrest (Friends) Robert R. Houston '75 Dr. ORS'79 & Mrs. William J. Robert D. Rector '48 
James H. Corwin II '56 Charles D. Foster III '48 Thomas K. Howard '60 Markmann James R. Regan '56 
Martin J. Cosgrove '64 Donald P. Franks '50 Carrie A. Hufnal-Miller '84 Peter K. Marsh '76 Charles E. Reier '63 
Howard B. Cotler '79 Frances Pincus Freed '66 Peter R. Hulick '73 William V. Martinez '52 Ann E. Reilly '78 
Cynthia M. Coughlin-Hanna '85 S. Robert Freedman '69 Patrick Joseph Hunt (Faculty) James P. Marvel, Jr. '62 Robert D. Reinecke (Faculty) 
John J. Coyle '60 Harry W. Fullerton, Jr. '45 Douglas T. Hutchinson '84 Fredric J. Matlin '81 John F. Reinhardt '80 
Charles T. B. Coyne '54 Charles M. Fun '70 Richard A. Insel '69 Peter Mattei (Faculty) Louis C. Riegert '39 
Mary K. Craddock '71 Thomas J. Gal '68 Charles M. Intenzo NM'86 Charles W. Maxin '74 Kevin G. Robinson '77 
William P. Crutchlow '67 Geoffrey A. Gardiner, Jr. (Faculty) Gerald Alan Isenberg CRS'88 Gregory J. Mazanek '83 Morton]. Robinson '57 
Vincent D. Cuddy '57 Bruce]. Gardner (Parent) Irvin Jacobs '53 James G. McBride '71 Robert L. Robles '86 
Sidney Curtiss (Friend) Blaine R. Garner '39 Mrs. W. Robert Jacobs Thomas]. McBride '48 Paul M. Roediger '58 
John C. Cwik '51 Philip H. Geetter '69 Eric W. Jahnke '78 John R. McCloskey '70 Albert K. Rogers '61 
DeWitt T. Dabback '52 Ralph W. Geise '37 Dr. '65 & Mrs. Jack Jenofsky Mrs. Edward D. McLaughlin +Stacy L. Rollins, Jr. J'44 
Donald C. Dafoe (Faculty) Alexander C. Gellman '69 James M. Jones II '75 William E. McLemore '80 Lewis]. Rose IM'81 
Lewis A. Dalburg, Jr.OPH'62 Mutek Chu Gewecke D'83 Jerome W. Jordan '71 Kathleen W. McNicholas '73 Harry M. Rosenblum '78 
Anna Marie M. D'Amico '72 Robert J. Gibbons '43 Michael F. Joyce '55 Charles E. Meikle '60 Wayne K. Ross '83 
John M. Daniel '56 Thurman Gillespy, Jr. '53 Alex B. Juhasz '72 Bruce P. Meinhard '74 Edwin L. Rothfeld '56 
Roger Bruce Daniels (Faculty) Paul B. Gilman '76 Francis T. Kaneshiro '40 Thomas R. Meloy '59 Edward B. Ruby '71 
Dr. '54 & Mrs. Marvin Dannenberg Michael J. Ginieczki '69 Jonathan L. Kates '75 Jay S. Mendelsohn '77 Jerome Rudnitzky '62 
Donald C. Davidson '52 Kenneth M. Given '61 Aviva L. Katz (Faculty) Geno J. Merli '75 John P. Rudolph '39 
Barbara Lea Davies '83 Leonard M. Glassman '69 Thomas R. Kay '70 Anthony F. Merlino '56 Nicholas J. Ruggiero '66 
Richard L. Davies '68 Robert M. Glazer '62 Robert E. Kearney '83 William A. Meyer, Jr. '74 Paul J. Ruschak '75 
J. Wallace Davis '42 Larry R. Glazerman '76 Dr. '47 & Mrs. Edward A. Kelly Diran 0. Mikaelian (Faculty) Randall W. Ryan '82 
Mrs. Thomas G. Davis, Jr. William W. L. Glenn '38 Dr. '39 & Mrs. James J. Kelly Dr. '59 & Mrs. Frank A. Milani Dr. '57 & Mrs. Marvin A. 
John T. Dawson, Jr. '64 Eugene Glick '56 Dr. '60 & Mrs. Thomas Kelso Carl S. Miller J'44 Sackner 
Francis P. Day '81 Mrs. Garvin C. Goble Mr. & Mrs. Harold E. Kennedy Eugenia M. Miller '73 Eli R. Saleeby '81 
Jeffrey J. Dekret '73 Franz Goldstein '53 (Friends) Jeffrey L. Miller (Faculty) Gerald Salen '61 
James M. Delaplane '64 Marvin Goldstein '50 James A. Kenning '74 Dr. '34 & Mrs. Lawson E. Miller, Edward M. Salgado '67 
Thomas J. Delehanty '77 Scott D. Goldstein (Faculty) Robert R. Kester '81 Jr. Jerome L. Sandler '58 
Mrs. William E. Delicate '29 John L. Gompertz '36 Joseph F. Kestner, Jr. '68 Randolph J. Miller '84 Joseph Sataloff (Faculty) 
James R. Delp '59 Robert P. Good '73 Sung M. Kim NM'88 Warren F. Miller (Friend) Russell W. Schaedler '53 
Rudolph T. DePersia, Jr. '81 Mrs. Armando F. Goracci Joseph L. J. King '73 Dr. J'44 & Mrs. Richard Dixon Joseph W. Schauer, Jr. '55 
Mrs. Charles R. Derrickson Susan]. Gordon '66 W. Bernard Kinlaw, Jr. '49 Moore John C. Schiro '69 
Shobhana A. Desai NPM'80 Paul L. Gorsuch J'44 M. Dean Kinsey '69 Thomas A. Moore II '84 Lawrence H. Schneider (Faculty) 
Thomas M. DeWire, Sr. '79 Stephen Gosin '62 William]. Kitei '75 Gino Mori '58 Albert G. Schran '47 
John M. Dick '63 Kermit B. Gosnell '66 John A. Kline '70 Herbert I. Moselle '61 Louis W. Schwartz '67 
William A. DiCuccio II '74 Edward Gottheil (Faculty) Roman A. Klufas '88 Melvin L. Moses '62 Marshall Z. Schwartz (Faculty) 
Donald M. Dill '58 Bruce J. Gould '83 C. Warren Koehl, Jr. '56 John B. Movelle J'44 Morton Schwimmer '51 
Ross F. DiMarco, Jr. '73 John H. Gould '61 Arthur Koffler '36 James T. Muffly '78 Leon P. Scicchitano '58 
Arthur N. DiNicola '57 Mark G. Graham IM'81 Dr. '59 & Mrs. Richard S. Kolecki Steven J. Munzer '63 Jere F. Seelaus '75 
Richard J. Dobies OPH'65 Eugene L. Grandon '50 Garth A. Koniver '68 Sheila Ann Murphey (Faculty) Randolph V. Seligman '40 
Michael P. Dolan '66 Paull Green (Faculty) Dr. Muriel Kowlessar Stephen G. Murphy (Faculty) Joel L. Seres '58 
Dr. '71 & Mrs. Brian Donnelly Thomas G. Green '94 Thomas F. Kozlek '66 Jay A. Nadel '53 Edward A. Shafer J'44 
Paul Drucker '56 Thomas J. Green '66 Joseph S. Kubiak, Jr. '84 David B. Nagel '80 Ernest G. Shander '48 
Dr. Julia M. Duane Michael H. Greenhawt '73 Lawrence M. Kuklinski '78 Anthony F. Naples '77 Frank]. Shannon, Jr. '46 
Carl R. Dudeck '53 John R. Griffith '46 James M. LaBraico '58 Mrs. Renato J. Nardini Donald E. Shearer '63 
David D. Dulaney '63 Marvin Grossman '61 James F. Lally '65 Levon N. Nazarian DR'92 Robert A. Shiroff '72 
Ernest C. Dunn '60 Robert A. Grugan '46 W. Clark Lambert '70 Laurence Needleman DR'83 Marion J. Siegman (Faculty) 
Stephen Dunn (Friend) Lee P. Haacker '60 James R. LaMorgese '70 Robert J. Neviaser '62 Raymond L. Singer CTS'92 
Davis G. Durham '43 Melvin E. Haas '47 John J. Laskas, Jr. '72 James C. Newton '57 Norman J. Skversky '39 
Joseph Y. Dwoskin '65 Robert F Hall II '67 Kurt E. Lauer '52 Joseph C. Noreika '76 David C. Slagle '81 
Robert F. Early, Sr. '52 John S. Hamilton '54 H. Edward LaVoice, Jr. '51 Lina P. O'Brien '91 Gregory D. Slick '81 
Donald P. Elliott '57 Richard Hamilton '62 Richard J. Lazar '78 Dennis S. O'Connor '54 Grace Goracci Slimak '85 
Michael D. Ellis '70 William C. Hamilton '71 James B. Lee '56 A. Edward O'Hara (Faculty) & Randall E. Slimak '84 
Jeffrey B. Ellis '98 Hie-Won Yvonne Hann (Faculty) Harvey B. Lefton '70 Victor G. Onufrey '81 Stephen Slogoff '67 
Richard A. Ellis '49 Howard W. Hansell '52 James B. Leonard J'44 Harold S. Orchow '57 Joseph H. Sloss '52 
Mrs. Alfred C. Elmer William V. Harrer '62 Janet B. Leventhal '79 Anacleto T. Ordinario NEP'76 Howard Slotoroff GS'70 
Robert M. Epsten, Jr. '80 Joseph S. Harun '55 Louis Leventhal '39 Harvey W. Oshrin '60 Henry F. Smith '63 
Christopher M. Eriksen '82 C. Walter Hassel, Jr. '54 Ellis R. Levin '75 Francis A. Palermo '84 Kent K. Smith '65 
Erich A. Everts-Suarez '50 Mark H. Hassel '85 John M. Levinson '53 Meredith K. L. Pang '69 Dr. '79 & Mrs. Michael H. 
MaryAnne Everett (Parent) Peter Haynicz '62 David A. Levitsky '51 Mrs. Michael A. Paoletti Snedden 
Edwin P. Ewing, Jr. '71 Craig T. Haytmanek '72 Robert S. Levitt '63 Stephen E. Pascucci, Sr. '48 Jeffrey C. Snyder '85 
Robert C. Eyerly '52 Alfred 0. Heath '57 Dr. '28 & Mrs. Charles Levy Stuart R. Paul '76 Robert C. Snyder '71 
Mrs. Francis J. Fanfera G. Barrett Heckler '48 Marvin L. Lewbart '57 Raymond T. Pekala '78 Toby K. Soble '90 
Mrs. Joseph L. Farr James A. Heckman '42 Earl T. Lewis '54 John W. Peters '77 Norman F. Sokoloff '69 
Neil R. Feins '60 Charles R. Henkelmann '50 John S. Liggett '42 Catherine Welch Piccoli DR'89 Merrill Joan Solan R0'86 
Dr. DR'88 & Mrs. Rick I. Feld John F. Henzes III '87 Elmo J. Lilli '58 Vincent P. Pisula '53 Edward A. Solow '73 
Frederick M. Fellin '79 August F. Herff, Jr. '53 Harold Lipschutz '54 Edward V. Platt '38 Robert G. Somers '58 
+Harry Bowman Felty 1892 Karl R. Herwig '61 Gordon Liu '48 Mark Pliskin '62 Edward M. Son '67 
Carl L. Fetkenhour '62 Gerald A. Hiatt '68 Thomas V. Lloyd III '66 Edward M. Podgorski '54 Thomas J. Spinuzza '83 
Howard L. Field '54 William R. Hill '52 William E. Logan '68 Charles A. & Janice E. James F. Squadrito, Jr. '80 
Edward J. Filippone (Faculty) Nathan B. Hirsch '65 Joseph P. Long '39 Nevin Pohl '87 William E. Staas, Jr. '62 
Edward Fine '58 William B. Holman '50 John R. Loughead, Jr. '54 William]. Polacheck, Jr. '80 Craig L. Stabler '81 
Dr. '54 & Mrs. Jack W. Fink Dr. '49 & Mrs. Joseph M. Hopen Carol A. Love '78 Daniel T. Pompey '58 Michael E. Starrels '71 
Walter J. Finnegan '69 James T. Hopkins '80 John P. Lubicky '74 Dr. '53 & Mrs. Robert Poole Joseph W. Stayman, Jr. '42 
Stewart E. First '56 Bruce D. Hopper '65 Wilbert G. Lundgren '56 W. Michael Pryor '71 Joseph W. Stayman III '70 
Herbert M. Fisher '64 Mrs. Herbert G. Hopwood, Jr. Robert R. Madigan '67 Dr. '53 & Mrs. V. Watson Pugh Hymen D. Stein '39 
Dr. '71 & Mrs. Thomas W. Fiss, Jr. Benson]. Horowitz (Friend) Robert C. Magley '56 Paul A. Pupi '66 Scott C. Stein '67 
David P. Maguire '82 Norman J. Quinn, Jr. '48 Bruce Stevens '68 
Joseph I. Maguire '55 Jan Rakinic CRS'90 Michael D. Strong '66 Gifts received July 1, 2000 through June 25, 2001 William S. Mainker '63 David J. Randell '70 Henry H. Stroud '39 
+ Deceased 
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Charles D. Stutzman '78 Mrs. John F. Appel Robert S. Djergaian '79 Glenn A. Hyatt '78 Denise C. McFadden '82 
Harvey.). Sugerman '66 Joseph J. Armao '53 Kenneth Dollinger '52 Satoshi Ikeda CTS'76 Michael.). McGlaughlin '79 
Stanford N. SuIlum '73 Harry V. Armitage '43 Basil Dolphin '84 Pasqualino loffreda '59 Paul W. McIlvaine '52 
James M. Sumerson '67 Edwin D. Arsht '55 Frank R. DonDiego '81 Edward]. Jahnke '48 Robert D. McKay '72 
Mohan Suntharalingam '90 Charles B. Austin, Jr. '78 Paul J. Dowdell '46 Richard L. Jahnle '82 Ernest L. McKenna, Jr. '55 
Coe T. Swift '37 David K. Austin '86 Frederick J. Dudenhoefer '69 Bruce E. Jarrell '73 Randall M. McLaughlin '46 
Felix K. Tam '81 David G. Baer '79 Kathleen C. Dudenhoefer '69 Jefferson Medical College James M. McWeeney '81 
Arthur B. Tarrow (Faculty) David A. Balling '67 G. Mitchell Edmondson '81 Ob-Gyn Department Marc J. Medway '77 
Dr. (Faculty) & Mrs.William S. James D. Balshi '80 Mark Edwards '83 Cecil G. Jenkins '55 Ronald M. Meltzer (Friend) 
Tasman Joseph L. Bard '56 Peter L. Eichman '49 Russell G. Johnston '71 Robert D. Meringolo '69 
Gabriel Tatarian 52 James E. Barone '71 Donald F. Eipper '64 Herbert V. Jordan, Jr. '46 Allen E. Meyer '74 
W. Scott Taylor '61 Lydia R. Barringer AN'69 Mark C. Eisenstein '58 Gregory C. Kane '87 Margaret E. Mike '86 
Joel R. Temple '60 Richard Robert Bartkowski W. Pierce Ellis, Jr. '45 Malcolm Kates '59 Bernard J. Miller '43 
John Y. Templeton III '41 (Faculty) Daniel T. Erhard '51 John.). Kavanagh, Jr. '75 John E. Miller '42 
Nicholas C. Tenaglia '64 James C. Barton '64 David S. Estock '82 Paul A. Kearney, Jr. '80 Lisa A. Miller (Friend) 
James H. Thomas '53 Robert L. Bashore '79 Sherman W. Everlof '60 John P. Keefe '61 Jeffrey F. Minteer '77 
Dr. '75 & Mrs. Kennith John H. Bauer '69 Robert B. Falk, Jr. '71 Louis L. Keeler, Jr. U'67 John S. Monk, Jr. '82 
Thompson William F. Bauer '58 Frank N. Federico '65 Francis X. Keeley IM'60 Sandra S. Mossbrook '72 
Donald C. Tilton R0'74 Wayne B. Bauerle '91 Maurice & Carol Feinberg Anton P. Kemps '73 David A. Nathan EM'90 
Richard W. Tobin, Jr. '84 Alexis J. Bayo-McGrath, Jr. '86 (Friends) John F. Kennard '57 Warren W. Nichols '54 
Eugene Tolpin (Faculty) Carl E. Becker II '94 Brad Feldstein '81 Mrs. Howard L. Kent Robert C. Nuss '62 
Dr. '74 & Mrs. Richard C. Harvey J. Bellin '65 William F. Fell, Jr. '71 George W. Kern IV '70 Brian E. O'Byrne '79 
Tomichek Gaylord W. Bennett '57 Paul M. Fernhoff '71 Weir L. King '50 Robert L & Kathryn A. 
Arthur N. Triester '65 Bruce C. Berger '74 Marciana D. Filippone '78 Bernard A. Kirshbaum '50 O'Connor '86 
Alexander R. Vaccaro ORS'92 Robert B. Berger '78 Allen B. Filstein '74 Robert H. Kirschner '66 Desmond S. O'Doherty '45 
George P. Valko '86 Howard F. Berlin '75 Andrew S. Fireman '88 Dominick A. Kistler '89 George]. O'Donnell '48 
Joseph M. Valloti '49 Mrs. Sol N. Bers Irwin R. Fisch '56 Priscilla J. Kistler '73 Michael P. O'Leary '81 
Arthur B. Van Gundy J'44 Mahlon Z. Bierly, Jr. '46 Jonathan C. Fong '87 Milton N. Kitei 344 Dean B. Olewiler '51 
Jed S. Vanichkachorn ORS'00 RobertJ. Biester '82 Anthony L. Forte '54 Thomas A. Klein (Faculty) Howard M. Oliver J'44 
Bruce Van Vranken '47 Charles A. Binder '63 Arthur F. Fost '63 Ben Kline '55 Jack D. O'Neil '61 
Stephen G. Vasso '62 Alan N. Binnick '73 George C. Francos '78 Charles L. Knecht III '57 Terence L. O'Rourke '60 
J. Jon Veloski (Faculty) Dale S. Birenbaum '89 Allan P. Freedman '70 Kenneth R. Knox '46 Deborah Panitch '84 
Ralph J. Venuto '67 Donald G. Birrell '48 George R. Freeland '71 Stanley L. Kocot '57 James G. Paraskevas FP'84 
Michael Vergare (Faculty) Paul 0. Blake '29 Robert M. Friedlander '67 Allan J. Kogan FP'77 Mark S. Pascal '73 
Dr. '60 & Mrs. Francis W. John D. Blannett, Jr. '76 Mrs. Lucian J. Fronduti James D. Kolker '81 Howard R. Patton '33 
Wachter Walter S. Bloes '59 Robert L. Fronduti '66 Francis M. Kopack '54 George R. Pechstein '48 
John S. Walker '46 Eric W. Blomain '73 Robert C. Gallo '63 Erol M. Kosar '89 Henry Pechstein '45 
Robert E. Wall '75 Albert L. Blumberg '74 Robert S. Garber '37 Mrs. Othello S. Kough Brian T. Pelczar '88 
Chi-Lun Charles Wang '78 Laura Rothfeld Bond '87 Thomas A. Gardner '52 H. Dale Kreider '63 Eugene W. Pelczar '62 
Robert J. Wasnick '74 Donald M. Booth '66 Peter A. Gehret '69 Arthur C. Krepps II '57 John M. Penta '69 
William Wasnick J'44 Frank A. Borgia '73 William H. Gehron, Jr. J'44 Frank T. Kucer '74 Russell E. Perry '73 
Theodore W. Wasserman '61 Edward B. Bower '70 Henry Gelband '62 Kathleen A. Kucer '76 Robert H. Peters III '78 
Richard J. Wechsler (Faculty) Russell S. Breish '82 Hillard C. Gersten '56 Michael A. Kutcher '74 Patricia Harper Petrozza '78 
Malcolm S. Weiss '68 Kenneth S. Breslin '87 Canzio E. Giuliucci '49 James B. Lam '79 William F. Pharr '65 
Walther T. Weylman '54 William A. Browne '61 Steven J. Glinka '75 Warren D. Lambright '66 Donna M. Pisera AN'85 
Richard M. Whittington '49 William E. Burak, Jr. '87 Jan S. Glowacki '77 Scott I. Lampert '74 Joseph J. Pittelli '62 
John E. Widger '80 James F. Burke '77 Steven P. Gohsler '86 0. Scott Lauter '82 John E. Plastino '76 
William M. Wixted '72 Elizabeth S. Bussard '69 E. Marshall Goldberg (Faculty) Paul William Layden '50 Mrs. Nelson Podolnick 
Philip J. Wolfson (Faculty) John R. Bussard '69 Steven E. Goldberg '88 Jerome J. Lebovitz '52 Alex Pohowsky, Jr. '42 
Bradley D. Wong '75 Daniel J. Callahan '71 Norman A. Goldstein '62 Luisa E. Lehrer '86 Gerald M. Polin '61 
Nancy Linsey Wong '71 Rudolph C. Camishion '54 Stephen R. Goll '81 Karin Swartz Leschly '00 I. Stanley Porter '76 
RobertJ. Woodhouse '77 John P. Capelli '62 Bruce Goodman '55 George C. Lewis, Jr. (Faculty) Lynne E. Porter '73 
Daniel J. Woody GS'81 A. Joseph Cappelletti '46 Jean S. Gordon '87 Gregory L. Lewis '75 William R. Prebola, Jr. '88 
Herbert A. Yantes '50 Kent V. Carey '77 Robert A. Gordon '73 Gail G. L. Li '47 Charles E. Quaglieri '70 
Henry L. Yim '56 Guy J. Camabuci '58 Robert M. Gorsen '82 Stuart N. Liberman U'96 Howard K. Rabinowitz (Faculty) 
Douglas B. Yingling '78 Martin J. Carney '80 John E. Griggs, Jr. '75 Herman I. Libshitz R'70 Paul D. Rahter '51 
Elliot Zaleznik '59 Richard S. Chalfant '73 Murry B. Grosky '61 Stephen B. Lichtenstein '74 Jeffrey S. Rakoff '71 
Robert Zavod '63 Theodore Arthur Christopher Michael]. Guarino '79 Norman W. Lindenmuth '72 Joseph P. Ravin '56 
Dr. '48 & Mrs. Stanley E. Zeeman EM'86 Mahroo Haghbin R0'84 Conrad Lindes '74 Elliot J. Rayfield '67 
Suzanne S. Zeok '69 David G. Clark '74 Harry A. Hamburger '79 Dr. '70 & Mrs. David I. Lintz Roger D. Raymond '66 
David Zwillenberg (Faculty) Gary S. Clark '75 George L. Hamilton '65 Ellen A. Liu '87 John Reichel III '70 
Thomas M. Clemens '73 J. Howard Hannemann '60 Paul R. Long '76 RobertJ. Revelli J'44 
John A. Clement '69 H. Roger Hansen '69 Drs. Jane M. '80 & Stephen L. Dennis S. Riff '71 
Samuel Edwin I. Cleveland '50 Robert M. Cohen '65 
Clyde E. Harriger '54 
Miles D. Harriger '52 
Longacre 
Benjamin E. Longenecker, jr. '49 
Antonio J. Ripepi '93 
S. Mitchell Rivitz '82 
D. Gross Anthony M. Colatrella '73 John H. Harris, Jr. '53 Harry M. P. Love '66 Alan K. Roberts '74 
Associates Mrs. Domenic F. Coletta Gerald P. Collins '60 
James S. Harrop '61 
David S. Haskell '60 
Robert M. Lumish '70 
Peter A. Luongo '89 
Howard S. Robin '71 
Kevin G. Robinson '77 
The College thanks the 438 +Samuel S. Conly, Jr. 344 Shivkumar S. Hatti P'80 James V. Mackell '46 Leslie S. Robinson '73 
alumni, faculty, and friends who J. Hubert Conner '55 John R. Healy '49 Edward M. Magargee '64 Robert L. Robles '86 
donated between $500 and $999 George E. Connerton '77 Kenneth P. Heaps '66 William H. Mahood '60 Mrs. Joseph F. Rodgers 
to Annual Giving, and recognizes Franklyn R. Cook '66 William]. Heim '69 William Mancoll '60 Anthony R. Rooklin '72 
them as members of the Samuel Debra Somers Copit '89 +Edward F. Hemminger '08 John A. Manfredi '66 Lionel W. Rosen '65 
D. Gross Associates. Joseph M. Corson '47 William R. Henrick '71 Joseph N. Marino '42 Jerald M. Rosenbaum '62 
David W. Croft '54 Warren C. Herrold 344 Thomas.). Marshall, jr. '79 Jack N. Rosenberg '54 
Jose J. Abreu '88 Chester F. Cullen '48 Philip C. Hoffman '72 Charles E. Martin MNR'97 Alfred A. Rosenblatt '55 
Andres M. Aldrete '90 Charles T. Curtin '66 Thomas Martin Holder PDS'59 H. Frederick Martin III '80 Marc S. Rosenshein '73 
Richard P. Alexander '48 Richard D. Davenport '70 William F. Holmes '68 John A. Martin, Jr. '85 Judith Levine Ross (Faculty) 
Richard W. Altreuter '71 John B. Davies '56 George B. Hood '39 Burton Mass '66 Donald Rothfeld '63 
Gustav W. Anderson '46 Dwight G. Davis, Jr. '54 Renwick C. Hood '81 Ferdinand E. Massari '83 Robert J. Rubin '53 
William R. Anderson 544 Robert Morris Davis '63 Steven L. Horowitz '75 Walter V. Matteucci '46 Robert A. Ruffini '84 
Joseph J. Andrews '91 Timothy A. DeBiasse '77 H. Glenn Hostetter '60 Charles R. McAdams, Jr. '45 William P. Rumbaugh '86 
Peter J. Andrews, Jr. '85 Caesar A. DeLeo III '87 Marian M. Huang '82 William D. McCann '61 Carolyn D. Runowicz '77 
William H. Annesley, Jr. '48 Rudolph T. DePersia, Sr. '48 Thomas A. Hutchinson '78 Wallace G. McCune IM'49 Mrs. Joseph J. Rupp 
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John T. Sack '66 George S. White '39 Donald A. Bergman '71 Thomas R. Corley '80 Robert L. Frank '53 
Cynthia Carrole Sagullo '96 Jacob S. Wiener '38 Erick J. Bergquist '73 Hampton P. Corson '53 John F. Franz II '69 
Jeffrey" Sands '76 Thomas M. Williams '79 Paul E. Berkebile '58 Douglas T. Corwin, Jr. '93 Pamela J. Franz '91 
Michael P. Savage '80 George G. Willis '43 Bernard Berne '56 Eugene E. Costa '45 William A. Freeman '64 
Boris J. Sawula '78 John S. Wills '67 Leon L. Berns '30 Jay S. Cox '58 Patrick J. Fricchione EM'89 
William L. Schaefer, Jr.'42 John A. Wilson, Jr. '82 William E. Bittner '53 John F. Cox '84 Alan S. Friedman '72 
Burton Schaffer '55 Mrs. Louis H. Winkler Thomas D. Blake FP'82 John J. Cox '45 Stephen S. Frost '71 
Alan Schein '69 Melvyn A. Wolf '67 Bruce S. Bleiman '73 Jeanne A. Craft '89 William B. Funk '77 
Stuart A. Scherr '71 Alan H. Wolson '67 George A. Blewitt '62 Harry R. Cramer, Sr. 544 John P. Galgon '60 
Jay S. Schinfeld '74 James Wong '67 Joseph B. Blood, Jr. '66 Patricia M. Curtin '88 Indrani K. & Daniel Gallagher 
C. David Schloss '58 William B. Wood '65 James P. Blore, Jr. '72 Marvin C. Daley '59 (Friends) 
Robert L. Schmouder '84 Jack R. Woodside '49 Carol F. Boenter '76 Thomas]. Danyliw '78 John E. Gallagher 544 
Charles L. Schucker '41 Mary Christine Yankaskas OBG'90 Ian Boiskin DR'93 Murray C. Davis III '66 Richard F. Garnet, Jr, '72 
Martin E. Scott '79 John A. Yauch '67 Andre R. Boissevain '63 Robert V. Davis, Jr. '59 John H. Garofola R'75 
Thomas S. Scott '68 Maureen L. Yelovich '81 Francis B. Boland, Jr. '62 Walter W. Dearolf III '82 David Michael Garth '95 
Daniel M. Scotti '73 Richard M. Yelovich '81 James P. Boland '56 John T. DelGiorno '69 David M. Geetter '59 
Edward Scull '48 Bryan L. Yingling '83 Eugene F. Bonacci '56 Gerard A. DelGrippo, Jr. '88 Albert Gelb '49 
Keith Senecal '79 Marion K. Yoder '64 Richard J. Bonanno '72 Richard U. Delp '63 Alyssa S. Gelmann '95 
Robert A. Senft '60 Karen L. Ytterberg '77 Jerrold C. Bonn '62 Salvatore C. DePasquale '63 Stephen A. Geraci '80 
Parker M. Seymour '70 Steven R. Ytterberg '76 Harry Boretsky '51 Christopher C. Derivaux GS'99 Helene Schwemmer Gerrald 
Edward J. Share '74 Mark L. Zwanger '82 Michael A. Borkowski AN'94 Russell H. Derr '40 EM'92 
Harvey E. Shepard '88 Mrs. Winslow]. Borkowski James E. Devlin '85 Gary Gerstein '73 
Jodi L. Sheridan '92 Frederic W. Bost '65 Alice R. Dick '90 Ronald 0. Gilcher '63 
Henry H. Sherk '56 
Craig H. Sherman '82 McClellan 
William D. Boswell, Jr. '72 
J. Hartley Bowen III '77 
G. Richard Dickersin '54 
Robert J. Diecidue '97 
Victoria A. Gillis '74 
David A. Ginns '60 
Kent D. Shinbach '63 Merit Society John H. Bowman '58 Jeffrey W. Dietz '78 Susan M. Ginsberg '78 
Jean Olsen Shor '67 Members of the McClellan Merit Timothy M. Bradley '86 Philip J. DiGiacomo, Jr. '72 Arthur H. Glaser '71 
Chetan R. Shukla APM'98 Society, 732 strong, made gifts Jason H. Brajer AN'85 Michelle M. DiNicola '95 Eric D. Glasofer '78 
Eugene Shuster '61 ranging from $250 to $499 to Stanley N. Brand '69 Joan S. DiPalma '79 William]. Glass, Jr. '40 
Robert K. Sigal '85 Annual Giving. The College Lawrence H. Brent '79 Edward W. Ditto III '52 Allan Gold '62 
Antonio J. L. Simoes (Faculty) appreciates their support. Lawrence P. Bressler '80 T. Jeffrey Dmochowski '71 Norman J. Goldbach '84 
Barry P. Skeist '72 Robert Bridenbaugh '60 Gerald D. Dodd '47 Louis Goldberg '39 
Jay S. Skyler '69 Elias M. Abboud AI'89 David A. Brillman '78 Eileen M. Doherty-Fuller '82 Paul E. Goldberg '75 
Claude A. Smith '53 Richard P. Abramowitz '78 Nathan Brillman '57 Barry C. Dorn '67 Arthur J. Goldman '76 
Mark H. Snyder '79 Jeffrey S. Adam '77 Jose C. Briones, Jr. OPH'74 Mary C. Dougherty '91 Barry J. Goldstein (Faculty) 
Joseph W. Sokolowski, Jr. '62 Wynn W. Adam '77 Louis T. Broad '74 James H. Dovnarsky '70 Laurence Goldstein '70 
Merrill Joan Solan R0'86 Marthe E. Adler-LaVan '87 David C. Brock '76 Stephen M. Druckman '67 Dale N. Goode '77 
Daniel G. Sommer '71 Gill R. Alderfer '68 Richard R. Brock '58 Lewis C. Druffner, Jr. '59 David A. Goodman '83 
Ronald L. Souder '73 Joann Alfonzo '91 Jerome I. Brody '52 Philip]. Dugan R0'70 Richard H. Goodwin, Jr. '70 
Ira E. Spitzer R0'90 Harold Y. Allen '53 Alan S. Brown '87 William J. Duhigg '52 Alexander Goulard, Jr. '48 
Jerome Spivack '61 Robert G. Altschuler '67 John H. Brown '74 Gary Dukart '80 Allan B. Gould, Jr. '52 
William A. Spohn '75 Peter Amadio, Jr. '58 Matthew G. Brown '52 Theodore G. Duncan '55 David Samuel Gould '98 
Lawrence T. Sprinkle '45 Deborah Ancona-Schultz DR'95 James D. Brubaker '60 Eric S. Dunn '93 Thomas A. Grabiak '80 
Richard 0. Stader '53 David J. Anderson FP'87 Kenneth A. Buckwalter '81 Margaret M. Dunn '77 Louis G. Graff III '52 
Charles J. Stahl III '56 William T. Anderson '61 Alfred C. Burris CD'79 Gerald P. Durkan '75 Patricia A. Graham '92 
Gregory C. Starks '73 Vincent C. Andracchio '56 Richard P. Buyalos, Jr. '83 James S. Dyer '66 Glenn E. Graybeal '78 
Eugene G. Stec '54 Gerald L. Andriole, Jr. '78 Anthony J. Calabrese '72 Joseph M. Dziob '36 Victor F. Greco '51 
Guy M. Stofman '84 Lewis G. Anthony '61 Kimberly A. Callaway '91 Robert Eckley '42 Lawrence Green '64 
Ashley M. Storey '91 William A. Anthony, Jr. '55 Peter C. Campanella '92 Meyer Edelman '48 Philip S. Green '56 
Barbara M. Swan '81 Cesare R. Antoniacci '57 Tom E. Campbell '74 Robert W. Egdell '69 Richard H. Greenberg '79 
David M. Swan '81 Iqbal Anwar '92 Peter M. Caravello, Sr. '71 James W. Egel '78 Judith F. Grem '76 
William H. Taylor '54 Vincent T. Armenti '82 John C. Cardone '86 Melissa A. Ehlers AN'99 Philip C. Grem '76 
Fred Teichman '78 Kenneth J. Arnold '85 Frank T. Carney '58 Alexander E. Ehrlich '72 Paul D. Griesmer '54 
Thomas B. Templeton '55 Albert Arouh '56 John M. Carper '52 E. Stephen Emanuel '61 Richard C. Gross '69 
Charles D. Thomas '57 Ann Ashley-Gilbert '76 Paul Casadonte '73 John R. Evans '50 Sheila S. Grossman '86 
Charles 0. Thompson '64 Henry I. Babitt '64 Bernard S. Casel '65 J. Robert Evans '82 Gerald B. Grunwald (Faculty) 
James J. Thornton GE'72 Daniel L. Backenstose '50 Gerald T. Celestine '84 Richard C. Evans '84 Kathleen S. Guarnieri '84 
Julie E. Kelter Timins '71 Joseph J. Baka '86 Louis John Centrella '66 Mrs. Robert L. Evans Bhavdeep K. Gupta CD'94 
Robert G. Timmons '66 Christopher K. Balkany '71 Walter A. Cerrato '61 Mary A. Facciolo '79 Nick J. Haddad '63 
Sanford A. Tishennan '65 John Robert Ball '50 Owen A. Chang '56 Peter M. Fahrney '64 Edward R. Hagopian '56 
Aram Tomasian (Friend) Oksana H. Baltarowich R'81 Gregory J. Chapis (Friend) Joseph M. Farber '63 Robert A. Haines '46 
Brian M. Uniacke '82 Aaron D. Bannett '46 Stanley S. Chaplin '65 Michael]. Feder EM'90 Wilbur J. Harley '50 
Richard R. Vanderbeek '58 Andrew J. Baron, Jr. '78 Thomas E. Chappell IM'85 Valerio J. Federici '48 Daniel C. Harrer '67 
Thornton A. Vandersall '54 Joseph E. Bartos '48 Bertram T. Chinn '87 Richard M. Feldman '70 Michael F. Harrer '93 
Ralph J. Veenema '45 Paul B. Bartos '79 Franklin J. Chinn, Jr. '82 Stuart J. Feldman AN'94 Russell Harris (Faculty) 
R. Ted Veve '75 S. Jack Bascove '49 Rebecca G. Chinn '93 Victor A. Ferraris '77 Marilyn M. Hart '78 
James W. Vick '79 Evan K. Bash '82 Kjell H. Christiansen '52 John A. Ferriss '77 Bruce Heller '77 
Lyle D. Vincent, Jr. '52 Randall T. Bashore '82 Lin T. Chun J'44 Richard T. Fields '79 Stephen J. Herceg '57 
Philip D. Volk '60 Kishan Rao Battu PD'68 Joseph J. Cirotti '61 Robert S. Finkelhor '78 David R. Herr '58 
Fred W. Wachtel '51 Thomas L. Bauer '65 Henry S. Clair '58 Howard I. Finkle '69 Arturo R. Hervada PD'58 
Peter Wadewitz '60 Wilfreta G. Baugh '79 G. Donald Clarke '66 Alfred J. Finn, Jr. '60 Guy S. Hewlett '85 
L. Reed Walker, Jr. '67 John D. Beater '48 Thomas F. Clauss '51 Joseph L. Finn '35 John 0. Hewlett '55 
Michael J. Walker '88 George L. Becker III '94 William W. Clements '58 Joseph S. Fisher '70 George J. Heymach III '76 
Robert D. Wallace '84 James Beebe, Jr. S'44 David L. Clinton '75 Sanford Fitzig '72 James E. Hinkle '67 
Casimir J. Wanczyk '59 Kenneth N. Beers, Sr. '56 J. Jerome Cohen '61 James J. Fitzpatrick, Jr. '52 Robert A. Hinrichs '54 
Robert T. Wankmuller '60 John A. Belis '71 Jeffrey B. Cohn '80 Patricia G. Fitzpatrick '78 Gretchen Hinson EM'94 
Charles L. Wasilewski, Jr. '63 Joseph M. Bender '76 Charles E. Cole '56 Alan N. Fleckner '60 John E. Hocutt, Jr. '75 
+Charles F. Weigel '28 Thomas C. Benfield '77 Joseph A. Colletta '77 Leslie R. Fleischer CD'78 Thomas A. Hodge '54 
James F. Welsh '54 Burton S. Benovitz '55 Joseph A. Comfort, Jr. '70 Joseph C. Flynn '51 Oscar G. Hoemer '52 
Dr. S'44 & Mrs. Henry S. Wentz Joseph R. Berger '74 Thelma W. Comissiong '79 Bernard W. D. Fong '52 John W. Holdcraft '56 
John V. Whitbeck '70 Robert A. Berger '48 Robert F. Coniff '58 David L. Forde '63 Suzanne Holdcraft '83 
Glenn S. Cooper '88 Richard M. Fornadel '77 Randall" Hoobler '85 
Mark W. Cooper '77 Stanley C. Foster '64 Christopher K. Hood '54 Gifts received July 1, 2000 through June 25, 2001 Edward R. Corcoran, Jr. '65 Leonard A. Frank U'68 Maryann D. Hooker N'91 
+ Deceased 
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Glenn D. Horowitz '79 Thomas J. Leavitt '64 Bruce E. Nayowith '78 Arthur C. St. Andre '75 Darryl B. Tisherman '64 
Charles R. Huffman '51 Jeffrey A. Lederman '88 Mrs. Edward R. Neary Duncan Salmon '78 Edward Tober '54 
Eugene P. Hughes, Sr. '48 Cynthia L. Lehr-Janus '71 John B. Nelson III '54 Edward J. Saltzman '49 Martin A. Tobey '70 
John B. Humphrey, jr. '68 Samuel M. Lesko '77 Richard L. Nemiroff '70 Joseph W. Sassani '73 Enio W. Tobia '46 
Richard H. Hunn '90 John P. Lesniak '61 Paul M. Newell '81 Jonathan W. Sastic '79 Mrs. Martin L. Tracey 
Wallace B. Hussong S'44 Steven Levenberg '79 G. Stephens Nicoll '62 Lois M. Sastic '79 Eric L. Trachtenberg '89 
Robert H. Huxster '78 Manfred W. Lichtmann '63 Edmund V. Niklewski '56 Kenneth L. Savage '74 Arnold F. Traupman '73 
William J. Hyde '72 Irvin M. Liebman '61 Mark C. Norris '80 Robert C. Savage '77 Ronald P. Travitz '85 
Richard E. Ioffreda '87 William T. Lineberry, Jr. '45 James N. Nutt III '70 M. Lee Schaebler '57 Henry S. Trostle '52 
Steven R. Isaacson 73 Edward B. Lipp '60 Glenn C. Nye '72 Norbert D. Scharff '75 Lloyd L. Trujillo '82 
Wayne Isaacson APM'94 Richard D. Lippe '63 John C. Oberholtzer '84 Joseph W. Schauer III '81 David H. Trump '78 
Linda K. Izquierdo '69 H. David Lipsitz '75 James J. O'Brien '60 Lawrence R. Schiller '72 Dale C. Tucker '78 
Norman C. Jablon '59 Cynthia Liskov '81 Thomas M. O'Brien '85 Charles R. Schleifer '70 Sally I. Tucker EM'91 
Richard S. Jackson, Jr. '75 Alan Y. Lo '90 Michael P. O'Donnell '64 C. Kenneth Schloss '28 Kessi Moses 0. Tuke '83 
Ivan H. Jacobs '73 Sarah S. Long '70 Philip H. O'Donnell '88 Evelyn D. Schmidt PD'54 James B. Turchik '68 
Richard L. Jaffe '74 Kevin N. Lorah '85 Christopher D. Olbrich '92 Thomas J. Schneider '65 Maurice R. Turcotte '50 
Barbara Figgs „Jaffee '74 Mark F. Loriz-Vega AN'85 Joseph L. Owens, Jr. '53 Michael I. Schoen '84 Thomas C. Turner '48 
Kurtis D. Jens '76 Jack Lubin '59 Vincent S. Palmisano '41 Paul C. Schroy III '81 Samuel D. Ulrich '38 
Milton W. Johns '53 Edward W. Luczynski, Jr. '56 Victor Panitch '58 Paul W. Schuessler 544 Mrs. Robert A. Updegrove 
Robert M. Johnson '74 Robert A. Lustig '69 Benjamin R. Paradee '51 Robert E. Schulz '49 Donald G. Urban '68 
David G. Jones '65 R. Bruce Lutz, Jr. '51 F. Noel Parent III '82 Daniel J. Schwartz '73 Timothy E. Urbanski '71 
David W. Jones '71 R. Bruce Lutz III '82 John P. Parente, Jr. '90 David S. Schwartz '73 Morton J. Vallow '55 
W. Edward Jordan III '76 Koon T. Ma '49 Ted M. Parris '76 Robert R. Schwartz '56 Maria M. Vazquez de Vilaro R'86 
Jeffrey I. Joseph AN'88 Vincent I. MacAndrew, Jr. '84 Timothy Vietor Parsons '96 Jackson V. Scott '59 John M. Vesey '45 
Allan S. Josephs '78 Arthur D. Magilner '63 Shailesh D. Patel '91 Maria Cirone Scott '87 Frank J. Veve '42 
Ronald L. Kabler '72 Courtney M. Malcarney '62 John M. Patterson '54 Cynthia Sears '77 Stephen A. Volk '72 
Charles B. Kahn '63 Robert J. Malovany '70 Michael]. Patti '85 Henry E. Seidel '58 James Vorosmarti '61 
Victor R. Kalman OSM'94 Alexander C. Mamourian '78 Frank J. Pearl '74 Paul M. Selinkoff '70 Nichols Vorys '53 
Michael A. C. Kane '84 Martin M. Mandel '47 Rosalie Pepe '86 G. Robert Senita '46 Andrew B. Walker '69 
William M. Kane '46 Mary-Elise Manuell EM'96 Michael D. Perilstein '75 Mark P. Seraly '90 James R. Wall '72 
William L. Kanenson '55 Larry S. Mapow '74 Mrs. Harry E. Penis (Friend) David S. Seres '85 Paul M. Wall '75 
Susan G. Kaplan '80 Ralph James Marino '82 John H. Petre, Jr. '46 George L Sexton, Jr. '53 Peter G. Wallick '82 
Robert E. Karns '50 Samuel H. Markind '83 Gregory Petro '96 Eugene M. Shaffer '73 Tsailing Wang PTH'96 
Merle H. Katzman '54 Robert]. Maro, Jr. '80 William F. Phifer '86 Howard Shaffer '48 John M. Wapner '54 
Stephen C. Kauffman '64 Robert J. Maro, Sr. '56 Paul A. Piccini '75 Deepak Shah CD'93 Jonathan Warren '67 
Raymond H. Kaufman (Friend) Gilbert A. Martin, Jr. '54 Richard J. Pierotti '76 Suken A. Shah '94 Sara A. Warren '66 
James K. Kavanagh '84 John A. Martin J'44 Simon Piovanetti '51 Bertram H. Shapiro '56 Louis A. Wasserman IM'77 
Henry Lawrence Kazal PTH'55 Jose Martinez HEM'69 Paul R. Pirigyi '75 Joan H. Shapiro '72 Harold R. Weidaw '54 
Paul A. Kearney '43 Mary C. Martini '84 Howard S. Pittle '91 Lewis S. Sharps '75 Calvin L. Weisberger '70 
Jeffrey A. Keenan '83 Jeffrey A. Mattes '72 Howard A. Platt '61 Arthur H. Shedden '80 Robert A. Weiss '60 
Eugene E. Kegel '52 Thomas J. Matulewski '74 David F. Podrasky '80 Penn P. Shelley '57 Bruce W. Weissman '65 
Maureen P. Kelly (Faculty) Bernard W. Mayer '51 Clermont S. Powell '48 Mark A. Shelly '86 J. Patrick Welch '81 
David F. Kennedy '53 Julian Mayro '58 George R. Pronesti '85 David P. Shiller EM'92 Alvin P. Wenger, Jr. '43 
Jay A. Kern '58 Michael]. McAndrew, Jr. '46 Aldo J. Prosperi '84 Robert P. Shillingford '58 Richard P. Wenzel '65 
Marilyn S. P. Kershner '70 Edward M. McAninch '52 Mrs. Benjamin Provisor +Bernard ]. Shuman '45 Charles W. Werley '45 
Joseph J. Kesselring '85 James P. McCann '76 John 0. Punderson, Jr. '76 Albert M. Signorella '82 Randy R. Westgate '80 
Frank J. Kessler '56 Walter L. McConnell '59 Gary F. Purdue '76 Harvey D. Silver '60 Carl G. Whitbeck '37 
Mary L. Khine '92 Richard R. P. McCurdy '72 Samuel G. Putnam 111 '86 Carl I. Simons '59 Donald M. Whiting '85 
Thomas S. Kilcheski '76 John P. McGoff EM'87 Kathleen K. Quadro '79 Arthur I. Sims '39 Richard Whittington '76 
Charles J. Kilduff, Jr. '45 John M. McGowan '75 Mrs. Frank M. Quinn Arnold Singer '58 Willis W. Willard III '62 
David H. Kim PM'96 Mary P. McHugh PTH'94 Joel F. Rach '83 Arthur Sitelman '75 Kenan B. Williams 544 
Michael Kim '92 Menzie McKim, Jr. '47 Alexa R. Raymond '99 Joseph M. Skutches '57 W. Scott Williams '66 
John F. W. King '40 Robert A. McKinley '51 Robert S. Ream '86 Rose Kenny Slizewski '70 Sandra Willingmyre '79 
Carolyn L. Kinney PM'84 James C. McLaughlin '51 William H. Reifsnyder III '51 Robert D. Smink (Faculty) Mrs. John F. Wilson 
Paul M. Kiproff '84 Glenn Robert McLintock '95 Kathryn A. Reihard '85 Arthur K. Smith '71 Norman E. Wilson '71 
Herbert D. Kleber '60 John E. McManigle '80 Michael X. Repka '79 Carol Ann Smith '95 George A. Winch, Jr. '81 
Adam E. Klein '92 Francis L. McNelis '45 Susan L. Ricciardi '85 H. Alexander Smith, Jr. '54 Donald B. Witmer J'44 
Jacob Klein '68 Sidney R. McPherson J'44 Craig G. Richman '88 Henry F. Smith, Jr. '83 Albert B. Wolbach, Jr. '58 
Steven A. Klein '70 Michelle A. Mead '86 Howard S. Richter '57 Robert V. Smith FP'78 Norman M. Woldorf '64 
Robert M. Kline '55 George M. Meier '51 Julius S. Richter '62 Robert W. Smith '56 Richard A. Wolitz '77 
Robert A. Kloss '76 Arthur W. Mellen IV '80 Joseph A. Riggs OBG'64 Ruth E. Smith '84 Elaine Wolk (Faculty) 
Edgar a Knerr, Jr. J'44 M. Diana Metzger '80 Robert E. Rinaldi '72 Lawrence T. Smyth, Jr. '77 Victor L. Woo '75 
H. Donald Knox '57 Thomas J. Meyer '86 Carol F. Robertson '85 Elizabeth Gallivan Snedden '90 James Thurman Wright '43 
Mrs. Melvin L. Knupp Spyros G. Mezitis '92 Frank M. Robertson '85 Charles W. Snyder '68 Matthew F. Yenney '54 
Kurt S. Kodroff '89 Eric J. Michael '78 David M. Robinson II '80 Michael C. Snyder '66 Frank J. Yohe '78 
Jeffrey M. Koffler '77 Peter P. Midura S'44 Jay A. Robinson '82 James A. Solan '79 Kenneth S. Yonemura '84 
Carol H. Konhaus S'44 Clarence M. Miller, Jr. '46 Warren L. Robinson, Jr. '78 Manal M. Soliman '93 Sophia Chan Young '81 
John E. Kostinas '58 David H. Miller '67 William H. Robinson III '40 Aris M. Sophocles '50 Steven M. Zamore '74 
Albert J. Kraft, Jr. '47 Jacqueline L. Miller OBG'71 David M. Rodgers '77 Maria E. Sophocles '91 James G. Zangrilli '56 
Neil R. Kramer R'85 John R. Mingey '85 John P. Rogers '75 Stephen Sorokanich, Jr. '81 David 0. Zenker '55 
Norman J. Kramer '65 Alfred M. Mintz '47 Jennifer Erica Rosen '97 Alfred C. Speirs '59 Neal" Zimmerman '78 
Mark J. Krawitz '80 Donald G. Mitchell (Faculty) Mrs. Leon Rosenbaum, Jr. Raymond L. Sphar, Jr. '61 Marc T. Zubrow '77 
+Jack B. Kremens '51 Daniel). Mizak '68 Dale J. Rosenberg '85 John W. Spurlock '84 Rebecca A. Zuurbier '86 
Charles B. Krespan '82 Walter E. Mokychic '56 Morton A. Rosenblatt '51 Carl L. Stanitski '67 
Samuel D. Kron J'44 Stanton I. Moldovan '67 David E. Rosenthal '62 John R. Starynski '80 
Joseph A. Kuhn '73 James W. Montague '58 William F. Rosner '75 Paul Robert Stauffer '95 Every effort has been made to 
K. Mathai Kurien AN'99 
Robert C. Kurtz '68 
Bertrand Kushner '56 
James F. & Mary B. Monteith 
(Friends) 
Bruce B. Montgomery '60 
Martin Rubel '59 
Deborah A. Rubin MMU'92 
Mark G. Rubin '81 
Mark R. Stein '68 
Harvey Steinberg '62 
Stanford M. Steinberg '62 
ensure accuracy in this Annual 
Giving Report. If an error is 
Gary G. Kushner '66 Kathryn E. Morris '81 John A. Ruffini '58 J. Arthur Steitz '42 found, please contact: 
Michael A. Kutell '65 Sheldon L. Morris '62 James 0. Rumbaugh, Jr. '54 Alan L. Stem '73 Joan E. Schott 
Norman Label '68 Todd A. Morrow '86 Andrew C. Ruoff III '43 David K. Subin '61 Associate Director Alumni 
Mrs. Leonard P. Lang Craig L. Muetterties '75 Timothy J. Rupp EM'98 Kevin Lawrence Sullivan VIR'86 Giving Program 
Gordon M. Langston '81 S. Grant Mulholland (Faculty) Harold W. Rushton '53 Theodore R. Sunder '72 Jefferson Medical College 
Jeffrey J. Larkin '87 Robert L. Mulligan '51 Michael P. Russo '78 Alan Swinger AN'91 1020 Locust Street, Suite M-41 
Karen Baker Lauer '86 
Gary W. Lawrence '77 
Carl P. Mulveny '67 
James A. Murray '55 
Frederick W. Ruthardt, Jr. '83 
Joseph J. Ruzbarsky '77 
Thaddeus R. Szydlowski '72 
Misao Takeda PTH'61 Philadelphia, PA 19107-6799 
Allan W. Lazar '57 John T. Murray '60 Eugene J. Ryan 544 Nicholas A. Tepe '80 215 955 1683 
Gary R. Leach '66 Larry S. Myers '70 Debra Boyer Sager '83 William J. Thomas '72 Fax: 215 923 9916 
Robert H. Leaming '45 Francis Naso PM'72 Jason Sagerman DR'91 Robert R. Thompson '65 Email: Joan.E.Schott@mail.tju.edu  
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PROTECT MORE OF YOUR 
RETIREMENT ASSETS FROM TAXES 
IRS SIMPLIFIES RULES ON RETIREMENT PLAN PAYOUTS 
You may benefit from favorable new IRS rules 
for calculating minimum payments from 
IRAs and other retirement accounts. 
ADVANTAGES 
.14 
You may enjoy greater tax-deferred 
accumulations within your retirement 
accounts. 
3 Your beneficiary — a family member or 
friend — can spread survivor benefits over 
his or her life expectancy. 
V With proper planning, you can identify 
a family trust as beneficiary of your 
retirement account, and required annual 
withdrawals can stretch over the trust's 
life expectancy. 
3 You may establish Jefferson as a beneficiary 
without increasing the minimum annual 
withdrawal. 
HOW IT WORKS 
A new standard table governs the minimum 
amount you must withdraw annually, beginning 
the year after you reach age 70. This amount is 
not affected by whom you choose as a survivor 
beneficiary. Simply calculate the value of your 
account at the end of the past year and multiply 
that amount by the table percentage, according 
to your age, to figure your minimum payment 
for the current year. 
FOR EXAMPLE: 
If you are 75, and the value of your 
account on December 31, 2000, was 
$500,000, you would be required to 
take out $22,936 ($500,000 x 4.5872%) 
during 2001. In 2002, at the age of 76, 
you would need to withdraw a minimum 
of 4.7847% of your account balance as 
valued on December 31, 2001. 
ASK YOUR ADVISERS 
3 How the new rules will affect your tax 
and estate planning 
3 How your retirement account can benefit 
you, your family and Jefferson's future 
CONTACT JEFFERSON 
TRUSTS AND ESTATES 
Complete and mail the postcard at the 
center of this magazine 
3 Call, toll free, Fritz Ruccius or Lisa Watson 
Repko, Jefferson Trusts and Estates, 
at 1-877-JEFF GIFT (1-877-533-3443) 
3 E-mail your request to 
jeffitrust@mail.tju.edu 
 
A Jefferson Planned Gift: An Investment in the Future 
This advertisement is for illustrative purposes only and is based upon the Federal tax laws in effect on June 18, 2001. It should not be construed as tax or 
legal advice. The laws and regulations of individual states are not discussed. Please note that individual tax and legal circumstances may vary and the 
laws are subject to change. We recommend that anyone consult his or her own attorney or tax adviser before making any financial decisions. 

